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Abstract

Characteristics or a pyroelectric detector, a metalイilm

bolometer and a thermistor are investigated in order to att,aim

bigb reliability or the bolometric measurement. The spurious

signal Which appears on a pyroelectric detector･ is efficiently

eliminated by setting a mask close to the detector, Which has a

function of avoiding the direct incidence of photons on its

electrode. This is verified With the consistency of integrated

value of the signal. The detector is calibrated
･vith

a HeNe

laser taking the reflection on the detector･ surface into account.

No temporal change has been seen on the sensitivity or the

detector calibrated by this method. Ve also developed a thin

metal-film bolometer With highsensitivity (12.9 fVmJ) , hightime

response (3 ps) and Yell defined thermal characteristics. The

calibration of this detector Was performed by supplying a bias

current through its resistor. We construct.ed a bolometric system

Which consisted of twelve pyroelectric detectors and a metal-film

bolometer With high time response and high spatial resolution.

The radiation power measured vitb the pyroelectric detector

agrees With that measured With the calibrated metal-film

bolometer Within 10 %.
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Spectroscopic and bolometric measurements With spatial and

temporal resolution sbov that large radiation loss brings about

the decrease in electron and ion temperature and plasma energy.

Carbon limiters have an effect to suppress the radiation power

for ohmic plasma, but are insufficient for ICRF heated plasma.

The main contribution to radiation power may be attributed to Fe

impurity released from the ICRF antennae, the Faraday shield and

vacuum vessel. By making carbonization or the valュ and in-vessel

components, the Fe impurity is suppr･essed to a low level (nFe /ne

- 0.04 %) and the radiation power is reduced to Prad /(PoH +P,f )

- 20 % and emissivity throughout the plasma region is reduced.

This is clearly supported by the observation of Zeff reduction

(3.9- I.2).
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CHAFrER I

Introduction

The radiation losses from a plasma column directly

dissipate electron energy and influence electron temperature and

power balance in tokamak discharges.I-6) It is also associated

With instabilities through an influence on the radial profile or

electron temperature.7-9)

The radiation power is greatly enhanced by the presence or

impurity atoms, especially high-Z impurities, because of their

high radiative cooling rate. 10-12) plasmas are contaminated by

both light and heavy elements released From the valュ and the

limiters. Current research in nuclear fu畠ion is directed towards

reduction in the high-Z contamination of､ the plasma. In recent

years, high power ICRF heating experiments up to ～ level have

been carried out to realize high t.emperat.ure plasmas. This

heating technique has an advantage of having good eff､iciency for

ion heating. 13-16) However, it has been reported that RF heating

brings a relatively large impurity contamination compared to

other heating techniques.
17･ 18) successful heating depends

entirely on the errective reduction in the impurity

contamination.
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A good understanding of the mechanism of impurity

production and the origin of､ impurity is absolutely neccessary to

rind a method to reduce impurity contamination. Several

investigations on these problems have been described in the

literatures.19123) The origin of impurity can be identified by

changing the material of in-vessel components. Reduction in the

impurity contamination is attempted by replacing high-Z material

by low-Z material Which has less contr･ibution to the increase in

the radiation power. The use of､ carbon limiter and carbon

coating (carbonization) of in-vessel components attract attention

recently, because the limiter material and the surface condition

of in-vessel components play a critical role in the impurity

production.

A discharge using tungsten limiters suffered from ser･ious

central radiation cooling.2) carbon limiters have been found to

reduce radiation power from a core plasma.20･24)
Furthermore,

carbon coating (carbonization)25-28) is taken to be a pro甲ising

method to reduce metal impurity contamination. The errects or

low-Z limiter and carbonization on ICRF heated plasma are

important
subject

to be investigated.

Inrormation on the radiation power due to impurity is

- obtained from spectroscopic3,詔) and bolometric3,5,29)

measurements. The former method requires information concerning

the plasma parameters, namely, the intensity or the impurity

lines and the electron density and temperatur･e. On the contrary,
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the latter method gives direct results, provided that the power

due to charge-exchanged neutral particles can be estimated. In

addition, the bolometric system vitb multicbannel detectors gives

the information With temporal and spatial resolution in a single

discharge.

Investigation on impur･ities responsible to radiation loss

Was performed in ohmically heated plasma.3) However, impurity

identification in ICRF heated plasma has not been obtained in

spite of a great necessity. There is very little quantitative

information on the effect of carbonization.

The f､irst bolometric measurement or a tokamak plasma Was

reported by L.L. Gorelik, et a1,30,31) but Without spatial

resolution. The measurement With spat.ial resolution Was carried

out in the TFR tokamak詑) and the DIVA tokamak.3) The

quantitative correlation between bolometr･ic and spectroscopic

measur･ements has been obtained in the DIVA tokamak. The spatial

information of the radiation power Was obtained by scanning the

plasma on a shot-to-shot basis, reproducibility of the discharge

being an important factor. From the standpoint or

reproducibility and the comparison With spectroscopic

measurements, it is desired that infor･mation is obtained in a

single discharge. In the AIcator tokaJnak,5) four collimated

bolometers Were employed in order to obtain both spatial?nd

temporal resolutions in a single discharge. However, this kind

of system does not have highenoughspatial resolution to study
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the radiation power on the JIPP T-ⅠIU tokamak because or low

signal to noise (S/N) ratio.

In order to construct a bolometric system With high

temporal and spatial resolution, the detector must have high S/N

ratio and high time response. This demand is severe For the

measurements on a medium-sized tokamak like JIPP T-ⅠIU, since the

behavior or the plasⅢla parameters is rapid and the tolerable

spatial r･esolution is small. In addition, the calibration With

high accuracy must be carried out, since multichannel

measurements With considerable accuracy are necessary to obtain

spatial profile or the radiation power through the Abel

lnVerS10n. Since the cooling of detector･ due to thermal

conduction produces an error on the measurement, the correction

for thermal cooling must also be carried out With high accuracy.

For this reason, the detector must have veil-defined ther･mal

Characteristics.

Thermistors, 1
･33,34) pyroelectric detectors,3･35) and

metal-film bolometers,34,36･37) are employed in fusion devices.

Thermistor･s have been used Widely because of its high

sensitivity. Pyroelectric detectors give the signal With high

sensitivity and high time response.血external circuit For

measurements is simple since there is no necessity for a

differ･entiating procedure, Which is required for measur･ements

With a thermistor and a metal-rilln bololmeter. However, several

problems concerning the detectors are pointed out; t.he spurious
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signal due to the photoelectric effect and temporal change in its

characteristics.38,三治)
A metal-film b｡lometer is free from the

spurious signal and has a long cooling time. Its low sensitivity

and slow time response are disadvantages For the application. A

resolution or the dirriculties vhicb each kind or detector has is

essential to perf､orm reliable measurements. Therefore, ve

investigated the means to eliminate the spurious signal From the

pyroelectric detector and the temporal change in its

characteristics.40) ve developed metal-film bolometers With thin

structure to improve the sensitivity and time response.41) They

have Well-defined characteristics. To select detectors best

suited to our bolometric system, ve investigated the

characteristics or three types or detectors, methods or

calibration and correction For thermal cooling With bigb

accuracy. As a result, ve constructed a bolometric system Which

consisted of pyroelectric detectors and metal-film bolometers.

By utilizing this bolometric system, ve studied the r･adiation

losses due to impurities on the JIPP T-IIU tokamak plasma.42)

This study is complemented by the spectroscopic measurements.

In JIPP T-ⅠIU,43,44) highpover IC肝heating experiments

have been carried out. The decrease in radiation loss from a

core plasma is a decisive factor to achieve an ef､fective heating.

To serve this purpose, the inf､1uences or the limiter material and

the carbonization on impurity contamination are investigated.

The ICRF heating experiments have been carried out on discharges
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using stainless steel (S.S.) 1imiters or carbon (C) 1imiters and

on discharges With carbonization using C limiters.

In the experiments vitb S.S. 1imiters, the total radiated

power is the
major

fraction or the plasma energy loss and

emissivity in a core plasma accounts for the substantial fraction

of the total radiation power even for ohmically heated plasma.

Replacing S.S. 1imiters by C limiters, radiation power from

ohmically heated plasma is reduced to 30 % of ohmic input pover･.

This indicates that t.he limiter･s are the major impurity sources

in obmically heated plasma. However, large increase in the total

radiation power and emissivity are accompanied by ICRF heating

even vben C limiters are used. By making carbonization, the

increase in radiation power due to ICRF heating is dramatically

reduced. The above result indicates that impurity flux released

from the antenna, the Faraday shield and the vacuum vessel is

mainly responsible to the increase in the radiation power during

ICRF beating. By comparing the results or bolometric and

spect.roscopic measurements in the cases With and Without

carbonizations, the impurity abundances For both cases are

estimated. This estimation is essential For the study or

impurity contamination and investigation on the ef､rects or C

limiters and carbonization on impurity reduction.

The radiation processes f-ron the plasma, the steady-state
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radiative cooling rates and the principle or the radiation

measurement are described in Chapter II. The radiative cooling

rates are good measure for comparing information fr･om the

bolometric measurement With that from the spectroscopic

neasur･ement. In Chapter Ill, char･acteristics and calibrations of

detectors are described. The details or apparatus are described

in Chapter IV.

Ekperimental results on the JIPP T-ⅠIU tokamak plasma are

described in Chapter V. Radiation measurements for the three

cases are presented. Impurity abundances, the origin of impurity

and the erf､ects or C limiters and carbonization on the behavior

of radiation power are discussed.

In Chapter VI, the summary of the thesis is presented.
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(ユm II

Theoretical Background

Most of the radiation power from a tokamak plasma is due to

the presence of impurities'a皿d is related With impurity abundance

by the radiative cooling rate Which is a function of electron

temper.ature. The radiation power is directly obtained by means

of bolometric measurement, because most of the radiation from a

tokamak plasma is efficiently absorbed by various mater･ials and

is converted into thermal energy.

(i) Radiation Processes and Fhdiative Cooling Rates

The radiation mechanism from a magnetically conf､ined plasma

falls into three c?tegories: free-free radiation, free-bound

(recombination) radiation, bound-bound (line) radiation.

A moving charge r･adiates Whenever it is accelerated or

decelerated. The f､ree-free radiation can be divided into two

Categories :----Bremsstrahlung and synchrotron radiation.

Bremsstrahlung is caused by t.he acceleration of charged

particles in the Coulomb field or other charged particles. The

major part or the Bremsstrahlung is due to electron-ion

- 14 -
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collisions. Ⅵ1en the electron velocity distribution is

Maxvellian, the classical calculation gives the frequency

dependence of the free-free emission as exp(-hL･Pe).
The

emission per unit frequency interva145･46) is

dEff R7E Zeff e6

dL, 3 (47TCo)3 c3m (塞)]'2,a
ex(一驚)

Integrating over Whole Wavelength yields the total

emlSS10rl :

pb
-.･5×10-Merf nS (普)I/2(w,m3),

(Te ineV, ne inn-3)

vhere, Zeff is the effective ionic charge defined as

ze"

-;i

(2-I )

(2-2)

(2-3)

Bremsstrahlung is properly calculated as the radiation produced

by quantummechanical transit.ions between unbound state in a

continuum. The result obtained by the quantum t.reatments differs

from that by classical theory only by a factor of order unity,

Which is called the Gaunt factor.

In synchrotron radiation, the acceleration is due to

charged particles gyrating in a magnetic Field. The
major

contribution is from electrons and the spectrum of radiation is

composed of frequencies that are harmonies of the electron

cyclotron frequency.

Synchrotron radiation is calculated starting from the

ー15
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gener･al expression for radiated emission:

e4
tiB2

67TCoC3m3 (1
-β

(2-4)

Where β is v/c. The total emission from a plasma in thermal

equilibrium is obtained from eq. (2-4) by integrating over the

Maxvellian distribution. The result46)
is:

pc-6･2× 10-20

B2恥(普)[.･(普)2.04× 105 ････]
(w,m3,･ (215,

Equation (2-5) is a result for an optially thin plasma. In

the case that the plasma is optically thick, the total emission

decreases because of the absorption. Therefore, eq. (2-5) gives

an upper limit of synchrotron radiation power. Synchrotr-on

radiation from tokamak plasmas (B- 1 T, 7b-5×1019 m~3 , Te- 1000

eV) is negligibly small compar･ed With the other radiations.

Recombination radiation occurs When an electron recombines

With an ion. Since the upper level is continuous, the radiation

is continuous. However, there is some structure due to the

discrete nature of the lover energy levels (absorption edge).

For an electron of mass m and velocit.y I), recombinat.ion into

state p gives

h"p -

E(-)十去mtF-E(q),

川層

(2-6)

Where E(- ) denotes ionization limit. Ⅵ1en the electron velocity

distribution is Maxvellian, the classical calculation gives the

Frequency dependence or the recombination radiation as

- 16 -



exp(-h1/Te ).

Line radiation occurs f､or electron transitions between

bound levels, leading to line spectra. When a t.ransition takes

place from a level of principal quantum number p With energy E(p)

to a level of q With energy E(q), the frequency of the radiation

L'pq is expressed by

h'pq = E(p)
-

E(q).

For allowed transitions the usual selection rules of

spectroscopy have to be obeyed.

(2-7)

The total radiation power due to the pr･esence of impurity

is evaluated From ionization, recombination and excitation rate

coefficients. The excited state population for tokamak plasmas

are calculated according to the simple corona model, Which is

usua11y a good approximation for tokamak plasmas. In this model,

excitation and ionization are due to electron collisions on the

ground state, de-excitation occurs only by radiation, including

radiation and dielectronic recombinations. Direct calculation of

the radiative cooling rates have been madelO-12) for coronal

equilibrium. The results for C, 0 and Fe, Which are the most

abundant impurities detected in tokamak plasma, are shown in

Fig.2-1.10) These values include also Bremsstrahlung. It is

- -- ---- -
found that line radiations from Fe impurity are dominant in the

present tokamak plasma.血ong C, 0 and Fe, a contribution or Fe

impurity is largest as a radiator. The total emission From a

plasma is obt.aimed as

- 17 -
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P =
neninp L(Te) , (2-8)

Where L(㌔) is the radiative cooling rate. The impurity density

can be inferred From the result or the bolometric measurement by

this equation. The effective ionic char･ge Zeff in eq. (2-3) gives

the information to determine the impurity density. According to

neoclassical theory, Zefr is related to electron temperature Te ,

resistive voltage and plasma current throughplasma resistivity 77

a5

77 = 1.03xlO- 4Zerfln^ 0.457

1.077+Zeff
･

o･⇒,
(2-9)

Where lnA is coulomb logarithm, ∫T the correction For the trapped

elect.Tons. The value of Zeff thus obtained gives that in a core

region (r≦p/2) because the plasma current mainly flows in this

reglOn.

(ii) Measurement of Radiation Power

Radiation power is measured from the temperature rise of

the absorber or a detector on the assumption that the radiation

energy is efficiently converted into thermal energy. This

assumption is considered to be valid for the photons in ⅥⅣ

reglOn. It seems that the major Fraction of､ radiated power from

a tokamak plasma lies in the vacuum ultraviolet region. It is

repor･ted that photons in such a region are efficiently absorbed

by various materials.47)
In Fig.212, reflectivities of iron

- 19 -
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Iron

Fig･212 Reflectivities of iron and glass as a function of

vavelength. 47)
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and glass are shown as a function of Wavelength. Most of phot.ons

up to 2000 A is absorbed (>SD %) by these materials. The

absorbers are made of these materials. This is supported by the

rac上 that no dirrerence ha5 been observed between bare and coated

detectors having layers or carbon black that can absorb nearly

100 % of the incident-light energy.48)

If a radiation power per volume Pv.1 is incident on the

detector･, its temperature rise T is governed by

c境T
- HAT ･ PvoL･ (2-10)

Where c is the specific heat, p the density, 〟 the thermal

conductivity. If the first term is neglisible, the radiation

power is measured from the time differential of T. A detector

for the bolometric measurement is so made that the effect of this

term is small. The deviation due to this term is the origin or

the thermal cooling of the detector. First approximation to

input power is Written a5

p-c(富･ま),
(2-ll)

Where C is the thermal capacity and T｡ the cooling time. The

temperature rise is measured through the change in resistance or

throughthe change in the surface charge by a pyroelectr･ic

effect. The former is the principle of a thermistor and a

met.al-film bolometer･ and the latter is that of a pyr･oelectric

detector.

ー 21 -
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(a) Thertnistor and neta1-film boloneter

The thermistor and the metal-film bolometer are similar in

operation. Both of the detectors combine the functions of a

radiation absorber･ and a resistor for detection. Assuming that

the temperatur･e rise T is small, a change in the r･esistance AR

can be described as

AR = RodT, (2-12)

Where Ro is the initial resistance and α the temperature

coerricient.

Figure 2-3 shows the circuit used in a total-radiation

measurement on the JIPP T-ⅠIU toka皿ak, Where r and c are the

resistance and capacitance of the differentiating circuit,

respectively. This circuit has the advantage of simpleness and

of no signal drift. When a signal is obtained under･ the

condition that the time constant rc is smaller than the required

time response I Of measurement and that Ro is smaller than the

impedance determined by r and c, the resulting voltage V can be

described as

y -

Irc富,

lM=

(2-13)

Where I is the current. determined by a constant current diode.

From eqs.(2-ll), (2-13), P is obtained as

- 22 -



to QmP.

r

Fig.2-3 Circuit for the metal-film bolometer.
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P =

Zdo rc (y.まLtvdt), (2-14)

Where d?o/C is equal to the sensitivity of the detector. In the

radiation measurement froth a plasma, Tc is so determined that the

radiation is zero imediately after the discharge is terminated.

(b) Pyroelectric detector

Ⅵlen a pyrOelectric crystal undergoes a change in

temperature, a surface charge is produced as the result or a

change in its spontaneous polarization With temperature. This

pyr-oelectric effect is expr･essed in terms of a pyroelectric

coerricient p as,

APs =

pT,

Where Ps is the spontaneous polarization.49) The resulting

pyroelectric charge-flow tp in the circuit. of the sample

(Fig.2-4) is described by

t,

-孟(AAPs)-A嬬,

(2-15)

(2-16)

vhere A is the sensitive area or the detector. From eqs.(2-ll),

(2-16), P is obtained as

p

-蓋(ip･まLti,dt),
(2-17)

Where Ap/C is equal to the sensitivity of the detector. In the

radiation measurement From a plasma, T｡ is so determined that

- 24 -
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to QmP.

Fig.2-4 Input equivalent circuit or the pyroelectric detector.
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the radiation is zero immediately after the discharge is

terminated.

The input equivalent circuit or a pyroelectric detector is

shown in Fig.2-4. The time response depends on the time constant

r℃, since the time response determined by the detector is very

high. The capacitance c is composed or the capacitance between

the electrodes and of a floating capacitance. The resistance r

is the load resistance parallel to the detector. This time

constant rc is chosen so as to be smaller than the required time

response. Under such a condition, this detector operates as a

current source vho畠e signal is described by the equation (2116).

The signal Which is obtained through the thermal process should

have the following feature. After the incident power on the

detector is turned orr, the integrated value or this signal

becomes zero With a time lapseて, Several times larger than the

cooling time Tc. The integrated value is proportional to the

temperature rise or the detector from the initial value. It is

derived from the eq. (2116) as

ipdt = Ap(T(I)
-

T(0)]. (2-18)

After the incident. power is turned off, the temperature of the

detector gradually decreases Wit.h time. Finally it approaches to

the initial value. As can be seen from the equation (2-18),

ipdt
=0.

- 2B -
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A signal Which does not satisfy this equation is regarded as the

false signal.
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Cm III

Characteristics of Detectors

Tbe reliability or a bolometric measurement depends

entirely on the performance of the detectors. As a first step,

characteristics of three types of detectors ar･e investigated

because this is necessary in order to select detectors and to

construct a bolometric system best suited to the measurement. on

the JIPP T-IIU tokamak. As a matter of course, the reliable

measurement depends critically on t.he calibr･ation of detector's.

The accurate measurement or the net input power to the detector

is or a primary importance to the calibration.

(i) Thertnistor

A thermistor is a small chip of semiconductor material With

a standard thickness of 40 pm. It can be free standing or

mounted on a metal substrate. The r･esistance is a sensitive

function of- temperature, typically 5 % per degree centigrade.

(a) Calibration of Thermistors

- 2B -
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The sensitivity of the detector is obtained from the change

in resistance When a knoⅥl power from a HeNe laser is introduced

to the detector. The laser pover･ incident on the detector is

measured With a calibrated povermeter, With an accuracy of 3 %.

Figure 3-1 shows the laser power and the output signal from the

circuit shown in Fig.2-3. The output signal is negative, because

the temperature coef､ricient is negative. The sensitivity

obtained Without considering the reflected power of HeNe laser

light is 1530 f2/mJ. The reflected power is hard to be measured

because of its diffused reflection. The time response of the

detector is slow (-20 ms).
In addition, the sensitivity is

observed to be strongly position dependent.

(ii) Pyroelectric lktector

A pyroelectric detector consists of'tvo electrodes and

pyroelectric crystal (LiTaO3) , Whose Curie temperature is 610oC.

Radiation is absorbed by the front electrode With SiO2 absorber

of 50 pm thick and the crystal of 50 pm t.hick. Their absorptive

power is shown in Fig.3-2.50) Absorbed radiation is converted

into heat, Which in turn increases the temperature of the

crystal. -This
detector gives the signal due to the heat.. The

sensitive region of the detector is 2 mm in diameter. This

detector has an absorber of smooth surface and incident light

onto the absorber undergoes a normal reflection. Ther･efore,
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Fig.3-1 0utput signal from the thermistor (top) With the

incidence or the HeNe laser light (bottom).
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the r･eflected power is easily measured.

(a) Calibration of Pyroelectric Detectors

The bea皿Of the HeNe laser light Was conducted nearly

normal to the detector (Fig.3-3). The incident power and the

reflected power of the laser light Were measured With a

calibrated povermet.er. The net input pover･ is the difference

between these powers. The output current from the detector f'or a

net input power of 1.3 mV is shown in Fig.3-4. This signal rises

Within I ms after the power incidence and reaches a maximum

value; then it decreases With a cooling time of 185 ms. The

sensitivity and cooling time of this detector are obtained from

the maximum value and the decay or this signal, respectively.

The sensitivity and the reflectivity thus obtained are 0.95

FJA/mW and 53 %, respectively. This calibrated value is twice as

large as the manufacturer's value. The value obtained Without

considering the reflected power of the HeNe laser light agrees

Well With the manuracturer's value. The output linearity vas

checked to be highas shown in Fig.3-5. The incident power Was

controlled by changing the neutral (ND) filter inserted in front

of the detector.

The pyroelectric detector Was calibrated each time it Was

detached from the JIPP T-IIU tokamak. The sensitivity and

ref､1ectivity for the HeNe laser light are shown in Fig.3-6.
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HeNe tQSer

power meter

Fig.3-3 Arrangement of a HeNe laser and a calibrated povermeter

for the measurement. of the reflected power.
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As the detectors are exposed to a plasma discharge, the

ref､1ectivity decreases. However, lit.tle change in the net

sensitivity has been observed (vitbin I %). A decrease in the

rerlectivity is due to the change in the detector surface, since

discoloration is f､ound through visual observation.

(b) Spurious Signal

Severe dirriculty is already being encountered in

interpreting the results measured vith pyroelectric detectors.

The problem is the spurious signal due t,o t.he electrons produced

by secondary emission.39,40) In order to resolve the problem, ve

investigated on the spurious signal. A pyroelectric detector

(､bare detector) and a pyroelectric detector With a mask (detector

vith a mask) Were mounted on the JIPP T-ⅠIU device. The mask,

vhicb is close to the detector, arrords protection against the

direct incidence or radiation onto a nongrounded electrode

(Fig.3-7). The sensitive region of the bare detector is

determined by its intrinsic sensitive region and that or the

detector With a mask is determined by the mask.

The signal is shown in Fig.3-8(a) Was obtained from a bare

detector√-- The magnitude--and the behavior of the signal show the

possibilit.y of a spurious signal. The magnitude of is is too

large to do Fit With reality, because this value indicates a.

radiation power vhicb greatly exceeds the input power to plasma.
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The signal after the dischar･ge has a small negative value, but

is too small to explain the decrease in the temperature of the

detector due to the heat losses described by the first term of

the eq.(2-10). It is obvious that the integrated value or the

signal does not return to zero after a long lapse of time. This

shows that a positive spurious signal is superposed on the true

signal.

The signal it shown in Fig.3-8(a) Was obtained from a

pyroelectric detector With a mask. The magnitude or this signal

indicates a radiation power Which is about 80 % or the ohmic

input power. It is possible that the plasma radiates such a

large fraction of the energy loss since this is a

radiation-dominant plasma. This signal has a negative part,

indicating a decrease in the temperature or the detector. The

integrated value of it is shown in Fig.3-8(b). It satisfies the

condition described in eq. (2-19). Thus the net input power on

the detector is obtained througha correction for thermal cooling

described in eq. (2-17). The net input power obtained from the

signals it and q is shown in Fig.3-8(c).

(iii) Hetalイilm Bolometer

A metal-film bolometer is similar･ in operat,ion to a

thermistor. As the resist.orb is made of'metal and its temperatur･e

coefficient is small, the sensitivity is small compar･ed With a
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tbermistor. In order to improve thermal characteristics and time

response as Well as sensitivity, ve have developed metalイilm

bolometers With thin structure and axial symmetry. The structure

of the metal-film bolometer is shown in Fig.3-9.Anabsober is a

thin stainless steel plate 20 孤 in diameter and 10 FJm thick but

it is eno喝h thick to absorb photons vitb high energy up to 3 key

(Fig.3-10).50) This absorber is fixed by the holder at 16 mm in

diameter (Fig.3-9(a)). Silicon oxide SiO2 is deposited (- 0.2

〃m) on the absorber in a vacuum, and nickel is also deposited

(-0.1 〃m) on the Siq2 layer into spiral shape. The SiO2 layer

ser･ves as an electrical insulator between the absor･ber and the

resistor (Ni film). The resistor is a spiral shape and has a

resistance of 10 kf?. It is located on the central region of the

absorber and its diameter is 6 mm. A slit is equipped close to

the detector in application to the JIPP T-ⅠIU tokamak

(Fig.3-9(b)). Its internal diameter is also 6 mm.

Above mentioned structure is designed from the viewpoint. of

the required character･istics. Thin structure improves time

response (- 3 FIS) and sensitivity (12.9 Q/mJ), since time

response is determined by the transit time or a heat From the

absorber surface to the resistor and sensitivity is determined by

thermal capacity per unit area.

Regarding thermal characteristics, the major･ Tract.ion of

thermal capacity is mainly deterⅢlined by the absorber because the

electrical insulator and the resistor are very thin in
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Fig.3-9 (a)Structure or the metalイilm bolometer. Thin

struct,ure improves sensit.ivity and time response. A

heat conduction equation is easy to be applied because

the major fraction or thermal capacity is determined by

the absorber･. (b) A slit is equipped in the

application to JIPP T-ⅠIU tokamak.
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comparison With the absorber. The temperature at periphery or

the absorber is held constant because or the large thermal

capacity or the bolder (Fig.3-9(b)). The resistor serves double

Functions. One is the function or the sensor For temperature

change and the other is that of a heater. As for the former, its

resistance is determined as a function or its space averaged

temperature in the resistor region because or the shape or the

resistor･. If a current passes throughthe resistor, it uniformly

heats up the resistor region. The sensitivity of the detector is

measured by rloving a bias current through the resistor. The

sensitivity thus obtained applies for the experiment on the JIPP

T-ⅠIU tokamak, because the diameter of t.he resistor is as large

as internal diameter of the slit.

(a) Calibration of Metal-filJn Bolometers

The calibration of the metal-film bolometer Was per･formed

With the circuit shown in Fig.3-ll. This circuit is composed of

a ⅥleatStOn bridge, a dif､rerential amplifier and a

dirrerentiating circuit. The net input power to the detector is

measured With the voltage drop arising in the bolometer and the

current, Which rlovs through the bolometer. The output signal

from this circuit and the net input power (Pin ) are shown in

Fig.3-12. This signal reaches a maximum value Wit.him 3 ms, and

then decreases With a cooling time (- I.I s). The net input
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Fig.3-ll Circuit for the calibration or the metalイilm

bolometer.
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power is 2.50 mV and the sensitivity of this detector is 12.9

a/mJ. This method has the advantage of being calibrated iTt SihL.

(b) TherJnal Characteristics

The thermal characteristics are Well expressed by a heat

conduction equation because or a simple structure With axial

syTnmetry. As an incident power on the absorber surface is

deposited to the resistor in a short time (-3 FJS), the

assumption that a temperature rise is uniform in the dir･ection

perpendicular to the detector surface Will be allowed for a long

time scale (})3 FIS).
In the present case, heat conduction

equation (2-10) is modified to a partial differential equation,

cp3fT(r,i)
-

K-i去〔境T(㍗,i)〕
･

-Lp(r,i),
(3-1 )

Where c is the specific heat (0.51 J/gK) of the absorber

(stainless steel), p the density (7.9xlO6 g/m3), K the thermal

conductivity (15.1 W/hK), d the thickness (10 pm), P(r,t) the

input power density in V/m2. This equation is numerically solved

by a recurrence method under the boundary and the initial

conditions that

T(a,t) = T(r,0) = 0, (3-2)

Where cl is the internal radius of the holder (Fig.3-9(b)). The

change in resistance R is related With t.he t.emperature rise

averaged in the resistor region by
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AR = RoctTa,(i) ,

Where Tav (t) is the space aver･aged value of T(r,T), Ro the

(3-3)

initial resistance and α the temperature coef'ricient or Ni ril血.

The value of Tar (t) is obtained as

Tar(i) =
I,

2疋rT(㍗,i)dr, (3-4)

Where al is the radius of the resistor region. As can be seen

From the comparison or eq. (2-Ⅰ2) With eq. (3-3) , power measured by

the detector is obtained from eq. (2-ll) as

p-s - c

〔iTay(i)･まTav(i)〕
,

Where C is given by
7ra?cFXl.

In order to investigate

(3-5)

characteristics of a metal-film bolometer, eqs. (3-1)-(3-5) are

solved both for the cases of'calibration and of radiation

measurement.

The calculated results For the case or calibration are

shown in Fig.3-13. The value of Tar (solid line) is shown

instead of PDN,aS. The dot denotes the time differential from now

on. The value of Tar corresponds to the output signal in

Fig.3-12, that is, A. comparison between time behaviors of both

values is made in Fig.3-14. The deviation from a str･aight line

is Within 3 % and this supports that thermal characteristics are

Well expressed by eq. (311). A dashed line in Fig.3-13(c) denotes

the value With a correcton according to eq. (3-5). The value or

Tc in this case is 0.94 s. It is so determined that initial
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Fig.3-13

I-Calculated results of (a) temperature rise of the

absorber, (b) space-averaged temperature rise (Tav (t))

in the resistor region. (c) Time behavior or ㌔, (t).

The dashed line denotes the value With a simple

correction for thermal cooling.
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Fig.3114 A plot of the measured A against calculated Ta, (t).

They show a good agreement. The value of A corresponds

to that of Tav (i).
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value agrees vitb the value at t=l.0 s.

The calculated results For the ease or radiation

measurement are shown in Fig.3-15. Power densit.y used for

calculation of eq.(311)
is shown in Fig.3-16. In Fig.3-17, 1av

(solid line) is shown. A dashed line denotes the value With a

correction according to
eq.(3-5).

The value orて｡ in this case

is 0.61 s. It is so determined that Pneas becomes zero at t=0.25

s. Figure 3-18 shows ratio of PheaS tO Pin. The value of Pin is

the pr･oduct of pover･ density and the internal area of the slit.

The deviation is reduced by a correction according to eq. (3-5)

to 3 % for i < 180 ms. This result shows that the correction is

erf､ective.

(iv) Results and Discussion

It is important for a bolometric measurement to efficiently

absorb the radiation from a plasma. This needs to make sure that

photons With long Wavelength (Å<2mO A ) and phot.ons With high

energy (E>3 keV for a metal-film bolometer･, E> 10 key for a

pyroelectric detector) have little contribution to the radiation

power becauge such low energy photons are reflected by an

- absor･ber surface of -a detector and- high energy photons penetrate

a detector. In order to investigate the radiation power due to

photons With long Wavelength (l>2000 A ) , the radiation power

rrom the JIPP T-ⅠIU tokamak plasma is measured With two
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Fig.3115 Calculated results of (a) temperature rise in the case

vith a slit, (b) space-aver･aged temperature rise

(㌔v (t)).
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Fig.3-Ⅰ6 The time behavior or the radiation power density

measured With the metal-film bolometer (PEDeaS(i)). It

includes a simple correction for thermal cooling.
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Fig.3-17 The time behavior of Tar (i) (solid line). The dashed

line denotes the value With a simple correction for

thermal cooling.
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Fig.3-18 Ratio of Pes (t) to PDeaS(t). This value of Pes (t) is

obtained from the value shown by the dashed line in

Fig.3-17 in consideration of thermal cooling.
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pyroelectric detectors (Fig.3-19). One of t.he detectors views

the plasma throughsapphire vindov Which cuts photons With short

Wavelength up to 2000 A (dashed line). These detectors are

surriciently sensitive For pbotons With long vavelengtb (入> 2000

A ). The above results indicates that photons With long

Wavelength (l>2000 A ) have little contribution to the radiation

power (< 1 %). When the electron velocity distribution is

Phxvellian, a contribution of photons above 3 key is estimated to

be less than 5 % of､ the total radiation power f､rom the plasma

(Te- 1 key). A pyroelectric detector and a metal-film bolometer

have high absorption power for photons up to 3 key (Fig.3-2 and

Fig.3-10). especially, a pyroelectric detector efficiently

absorbs the high energy radiation up to 10 key.

--As
For a tbermistor, slow time response and position

dependence of sensitivity are drawback to bolometric measur･ement.

The calibration method using HeNe laser is not suitable fort

thermistor because of diffused r･eflection. In addition,

ther'mistor has nonlinear r･esistance-temperature characteristic

and this nonlinearlity is also drawback to accurate measurement,

since it is almost impossible to correct this nonlinearlity

accurately.

A pyroelectric detector gives a signal With highSm ratio

(> 100) and hightime response (- 1 ms). Several problems

concerning the detector･ are pointed out, that is, spur･ious signal

and temporal change in sensitivity. The cause or the spurious
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Fig.3-19 Signals from pyroelectric detectors viewing the plasma

center･. The dashed line shows the signal obtained by a

pyroelectric detector viewing through a sapphire vindov

vhich cuts photons With short Wavelength (l<2000 A ).
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signal is considered to be due to photoelectr･ic effect.. A

pyroelectric detector acts as the element of a current source.

The current signal From a pyroelectric detector is or the order

of 10-10 A in the application to the JIPP T-IIU tokamak. Even a

small current due to a non-pyroelectric errect causes a serious

spurious signal to the detector. This is the reason Why a

pyroelectric detector can easily suffer from falsification. A

pyroelectric detector Without a mask accepts the direct incidence

of photons on a non-grounded electrode. Electr･ons are emitted

From the electrode due to the photoelectric erf､ect by these

photons and a resulting current is induced. This cur･rent Would

represent the falsification (Fig.3-20). The photons in the

vacuum ultraviolet region have a high photoelectric yield

efficiency.51) - The value estimated from this efficiency is

sufficient to explain the magnitude of the falsification obser･ved

in the experiment (is in Fig.3-8(a)). It is expected that.

falsification due to an influx of charged particles and an

externally induced electric field (as veil as the direct

incidence of photons) can be avoided by using a mask.

The results in Fig.3-6 show that the rerlectivity or the

absorber or the detector For HeNe laser light changes With the

change in the detector surface but. the sensitivity does not

(ヽ

change. Apparently, sensitivity Without consider･ing the

reflected power shows temporal change. Taking the high

absorption or the major fraction or the plasma radiation
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to QmP.

Fig.3-20 Schematic geometry shoving the spurious signal from the

pyroelectric detector.
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into consideration, it can be concluded that the calibration

method Which takes into account the reflected power is a

reasonable method. The char唱e in the rerlectivity can be

attributed to a contamination or the detector surface. Some or

the materials installed inside the vacuum vessel might be

deposited on the surface of the detector. Hovever･, the

deposition is too thin to change the thermal capacity and then

the sensitivity of the detector.

Figure 3-14 shows that character･istics of the metal-film

bolometer is veil expressed by the heat conduction equation.

This fact supports that the detector has Well defined

characteristics. A correction For thermal cooling is errective

For the radiation measurement.
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那 IV

Experimental Equipments for Bolonetric Measurement

The present study on radiation power ba£ been carried out

on the JIPP T-ⅠIU tokamak plasma. Inf､ormation on radiation power

is directly obtained From the bolometric measurement, provided

that a power due to charge-exchanged neutral particles is

estimated. It is also complemented by spectroscopic measurement.

We constructed the bolometr･ic system composed of

pyroelectric detectors and metal-film bolometers. This selection

of-detectors is made from the standpoint of highreliability. Ve

applied this bolometric system to the JIPP T-ⅠIU tokamak plasma

and investigated the performance or the system.

(i) JIPP T-ⅠIU Device

The objective or the JIPP T-ⅠIU tokamak is to study the

confinement and heating of bight.emperature plasma. Ebpecially,

七ighpover IC肝heating experiment･ is vigorously carried out. in

the two-ion-hybrid heating regime. The schematic drawing or the

JIPP T-ⅠIU experimental arrangement is shown in Fig.4-I. The

applied frequency is 40 MHz and hydrogen-to-tot.al ion density
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Fig.4-1 Locations of- the major diagnostics around JIPP T-ⅠIU in

relation to ICRF antennae and limiters.
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ratio nH/(7q+7q) is 10 %. The two-ion-hybrid resonance layer for

the toroidal magnetic Field strength or 3 T in this series or

experiments is located near the plasma center. The half-turn

antennae are installed in the high field side at six different

toroidal positions (Fig.4-1). Each antenna has a capacity to

couple the rf power of 0.5 MW to the plasma. Two types of

limiters Were used. One is stainless steel紹04 (S.S.) 1imiters

and the other is carbon (C) limiters. Both of the limiters are

of the same shape and size. In order to reduce residual gases, C

limiters Were baked at temperature around 150 oC for 48 hour･s.

The vacuum vessel, the antennae and the Faraday shield are made

of stainless steel榔4. A glow discharge system Was prepared

for carbonization or imer valュ and in-vessel components.

~ Diagnostics used in the JIPP T-IIU experiments are also

shown in Fig.4-1. The line-averaged electron density is measured

With 4-tnm or 2-Tnm microwave interferometer. The radial profile

of electron density is also measured With f4CN laser

interferometer by scanning the plasma cross section oLn a

shot-to-shot basis. The temporally and spatially resolved

electron temperature is obtained With a multichannel

polychromator , Which is calibrated by Thomson scattering method

With a ruby laser. The ion temperature at the center is measured

by analyzing the energy or charge-exchanged neutral atoms

emerging from the plasma. The bolometric and the spectroscopic

(VtN, visible) measurements are carried out at the saLme tOrOida1
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section (Fig.4-I). Further details or the bolometric measurement

Will be descr･ibed later.

(ii) Bolometric System

Tbe temporally and spatially resolved radiation power

(emissivity) is obtained from the signals of the tvelv占

pyroelectric detectors throughthe Abel inversion. Each

pyr'oelctric detector has a mask to eliminate the spurious signal.

Figure 4-2 shows a schematic diagram of'the experimental

layout. This enables a simultaneous view of almost an entir･e

vertical cross section, ranging from full plasma radius (2B cm)

at the bottom to 20 cm at the top or the plasma. A vertical

co11imator･ gives a spatial resolution of 2 cm at the plasma

center. The total radiation power is also monitored vith a

metal-film bolometer Which views a solid angle of about ar

steradians.33) Assuming that the plasma emission is entirely

isotropic, the total radiation power is measured directly from

the product or the power onto the detector and the areal ratio or

vacuum chamber to that of detector sensitive region. The

metal-film bolometer and pyr･oelectric detectors are selected from

lthe-~vievpoint of a reliable measurement, because these detectors

have hightime response and veil defined thermal characteristics.

In addition, the absolute value of the radiation power can be

made sure from both of the results, because these detector･s
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27L botometer

Fig.4-2 Geometric arrangement of the 27r bolometer and the

12-channel detectors With a mask.
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are calibrated With several different methods.

Comparison between total radiation power measured With "27E

bolometer" and that With twelve pyroelectric detectors are shown

in Fig.4-3. The latter is obtained by integrating over the

spatial profile. Both of the values agree With each other･ Within

10%.
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Fig.4-3

-
.

A plot or the total radiation power obtained through

the integration or the spatial distribution against

that obtained With the ar bolometer.
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ExperinentalResults on a Tokamak Plasma

In this chapter, experimental results on the JIPP T-IIU

tokamak are described. The experiments Were carried out under

the f､olloving three conditions.

(i) In use or stainless steel (S.S.) 1imiters.

(ii) In use or carbon (C) 1imiters.

(iii)With carbonization in use or C limiters.

(i) Ⅰ(コ町Heating Ekperiment vith Stainless Steel Limiters

The first ICRF experiment Was carried out With S.S.

1imiters. The time behaviors or total radiation power Prad

measured With the 27E bolometer and emissivity E measured With

pyroelectric detectors are shown in Fig.5-1. The ICRF power of

0.15 MW is injected from t=75 ms to 110 ms. Even before IC肝

injection, that is, during ohmic plasma, r･adiation loss is the

major
fraction of the plasma energy loss (Prad /PoHへ･ 50 %).

B血ssivity in a core plasma accounts For the substantial

fraction of radiation power. Mor･eover, radiation power continues

to increase during ICRF heating and reaches 80 % or input power

(PoH +Prf ). Such a radiation dominant plasma is unstable and the

injection power of ICRF is limited to 0.4トⅣ because of a
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Fig:5-1 (a) Time behavior of total radiation power and (b)

spatially and temporally resolved emissivity in the

experiment With S.S. 1imiters.
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current disruption.

The errective heating or ion and electron is not observed,

because the increment in radiation power due to ICRF injection

exceeds the ICRF power (APrad /Prf - 2.8). The radiation power

from a core plasma increases during IC肝heating. The value of

Zerr is large (5､ 7) and supports high emissivity throughout

plasma region. The reduction in radiation loss is indispensable

to the favorable experiments of both ohmic and ICRF heated

plasmas.

(ii) ICRF Heating Ⅰ奴periment With (brbon Limiters

By the use or C limiters, the total radiation power in

ohmically -heated plasma is remarkably reduced (Prad /PoH - 30 %)

compared With S.S. 1imiters and the injection power of ICRF is

raised to more than 1 MW Without a current disruption. A typical

plasma discharge at an injection pover･ of 1 MW is shown in

Fig.5-2. Electron temperature increases as soon as ICRF power is

injected and results in the decrease in loop voltage. Its

incr･ement becomes maximum (1340 - 1750
eV) With a lapse of 8 ms.

After its increment, electron temperature begins to decrease

Wit.h a large fate. Althoughthe decrease becomes small around a

lapse of､ 40 ms, electron temperature again begins to decrease

With a large rate till the end of ICf町pulse. ‥on temperature

increases according to ICRF injection and reaches the maximum
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Fig.5-2 A typical discharge in the ICfF experiment (P,f =1トⅣ)

vith C limiters. Time behaviors of (a) loop voltage Y,

plasma current Ip , line averaged electron density 7b ,

(b) electron and ion temperatures Te(0), Ti (0) and

plasma energy I(p. (c) Time behavior of total radiation

pover and (d) spatially and temporally resolved

emissivity in the experiment Wit.h C limiters.
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forbidden line (FeXX) measured by vertically scanning
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value of 1 keV With a lapse of 40 ms. Hovever･, ion temperature do

not keep its maximum value during ICfF injection and begin to

decrease. Plasma energy I/p reaches the maximum With a lapse of

35 ms and begins to decrease during ICRF heating.

Total radiation power Prad and emissivity E are shown in

Fig.5-2(c)(d). In comparison With the case or S.S. 1imiters, the

total radiation power in ohmically heated plasma is remarkably

low (370 kW-130 kV). The ratio of Prad /PoHis about 30 %. In

compliance With ICRF- injection, however, totalradiation power

Prad COntinues to increase during ICRF and reaches Prad/(PoH+Prf)-

50 %. Ehissivity in central region increases to the level of 2.6

v/cm3 (Fig.5-3). urge radiation loss from a core plasma is

quite unf､avorable From the viewpoint or the energy conf､inement.

The value of Zeff Slightly incr･eases from 3.3 to 3.9 during ICRF

heating. Ehissivity in peripheral region reaches a maximum value

in 10 ms and keeps a roughly constant value during ICRF.

The VUV and visible spectroscopic measurements are carried

out in order to investigate the impurities responsible to the

radiation power. The main impurities in the JIf甲T-ⅠIU plasma

are Fe, 0 and C. Line intensit,ies of Cr and Ni are small

compared With Fe and the estimated Cr density is smaller than

thatr of Fe by a factor of 1/4. The estimat,ed Ni density is found

negligible. These estimated values Well correspond to component

ratio of､ stainless steel. The time behaviors or impurity lines

With low and bigb ionization potentials (Ⅰ.P.) are represented
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by those of Owl (I.P.=138 eV) and FeXX (I.P.=1500 eV)
in

Fig.5-2(e) , respectively. The intensity or impurity lines With

low I.P. rapidly increases and keeps a roughly constant value

during ICRF. The major fraction of such impurities exists in

peripheral region. The time behavior or these line intensities

agrees With that of emissivity in peripher･alregion. The line

intensities With highI.P. continue to increase dur･ing ICRF. In

order to investigate the radial density distribution of Fe19+ ,

the intensities of for･bidden line are measured by scanning the

plasma cross section on a shoトto-shot basis (Fig.512(f)). The

result shows that the major fraction of Fe19' exists in central

region (r≦ 5 cm). Ehissivity in the same region continues t.o

increase during ICRF pulse. The time behavior of emissivity in

the central region and that or line intensities With high

iopizat･ion states (for example FeXX) agree With each other･

Impurity line intensities asainst total radiation power are

plotted in Fig.5-4 for the case With C limit.ers. Tot.al radiation

is
roughly propor･tional to line intensities of Fe. The Fe

impurities of several ionization states may be at.tributed to the

major Fraction or radiation power.

Regarding electron temperature, a large decrease after a

lapse of~8 ms from ICf町injection may be due to the increase in

electron density and that in the equipar･tition power flow from

electron to ion, Which results in the increase in ion temperature

and makes the dirrerence between electron and ion temperatures
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Fig.5-4 Line intensity plotted as a Function or total radiation

pover Prad in the experiment vith C limiters.
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small. The decrease in electron temperature in the late IC肝

pulse may be due to the increase in the radiation loss, vbich is

substantial fraction of plasma energy loss. The decrease in ion

temperature in the late ICRF pulse may be due to that in the

equipartition power rlov From electron to ion, Which is caused by

the decrease in electron temperature.

(iii) ICRF Heating Ekperiment With Carbonization

Carbonization is carried out in JIPP T-IIU in expectation

or the reduction in metal impurities. Total radiation power is

remarkably reduced during ICRF- by making carbonization. The

maximumpover of ICRF system is deliver･ed to plasma (1.35 MW)

Without the current disruption. A typical plasma discharge at an

injection power of 1 MW is shown in Fig.5-5. The decrease in

electron temperature in the later part of ICRF pulse is smaller

than that of the case Without carboni2:ation. The decrease in

plasma energy is not seen unlike the case Without carbonization.

The ion temperatur･e increases and keeps t.he maximum value during

ICRF. Total radiation power Prad and.emissivity E are shown in

Fig.5-5(c)(d). The ratio of P,ad /PoH is 15 % before ICFF pulse.

The maximum value of Prad /(PoH +P,f ) is 20 %. Ehissivity

throughout the plasma remains at a low level (0.2 V/cm3)

(Fig.5-6) compared to input power density during ICRF unlike the

case Without carbonization. This level or emissivity ba£
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.

plasma energy Wp. (c) Time behavior of total radiation
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Fig.5-6 Radial profile or radiation power (emissivity) at the

end of ICRF pulse (t=170 ms).
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little effect on the power balance. L.ov level of central

emissivity is favorable from the viewpoint of､ the energy

confinement. The value of Zeff With carbonization r･emains 1.2

during ICRF heating. The equipartition power rlov From electron

to ion is larger than that or the case Without carbonization

because of small decrease in electr･on temper･ature. This is the

reason vby the ion temperature do not decrease during ICRF

heating.

Tbe maximum value or radiation power Prad against the ICRF

power is plotted in Fig.5-7 for the three cases. Replacing S.S.

1imiters by C limiters, total radiation power at ohmic plasma

phase (Prf=0) is reduced by a fact.or of 1/4. In addition, it is

also reduced by a factor of 1/3 by making car･bonization. This

indicates that the limiters are the major impurity sources in the

ohmic phase. The total radiation power linearly increases as the

power of ICRF injection is raised. The rate of increase against

the ICRF power is little arrected by replacing S.S. 1imiters by C

limiters. On the other hand, the rate or increase is reduced by

a factor or I/4 by coating vacuum components vith carbon

(carbonization). This indicates that the antennae, the Faraday

shield and the vacuum vessel are the major impurity sources in

the IC肝heating phase. The ratio of line intensity With

carbonization to that Without. carbonization is plotted in

Fig.5-8. Consider･ing t.hat the difference between the plasma

parameters (electron density and temperature) for the two
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Fig.5-7 Total radiation power Prad plotted as a Function or the

IC肝pover P,f for the three cases; S.S. 1imiters, C

limiters (Without carbonization) and Carbonization.
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cases is not so large, the ratio of line intensity is

proportional to that or abundance. By making carbonization,

impurity abundances or Fe, 0 and C have changed to 0.05± 0.02,

0.2± 0.I and I.5, respectively. The scatter or the obtained

results is due to poor･ reproducibility of the discharge.

It is clearly shown From the experimental results that

carbonization has an errect or reducing the amount or Fe. The Fe

impurities may be responsible to the major
Fraction or radiation

power Without carbonizat.ion (With C limiters).
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(iv) Discussion

The estimation of the power due to charge-exchanged neutral

particles (char･ge-exchange loss) is required before enter'ing into

a discussion on the r･adiation from the tokamak plasma, because

information from a bolometric measurement includes the

charge-exchange loss. For both of cases With and Without

carbonization, charge-exchange spectra or deuterium and hydrogen

are shown in Fig.5-9. The rate or the value or hydrogen to that

of deuterium reflects the hydrogen-to-deuterium density ratio

(nH/(7q+nD ) - 10 浴). By making carbonization, neutral particles

With low energy (E>3.7 key for deuterium, E>4.3 key for

hydrogen) increase and neutral particles vitb bigber energy

decrease. Ebtimating the charge-exchange loss due to deuterium

and hydrogen, it increases by a factor of 3 by carbonization. On

the contrary, the bolometric signal, Which views the plasma

center like the charge-exchange neutral analyser, decreases by a

Factor or I/6 by carbonization (Fig.5-10). The above results

show that the charge-exchange loss has less contribution to the

bolometric information (< 6 %) in the case vithdut carbonization.

The highest amounts or respective impurities are evaluated

from the effective ionic charge Zeff . oxygen and carbon may be

fully ionized (Z=8, 6) in core plasma (Te- 1 keV). The average

charge State Or Fe is roughly 20 in a core plasma.10,ll)
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Regarding the ICRF experiment Without carbonization (C

limiters), the highest amount or Fe, 0 and C in a core plasma are

obtained from Zeff t3.9 as nFe/1b-8×10~3 , nD/ne-0.05 and

nc/Tte-0. 1 , respectively. Assuming that coronal equilibrium

holds in core region, abundances or respective impurities are

estimated from radiative cooling rates, 10-12)
electron density

and emissivity by eq. (2-8). The radiative cooling rates or 0 and

c is t00small to explain the central emissivity (2.6 W/cm~3 )

Within their bigbest amounts and Fe impurities contribute to the

major fraction of the central emissivity. The abundance of Fe

obtained from its radiative cooling rates (5.8x 10-26 wcm3 for

Te- 1 key)12) is 7Ve/7b-7×10-3 , Whose value satisfies its

highest amount. The abundance or Fe may contribute to the major

fraction of total radiation power because of its high radiative

cooling rate, Which is several tens times as large as those of 0

and C in the vide range or electron temperature. Regarding the

IC肝experiment vith carbonization, the bigbest amount or Fe, 0

and C in a core plasma are obtained from Zeff =1.2 as

nFe /ne-5× 10-4 , no/n.-4× 10-3 and nc/7k-7× 1013 , respectively.

All the impurities remains at a low level. From the ratio of､

line intensity in Fig.5-8, the abundance or Fe is reduced to I/20

throughout the plasma region by carbonization. Its central

abundance is estimated to be nFe/ne-3.5×10~4 The estimated

emissivity from this value by eq. (2-8) is 0.13 V/cm-3 and agrees

With bolometric measurement (0.2 W/cm~3 ). Ehissivity swells in
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peripheral region (0.5 V/cm3). This may be attributed to C,

vbich results From the carbonization. Because the radiative

cooling rate of C exceeds that of Fe under･ the condition t.hat

electron temperature is sufficiently low. Such a condition may

hold in plasma edge With a swell of emissivity.

Total radiation power of ohmic plasma With S.S. 1imiters is

larger than that vitb C limiters (vitbout carbonization) by a

factor･ of 5 (Fig.5-7). This difference tnay be attributed to the

impurity flux of Fe released from limiters. On t.he other hand,

the total radiation power increases at the same rate or increase

vitb the ICRF power. The above result indicates that impurity

flux of Fe released from the antennae, the Faraday shield and the

vacuum vessel is mainly responsible to the increase in total

radiation due to ICRF injection. The above-mentioned results are

sumarized in Table I.
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Table I

S.S.1i■iters CJiJLiters

Yithoutcarhonizati○A Vithoutcarbonization Carhonization

Ohlic

2.tt 一-5 一-3 --1.2

Pr.■′P○M -50% -SOX --15%

ICRF

2.tt
--7 一-4 一-1.2

P"d/(Pof(.P,t) -ー80% --50% -ー20%

E(r-0) 4.5Y/c)3 2.6Y/c)) 0.2Y/cI3

nr./n. -7x10-3 I-4x10-■

爪○′爪● <<0.05 <4x10-)

nc/n. <<○.1 <7xlO-)

Table I List of Zeff
, radiation power and impurity abundances

for the three cases; S.S. 1imiters, C liniters (Without

carbonization) and Carbonization.
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Summa r y

The characteristics of presently used ther･mistor･ ,

pyroelectric detector and metalイilm bolometer Were investigated

With the aim or attaining a highly reliable bolometric

measurement. The spurious signal Which appears on a pyr･oelectric

detector Was efficiently eliminated by setting a mask close to

the detector, thus avoiding the direct incidence of photons at

the electrode. This is ver･ified With the consistency of

integrated value of the signal. Calibration of a pyroelectric

detector Was performed With a HeNe laser in consideration of

reflections on the detector surface. No temporal change Was

observed on the sensitivity determined in such a Way (Within

1 %). Measurements of sensitivity Were made over a vide range of

input power to detector and proved that the linearity of the

signal is high(< 2 %) Within range of radiation measurement from

the tokamak plasma. A-thin metalイilm bolometer Was developed

With high sensitivity (12.9 0/mJ) , hightime response (- 3 I)m)

and Well defined thermal characteristics. Calibration or the

metalイilm bolometer Was perf､ormed by supplying a bias current
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throughits resistor. This method has an advantage of being able

to measure the input power to detector With highaccuracy and of

being calibrated in situ. Thermal characteristics of this

detector are investigated by solving a heat conduction equation

fitting in With the detector and veil defined thermal

characteristics is supported by the rac上 that the heat conduction

equation Well explains the time behavior or the signal at

calibration.

We constructed a bolometric system vbich consisted or

twelve pyroelectric detectors and a metal-ril血 bolometer. This

measurement system gives the information on the total radiation

power With hightime response (- 3
ms) and the emissivity With

hightime response (- 1 ms) and highspatial resolution (2 cm).

The total radiation power agrees vith that obtained by

integrating over the spatial profile Within 10 %.

We studied the radiation due to impurities on the tokamak

plasma by means of this bolometric system. The radiation loss

from a plasma cor･e plays an important role on tokamak discharges

With S.S. and C limiter･s (Without carbonization). The radiation

power increases during ICRF heating, and electron and ion

temperatures and plasma energy decrease. The increase in the

radiation power i5 brought about by Fe impurities.

AlthoughC limiters have an effect to suppress radiation

power from the ohmic plasma (Prad /PoH-30 %), it is still high

for the ICRF heated plasma (P,ad /(PoH+Prf ) -50 %). This is

- 9l -
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because the antennae, the Faraday- shield and the vacuum vessel

may become sources of Fe impurities. Carbonization suppresses Fe

impurities and radiation power even for highpover ICRF heated

plasma. Radiation loss is no longer
major･

fraction of plasma

energy loss (<20 %). The major impurity, Fe decreases to a

negligible level (7Ve/7te- 0.04 %) and is reduced to 1/20

throughout the plasma region. This results Well explain the

measured emissivity in a core plasma. It is Worth While to note

that C impurity in a core plasma remains at a low level (nc/ne

< 0.7 %) even vitb carbonization.
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Spectroscopic and bolometric measurements With spatial and

temporal resolution show that large radiation loss brings about

the decrease in electron and ion temperature and plasma energy.

Regarding emissivity in a core plasma, the result by bolometric

measurements Well agrees With that estimated From impurity

abundance and radiative cooling rates. Carbon limiters have an

errect to suppress the radiation loss For Ohmic plasma, but is

insurricient For ICRF heated plasma. The main Contribution to

radiation loss may be attributed to Fe impurity released from the

IC肝antennae, the Faraday shield and vacuum vessel. By making

carbonization, the Fe impurity is suppressed to a low level

(nFe/ne -し0.03 %) and the radiat.ion loss is reduced to

*present
address: Plasma Physics laboratory'Kyoto University

Gokasho, Uji, Kyoto 61l
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Prad /(PoH+Prf ) -20%.
This is clearly supported by the

observation of Zeff (3.9
- 1.2).
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菖1 Introduction

The radiation loss from a plasma column directly disperses

electron energy and plays an important role regarding the

determination of electron temperatur･e and power balance in

tokamak discharges.ト6) It is also associated With instabilities

throughan influence on a radial profile of electron

temperature.7-9) The magnitude and the spatial profile or the

radiation loss depend entirely on the sort or impurities and the

abundance. Theref､ore, the limiter material and the surface

condition of in-vessel component play a critical role.

Recent studies on radiation loss have shown that high-Z

impurities bring about highradiation loss because of its high

radiative cooling rate. A discharge using tungsten limiters

suff'ered from central radiation cooling.2) carbon limiters have

been round to reduce radiation loss from a core plasma.10,ll)

Furthermore, carbon coating (carbonization) 12-15) is taken to be

a promising method to reduce metal impurity contamination.

A good grasp of､ the mechanism or impurity production and

the origin of impur･it.y is absolutely neccessary to f'ind a method

to reduce impurity contamination. Several investigations on them

have been described in the literature.*,ll ,16-18)
The origin or

impurity can be identified by changing the material or vacuum

components, but clear results are hard to be obtained because or
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mutual impurity deposition on vacuum components. All the more,

experimental results are neccessary t.o clarify the origin of

impurity.

*Equip TFR, FUR-CEA-FC-12W( 1批)

In JIPP T-IIU,19･20) highpover ICRF heating experiments

have been carried out. Tbe decrease in radiation loss From a

core plasma is a decisive factor to achieve an effective heating.

In order to make clear the influence of､ the radiation loss on

the IC肝heating and to identify impurities responsible to the

radiation loss and to clarify the origin or impurity, the

experiments Were car･ried out under･ the following three

condi lions.

(1) In use of stainless steel (S.S.) 1imiters.

(2) In use or carbon (C) 1imiters.

(3) With carbonization in use of C limiters.

In these experiments, principal diagnostics are bolometric

and spectroscopic measurements. Bolomet.Tic system employs a

metalイilm bolometer and 12 pyroelectric detectors. This

selection of detector･s is made from the standpoint of high

reliability (accuracy in absolute value, spatial and temporal

resolution).21)
-

Investigations on impurities responsible to radiation loss

Were performed in Ohmically heated plasma.3,22)
However,
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impurity identification in ICRF heated plasma has not been

obtained and there is very little quantitative information on

carbonization. It is the purpose or the present paper to

describe (I) the influence or radiation loss on a plasma, (2) the

errect of､ low-Z (C) 1imiters and the carbonization on the ICRF

heating characteristics, and (3) an experimental basis to clarif､y

the origin or impurities.

喜2 fkperimental Setup

The JIPP T-ⅠIU tokamak has a major radius or R=0.91 m and a

minor radius of､ a=0.23 m. The IC肝heating experiment is carried

out in the two-ion-hybrid heating regime. The applied Frequency

is 40 Pmz and the hydrogen-to-ion density ratio nH/(nH+nD) is

10 %. The two-ion-hybrid resonance layer for the toroidal

magnetic Field βT =3 T in this series or experiments is located

near the plasma center. The half-turn antennae are installed in

the high field side at six different toroidal positions (Fig.1).

Each antenna has a capability to couple the rf power of 0.5 MW

to the plasma. Two types or limiters Were used. One is

stainless steel SuS 304 (S.S.) 1imiters and the other is carbon

(C) 1imiters. Both of､ the limiters are or the same shape and

sIZe. In order to reduce residual gases, C limiters Were baked

at temperature around 150 oC For 48 hours. The vacuum vessel,

the antennae and the Far･aday shield are made of'st.aimless steel

- 5 -
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SuS三氾4. A glow discharge syst,em Was prepared for carbonization.

Tbe bolometric and the spectroscopic (Ⅵ.Ⅳ,visible)

measurements are carried out at the same tor･oidal section

(Fig.1). The bolometric system21) consists of 2b bolometer

(metal-Film bolometer) and pyroelectric detectors. The radial

profile or radiation loss (emissivity) is obtained through Abel

inversion of the signals from 12 pyroelectric detectors. Each

pyroelectric detector is calibrated With a HeNe laser and a

povermeter Which has an accuracy of 3 %. The total radiation

loss is measured With the ar bolometer. The sensitivity of 27r

bolometer is calibrated With the change in resistance due to a

heat produced by a bias current. The total radiat.ion loss agrees

With the value obtained through a volume integration or the

radial profile of radiation loss.

菖3 Ekperimental results

3.1 ICRF heating experiment vith S.S. 1imiters

Tbe first ICRF experiment Was carried out With S.S.

1imiters. The time behaviors or total radiation loss Prad

measured With the 2k bolometer and emissivity E measured Wit.h

pyroelectric detectors ar･e shown in Fig.2. The ICRF power of

0.15 MW is injected from t=75 ms to 110 ms. Even before IC肝-

injection, radiation loss is the major
fraction of the plasma
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energy loss (Prad/PoH-50 %). Ehissivity in a core plasma

accounts for the substantial fr･action of radiation loss.

Moreover, radiation loss continues to increase during ICRF'

heating and reaches 80 % of input power (PoH+Prf). Such a

radiation dominant plasma is unstable and the injection power of､

ICRF is limited to 0.4 MW because of a current disruption.

The errective heating or ion and electron is not observed,

because the increment in radiation loss due to ICfF injection

exceeds the ICf町pover (APrad/Prrへ-2.8). The radiation loss from

a core plasma increases during ICRF beating. The reduction in

radiation loss is indispensable to the Favorable experiments or

both Ohmic and IC肝'heated plasmas.

3.2 ICRF heating experiment With C limiters

By the use of C limiter･s, the total radiation loss in

Ohmically heated plasma is remarkably reduced (Prad /PoH -

SOX)

compared With S.S. 1imiters and the injection power of ICfF is

raised to more than 1 MW Without a current disruption. A typical

plasma discharge aしan injection power or I MW is shown in Fig.3.

Electron temper･atur･e incr･eases as soon as ICRF power is injected

and results in the decrease in loop voltage. Its increment

becomes maximum (1340 - 1r750
eV) With a lapse of 8 ms. After its

increment, electron temperature begins to decrease With a large

rate. Although the decrease becomes small around a lapse or 40

-7
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ms, electron temperature again begins t.o decrease With a large

rate till the end or ICRF pulse. ‥on temperature increases

according to ICRF injection and reaches the maxmum value or I key

With a lapse of､ 40 ms. However, ion temperature do not keep its

maximum value during ICRF injection and begin to decrease.

Plasma energy I/p reaches the maximum With a lapse of A ms and

begins to decrease during ICRF heating.

Total radiation loss Prad and emissivity E are shown in

Fig.3(c)(d). In comparison With the case of S.S. 1imiters, the

total radiation power in Oh皿ically heated plasma is remarkably

low (g70 kW- 130 kW). The ratio of Prad /PoHis about 30 %. In'

compliance With ICRF injection, however, total radiation loss

Prad COntinues to increase during ICRF and reaches Prad/(PoH+Prf)-

50 %. Ehissivity in central region increases to the level of 2.6

v/cm3. tArge radiation loss from a core plasma is quite

unfavorable From the viewpoint or the energy conf､inement.

Bnissivity in peripheral region reaches a maxmum value in 10 ms

and keeps a roughly constant value during ICRF.

Tbe ⅥⅣ and visible spectroscopic measurements are carried

out in order to investigate the impurities responsible to the

radiation loss. The main impurities the JIPP T-IIU plasma are

Fe, 0 and C. Line intensities or Cr, Ni are small compared vitb

Fe and the estimated Cr density is smaller than that or Fe by a

factor or I/4. The estimated Ni density is round negligible.

These estimated values Well correspond to component ratio or
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stainless steel. The time behaviors or impurity lines With low

and high ionization potentials (Ⅰ.P.) are represented by those or

OVI (I.P.=138 eV) and FeXX (I.P.=1500 eV) in Fig.3(e),

respectively. The intensity or impurity lines甘itb low I.P.

rapidly increases and keeps a roughly constant value during ICRF.

The major fraction of such impur･ities exists in peripheral

region. The time behavior of these line intensities agrees With

that of emissivity in peripheral region. The line intensities

With highⅠ.P. continue to increase during IC肝-. In order to

investigate the radial distribution of FeXX, the intensities of

forbidden line are measured by scanning the plasma cross section

on a shot.1tO-Shot basis (Fig.3(f)). The result shows that the

major fraction of肘Ⅸ exists in central region (r ≦ 5 cm).

Ehissivity in the same region cont.inues to increase during ICRF

pulse. The time behavior of emissivity in the cent.ral region and

that of line intensities With high ionizat.ion states (for example

Fe)Ⅸ) agree With each other. Impurity line intensities against

total radiation loss are plotted in Fig.4 for the case With C

limiters.
･Total radiation is roughly proportional to line

intensities or Fe. The Fe impurities or several ionization

states may be attributed to the major Fraction or radiation loss.

Regarding electron temperature, a large decrease after a

lapse or 8 ms f､rom IC肝'injection may be due to the increase in

electron density and that in the equipartition power From

electron to ion, Which results in the increase in ion temperature

- 9 一
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and makes the difference between elect.rod and ion temperatures

small. The decr･ease in electron temperature in the late ICRF

pulse may be due to the increase in the radiation loss, Which is

substantial Fraction or plasma energy loss then. The decrease in

ion temperature in the late ICRF- pulse may be due to that in the

equipartition power from electron to ion, vhich is caused by the

decrease in electron temperature.

3.3 ICRF heating experiment With carbonization

Carbonization is carried out in JIPP T-ⅠIU in expectation

or the reduction in metal impurities. Total radiation loss is

remarkably reduced during ICRF■ by making carbonization. The

maximum power of ICRF system is delivered to plasma (1.35 MW)

Without the curr･ent disruption. A typical plasma discharge at an

injection power of 1 MW is shown in Fig.5. The decrease in

electron temperature in the later part of IC肝pulse is smaller

than that of the case Without. car･bonization. The decrease in

plasma energy is not seen unlike the case Without carbonization.

The ion temperature increases and keeps the maximum value during

ICRF. Total radiation loss Prad and emissivity E are shown in

Fig.5(c)(d). The ratio or Prad /PoH is 15 % bef､ore IC肝-

injection. The maximum value of Prad /(PoH+Prf ) is 20 %.

Ehissivity throughout the plasma remains at a low level (0.2

w/cm3) compared to input power density during ICfF unlike the

case Without carbonization. This level or emissivity has little
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effect on the power balance. Low level of central emissivity is

favorable From the viewpoint or the energy confinement. The

equipartition power From electron to ion is larger than that or

the case Without carbonization because or small decrease in

electron temperature. This is the reason Why the ion temperature

do not decrease during ICRF beating.

The maximum value or radiation loss Prad against the ICRF

power is plotted in Fig.6 for all three cases. Replacing S.S.

1imiters by C limiters, total radiation loss at Ohic plasma

phase (Prr=0) is reduced to a factor or I/4. In addition, it is

also reduced to a factor or I/3 by making carbonization. This

indicates that the limiter･s ar･e the major impurity sources in the

Ohmic phase. The total radiation losses linearly incr･ease as the

power of ICfF injection is raised. The rate of increase against

the ICRF power is little arrected by replacing S.S. 1imiters by C

limiters. Orl the other band, the rate or increase is reduced to

a Factor or l〃 by coating vacuum components With carbon

(carbonization). This indicates that the antennae, the Faraday

shield and the vacuum vessel are the major impurity sources in

the ICfF heating phase. The ratio of､ line intensity With

carbonization to that Without carbonization are plotted in Fig.7.

Considering that the difference between the plasma parameters

(electron density and temper･atur･e) for two cases is not so large,

the ratio or line intensity is proportional to that or abundance.

By making carbonization, impurity abundances or Fe, 0 and C have

- 1l -
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changed to 0.05± 0.02, 0.2± 0.1 and I.5, respectively. The

scatter or the obtained results is due to poor reproducibility or

t,he discharge.

It is clearly shovn From the experimental results that

carbonization ba£ an ef､rect or reducing the amount or Fe. The Fe

impurities may be responsible to the major fraction or radiation

loss Without carbonization (vith C limiters).

菖4 Discussion

Impurity abundances are evaluated from the ratio or line

intensity (Fig.7) and the errective ion charge Zerf . According

to neoclassical resistivity, Zeff is obtaied fr･om the electron

temperature Te (r) , resistive voltage and the plasma current. The

value of Zerf thus obtained gives that in a core region (T≦a/2)

because the plasma current mainly rlovs in this region.

The value of Zeff is 5 - 7 With S.S. 1imiters and supports

bigb emissivity throughout plasma region. With C limiters

(Without carbonization) , Zeff Slightly increases from 3.3 t,o 3.9

during ICRF heating. The value of Zeff With carbonization

remains 1.2 during IC肝- heating. oxygen and carbon may be fully

ionized (Z=8, 6 ) in core plasma (Te- 1.5 keV). The average

charge state of Fe is roughly 20 in a core plasma.23) The

highest amount of'respective impurities are obtained From Zefr

and impurit.y abundance ratios described in 菖 3.3, assuming that

- 12 -
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only oxygen or carbon besides Fe exists in a plasma. Assuming

that Zeff is determined by Fe and C only,

nFe/ne-7× 10~3, nc/ne-2× 10-3 for the ICRF experiment Without

carbonization, and nFe/ne-3× 10-4, nc/Tb-3× 10-3 for the ICRF

experiment With carbonization. αl the other hand, assuming that

zeff is determined by Fe and 0 only, nFe/7b-6×10-3, Tq/ne-9×10-3

for the ICRF experiment Without carbonization, and

nFe/7b-3× 10-4, Tq/7b-2× 10-3 for the IC肝experiment With

carbonization. Ther･e is
･1ittle

difference between abundances of

Fe f､or both cases. The abundance or Fe Without carbonization may

contribute to the major Fraction or total radiation loss because

of its highradiative cooling rate,お) Which is several tens

times as lar･ge as those of 0, C in the vide range of electron

temperature. The contribution of Fe to radiation loss is the

largest among Fe, 0 and C impurities except for extremely

peripheral region. The high-Z impurities (Fe, Cr) are

responsible to the major
fraction of total radiation loss (>

SX) %).Among the high-Z impurities, Fe dominates the total

radiation loss.

Assuming that corona上 equilibrium holds in core region,

emissivity due to respective impurities is estimated from

radiative cooling rates,2B) abundances and electron density. In

the ICRF experiment Without carbonization (With C limiters) ,

emissivity in core region due to the Fe impurities is estimated

at 1.8 W/cm3 and those due to 0 and C ar･e 0.02 W/cm3 and 0.002

- 13 -
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w/cm3 , respectively. The contribution of Fe is dominant and

agrees With bolometric measurement (2.6 V/cm3). In the ICRF

experiment With carbonization, emissivity in the core region due

to the impurities of Fe, 0 and C are estimated to be 0.1 W/cm3,

o.ol V/cm3 and 0.002 W/cm3 , respectively. These estimated values

agree With bolometric measurement (0.2 W/cm3). In the experiment

With carbonization, emissivity swells in peripheral region (0.5

w/cm3). This may be attributed to C, Which result.s from the

carbonization. Because the radiative cooling rat.e of C exceeds

that or Fe under the condition that electron temperature is

surriciently low. Such a condition may hold in plasma edge vitb

a swell of emissivity.

Total radiation loss of Ohmic plasma With S.S. 1imiters is

larger than that vith C limiters (Without carbonization)
by a

factor of 5 (Fig.6). This difference may be attributed to the

impurity flux of Fe released from limiters. On the other hand,

the total radiation losses increase at the same rate of increase

With the ICRF pover. The above result indicates that impurity

Flux or Fe released From the antennae, the Faraday shield and the

vacuum vessel is mainly responsible to the increase in total

radiation due to ICRF injection.

喜6 Conclusion

The radiation loss From a plasma core plays an important role on

- 14 -
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tokamak discharges vitb S.S. and C limiters (Without

carbonization). The radiation loss increases during ICRF heating

and electron and ion temperature and plasma energy decrease. The

increase in the radiation loss is brought about by Fe impurities.

AlthoughC limiters have an effect to suppress radiation

loss from the Ohmic plasma (Prad /PoH.～ Sore), it is still high for

the ICRF heated plasma (Prad /(PoH+Prf ) - 50%). This is because

the antennae, the Faraday shield and the vacuumvessel may become

a source of Fe impurities. Carbonization suppresses Fe

impurities and radiation loss even for high power ICRF heated

plasma. Radiation loss is no longer major fraction of plasma

energy loss (<20 %). This is supported by the impurity

abundances spectroscopically determined. The major impurity, Fe

decreases to a negligible level (nFe/7ち- 0.03%). This results

Well explain the measured emissivity in a core plasma. It is

Worth While to not.e that C impurity remains at a low level (7叱/7b

- 0.3 %) even vith carbonization. The above-mentioned results

are su皿arized in Table 1.
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Fig. 1 Locations of major diagnostics ar,ound JIPP T-ⅠIU in

relation to ICRF antennae and ljmiLers.
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Table I

S.S.1imiters Climiters Carbonization

Ohmic

ZeEf 一-5 ･-3 --1.2

P,&d/PoH --50% -30% -15%

ICRF

Zeff -7 -4 -I.2

P,&d/(Polt+P,f) -80% -50% -20%

E(r王0) 4.5W/c皿3 2.6W/cm3 0.2W′cm3

nFe/A. -7x10-3 -3x10-4

no/n. -9x10-3 --2Ⅹ10一3

nc/ne -2x10-3 -3Ⅹ10-3
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A metal-film bolometer･ has been developed fort the reliable

measurement or the radiation power From a high temperature

plasma. Its sensitivity and time response are improved by

reducing an absorber thickness (10 〃m)
to the minimum limit to

sufficiently absorb photons With highenergy up to 3 key. In

addition, this detector has Well defined thermal characteristics.

The deviation or the measured value arising from thermal cooling

is investigated by numerically solving a heat conduction equation

fitting in With the detector. The calculated results veil

explain the thermal characteristics for a temporally constant

power (at calibr･ation) and show that the deviat.ion of the

measured radiation power rro皿I its calculated value is reduced by

a precise correction to the extent of 0.5 %.
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喜1 Introduction

In tokamak devices, the radiation loss From a plasma column

is an important role regarding the determination or electron

temperature, power balancel-6)and instabilities.7-9)

Measurements of the magnitude, t.ime behavior･ and spatial pr･ofile

or the radiation power are required in order to investigate these

phenomena.

Reliable measurements lie entirely on the performance of'

detectors. Characteristics imposed on them are ratio of high

signal to noise (S/N), sharp time response. Thermistorsl,10),

pyroelectric detectors3･ 1 1 ･ 12) and metal-film bolometerslO･ 12･ 13)

are used to measure the radiation power. A thermistor has high

sensitivity but lar･ge position dependence of sensitivity and slow

time response (- 5
ms) are drawback to bolometric

measurements.12) In addition, the change in charact.eristics and

their deterioration are observed under a high temperature

circtmstance expected on the device. 10) A pyroelectric detector

gives the signal With highS/N ratio and sharp time response.

Several problems concerning the detector pointed out, that is,

the spur･ious signal due to the photoelectric effect and tempor･al

change in sensitivity but they are not so serious ones.12) A

metal-film bolometer is free from t.he spurious signal and has a

long cooling time. Its low sensitivity (a low S/N ratio) is

-2
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drawback to the application.

It is desired that several types of detectors are employed

from t.he viewpoint of a reliable measurement. In that case, one

complements another and the absolute value is cross checked.

Especially, adoption or metalイilm bolometers and pyroelectric

detectors is considered to be a pointed selection For an

evaluation of the absolute value because their calibrations are

carried out by dirrerent methods. In addition, a metal-film

bolometer･ is suitable for a measurement of t.he total radiation

power (27r bolometer) and vilュ tolerate the radiation damage under

high hard X-ray and neutron dose.

In order to attain a reliable measurement, ve have developed

metal-film bolometers Which have the following features :

(1) Highsensitivity

(2) Sharp time response

(3) Well defined thermal characteristics

Althoughhigh sensitivity and sharp time response are

important as a matter or course, Well defined thermal

characteristics are the basis or the reliable measurement, since

they are associated With a correction for thermal cooling. There

are very few quantitative results on them except for those for

temporally and spatially constant input power on a detector14)

It is the purpose or the present paper to describe the

design of a detector and it.s thermal char･acteristics associated

With a correction for thermal cooling.

-3
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釜2 Design of Metal-film Bolomerter

The metal-film bolometer is shown in Fig.1(a).Anabsobe+

is a thin stainless steel p上at.e of 20 mm in diamet.er and 10 pm

thick. This absorber is fixed by the bolder or 16 帆 in diameter

(Fig.1(b)). Silicon oxide SiO2 is deposited (- 0.2 〃m) on the

absorber in a vacuum , and nickel is also deposited (- 0.l〟m) on

the SiO2 layer into close spiral shape. The SiO2 1ayer･ ser･ves as

an electrical insulator between the absorber and the resistor (Ni

film). The resistor has a resistance of 10 kf2. It is located in

the central region or the absorber and its diameter is 6 帆. A

slit.is equipped close to the detector in application to the JIPP

T-ⅠIU tokamak (Fig.1(b)). Its internal diameter is also 6 帆.

Above mentioned structure is designed from the viewpoint of

the required characteristics described in 蓋1. Thin structure

improves time response (J･b 3 tis) and sensitivity (12.9 fVmJ) ,

since time response is determined by the transit time of a heat.

from the absor･ber surface to the r･esistor･ and sensitivity is

determined by thermal capacity per unit area. The absorber of､

lot)m is
enoughthick

to absorb photons With highenergy up to 3

keV. In addition, the slit plays a role of raising sensit.ivity,

since all incident power passing throughthe slit heats only the

region in thermal contact With the resistor.

Regarding thermal characteristics, the major Fraction or

- 4 -
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thermal capacity is mainly determined by the absorber because the

electrical insulator and the resistor ar･e very thin in comparison

vitb the absorber. The temperature at periphery or the absorber

is held constant because of the large thermal capacity of the

holder (Fig.1(b)). The resist.or serves double functions. One is

the function of the resistor for detection and the other is that

of a heater. As for the former, its resistance is determined as

a function of its space averaged temperatur･e in the resistor

region because of the shape of the resistor. If a current passes

throughthe resistor, it is considered to uniformly produces a

heat in the resistor region. This uniformity is justif-ied under

the condition that Ni film has a constant cross section along the

pattern and is closely Wound With same interval. In such a

situation, a heat produced by the resistor flows the gap between

the patterns and the temperature dirrerence between the pattern

and the gap becomes small in a short time.

釜3 Thermal characteristics

The thermal character･istics are veil expressed by a heat.

conduction equation because of a simple structure With axial

syTnmetry Of the detector･. As an incident power on the absorber

surface is conducted to the resistor in a short time (- 3
ps),

the treatment that a temperature rise is uniform in the direction

perpendicular to the detector surface Will be allowed for a long

- 5 -
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time scale (≫ 3
FJS).Anequation of temperature rise T(r,t) in

the present case is a partial differ･ential equation of

c塙T(r,t)
-

K-L去〔rf,T(㍗,i)〕
･

-Lp(r,t),
( I )

Where c is the specific heat (0.51 J/gK) of the absorber

(stainless steel), p the density (7.9xlO6 g/m3), K the thermal

conductivity (15.1 W/hiK), d the thickness (10 FLm), P(r,i) the

input power density in V/cm2. This equation is numerically~

solved by a recurrence method under the boundary and the initial

conditions or

T(a,'t) =T(r,0) =0, (2)

There a is the internal radius of the holder･ (Fig.1(b)). There

exists an analytic solution14) under the condition that the

incident power density P(r, i) is tempor･a11y and spatially

constant. In order to check an accuracy in the numerical

solution, it is compared With the analytic solution. It veil

agrees With the analytic solution.

Tbe information on the radiation loss, Which is

approximately proportional to the time dirrerential or

temperature rise or the central absorber region, is obtained From

the change in r･esistance (R). The value of R is related With the

temperature rise r(r,t) by

R - /讐T(㍗,t)dL,

Where pe is the specific resistance , α the temperature

- 6-
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coefficient, A the cross section of Ni film and dl the line

element along Ni film pattern. If pe, α and A are constant along

Ni f､ilm pattern, eq.(3)
is revrriten as

R

-管/T(㍗,t)dl-竿Tav(i),
( 4 )

Where i is the length of Ni film pattern and Tar (i) the

temperature rise averaged in the r･esistor region. As the pattern

is close spiral shape, representative temperature rise is

space-averaged value in the resistor region. Equation (4) is

rewritten by init.ial resistance Ro as

R ≡ RoaTa,(t).

The value of､ ㌔, (t) is obtained as

㌔,(t) = 27rrT(r, i)dr,

(5)

(6)

Where al is the radius of the resistor region. In the

measurement With a metal-film bolometer, information on radiation

power is obtained fr･om i?, that is, Tav (i). The dot denotes the

time dirrerent土al From now on. In order to correct thermal

cooling due to a heat dispersion, a correction term must be added

to Tav (t). The corrected value of Tav (i) is described as

iTcor(i"iTay(i"fTav(i)･ (7)

Where Tc.r (i) is the corrected value and Tc the cooling time. If

the value of Tc.r (i) is given at. a certain time, Tc in eq.(7) is

determined. Such a situation applies to the calibration or the

- 7 -
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detector and measurement of the radiation loss from a plasma. In

the usual Way of calibration, temporally constant power is

incident on the detector. As a matter of'course, t.he radiation

power becomes zero af､ter discharge f､inish.

3. 1 Thermal characteristics during calibration

The calibration is car･ried out from the increase in

resistance due to a heat produced by a bias current passing

through the resistor.血electric power (dashed line) discipated

in the resistor and the increase in the resistance I? (solid line)

are shown in Fig.2.Anelectric power is 2.5niV.

As can be seen from eq.(5), A corresponds to Ta, (t) and

changes With time. In order to investigate this thermal cooling,

eq.(I)
is solved For the input power density or

2.5× 10-3/?Ea12 v/m2 for ㍗ ≦ al.

ov/m2 for r> aI.

P(r,T) ≡

The form of P(㍗,t) vil上 be justified because of the

resistor shape. The temper･ature rise T(r,i) and space averaged

temperature rise (Tav (i)) are shown in Fig.3. The value of

Tav (i) is shown in Fig.4 and is the value Which corresponds to虫

in Fig.2. Comparison between time behavior･s of both values is

shown in Fig.5. A plot With the maximum A corresponds to the

initial value imediately after power input. Sensitivity is

- 8 -
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obtained fr･om the value of this plot. The solid line shows the

relation between A and Ta, (i), Which is derived from the

sensitivity (s=(蛸o/C) and eq.(5).
The value of C is the heat

capacity in the resistor region (C=7Ca?cFXl).The relation is

described as

か- 7m!c〆siTav(t)
･ (8)

The deviation from a straight line is Within 3 % and this

supports that thermal characteristics are veil expressed by

eq.(I).
A dashed line in Fig.4 denotes the value vitb a

correction according to eq.(7). The value orてe in this case is

0.!払s. It is so determined that initial value agrees With the

value at t=1.0 s. The t,ime interval of the correction is 1.0 s.

In Fig.6, the maximumdeviation of Tc., (i) from the value Which

corresponds to the input power to detector andて｡ are plotted as

a function or time interval or a correction. The deviation

increases With time interval. For a short interval ( ≦0.2 s),

the deviation is vitbin 5 %.

3.2 Thermal characteristics of the detector Without a slit

As the usual Way of using, the radiation power is incident

to all over the absorber surface.5,13,14) Ir radiation power is

temporally constant, thermal cooling characteristics are

understood by an analitic solution.14) In the measurement or

-9
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radiation power With time variation, it is necessary for

investigating thermal characteristics to numerically solve

eq. (I). The measured radiation power density P血eas(t) from the

plasma is shown in Fig.7. It is measur･ed With the metal-film

bolometer With a slit and a correction according to
eq.(7)

is

made.

The calculated results (T(r,i), Tav (i)) for Pmeas(i) are

shown in Fig.8. The value of Tav (i) is shown in Fig.9. In this

case, a correction term according to
eq.(7)

is much smaller than

the value of Tav (i) (<o.o4 %). The value of Tc in this case is

so determined that the corrected value becomes zero immediately

after t=0.25s, since this discharge finishes about t=0.25s.

The incident power density (Pe≦(f)) to the detector is

estimated from the corrected value (Tc.r (i)) , since the

sensitivity and the increase in resistance R of eq. (5) relate

Tc.r (i) With Pes (i). The ratio of Pes (i) to P.Leas(i) is plotted

as a function or time (Fig.10). The deviation is not so large

(< 3%). The value of Pes (i) never exceeds that. of PheaS(i) and

exhibits a tendency to decrease at the time When PtbeaS(i) has the

large rate or decrease.

3.3 Thermal characteristics of the det.ector With a slit

A slit is equipped close to the detector in application to

the JI円) T-ⅠIU tokamak (Fig.I(b)). Ⅵ1en the detector operates as

- 10 -
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a 27E bolometer (measurement of total radiation power) , the slit

plays a role to reduce the incident power and to shield it from

the noise cir･cumstance. When it operates as a collimated

detector･ the slit plays a role to raise.spatial resolution as

vilュ be described later.

In order to make sure thermal characteristics or the

detector, eq.(1) is solved for the input power of the form

P(r,T) ≡

f
pneas(t) v/m2 for r ≦ al,

ow/Jn2 for r> aI,

vhere PbeaS(i) is the input power density shown in Fig.7.

The calculated results (T(r,I), Tav (i)) are shown in Fig.ll. In

comparison With the results in the case of the detector Without a

slit, the temperature rise at the central region begins

decreasing vitb large rate after incident power is over. A

surricient correction For thermal cooling is neccessary. The

value or了;, (t) is sbovn in Fig.12. The dashed line denotes its

corrected value acoording to eq.(7). The value of Tc is so

determined that the corrected value becomes zero immediately

after t=0.25s, since this discharge finishes about t=0.25s. The

value orて｡ is 0.6ls. The correction term T;, (t)/Tc increases

With time because T;, (t) monotonically increases With time. The

ratio of- Pes (i) to Pneas(i) is plotted as a function of time

(Fig.13). The value of､ Pes (t) is the incident power density

estimated from the corr･ected value (Tc.r (i)). It exhibits a

- 1t -
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tendency to decrease at t.he time When Pneas(i) has the large rate

of decrease. The deviation fr･om Pneas(i) arrives to 10 % at t=0.2

s. Such an accuracy is far from the reliable measurement.

The input power density Pneas (i) already includes the

deviation due to thermal cooling. In order to evaluate the

deviation due to thermal cooling, eq. (1) is solved by putting

pes(t) in the place ofP(r,i). The ratio ofPes (i) topes (i) is

similarly plotted as a function of time (Fig.14). The value of

Pes (i) is the power density estimated from the calculated results

for Pes (i). The ratio in Fig.13 agrees Within 0.5% With that in

Fig.14. This agreement is explained as follows. The deviation

or the corrected value from its input power depends on the shape

or the time behavior or input power. Although a correction

according to eq. (7) is insufficient to evaluate the absolute

value, it correctly reproduces the shape of the time behavior.

The relation between the absorbed power to the detector and

the measured power PAN,aS (i) may be assimilated to that between

㌔eas(t) and Pes (t). This assumption is supported by the

agreement between the value of Pes (i)/Pnes (i) in Fig.13 and the

value of i?es(t)/res (i) in Fig.14, because the same procedure

according to eq. (7) is taken for obtaining the results of

pneas(t), Pes (i) and Pes (i). Therefore, PheaS(t) multiplied by the

value of Pmeas(i)/res (i) is more accurate value of the measured

input power density.

- 12 -
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釜4 Discussion

The metal-film bolometer is designed so that it has high

sensitivity, sharp time resporlSe and yell defined thermal

characteristics. The sensitivity and the time response are

raised as the absorber is thirlned to the minimum limit to absor･b

photons With high energy. The selection or the material is

restricted. Ebpecially, it is of primary importance to overcome

lack of sensitivity in the measurement of radial profile. This

problem is all the more serious in the small size device because

of the necessity for highspatial resolution and sharp time

response. If a slit is equipped close to the detector, a spatial

resolution is raised. However, the equipment has only a

significance on the assumption that the deviation due to thermal

cooling is sufficiently reduced by a correction. Unless the

detector has veil defined thermal character･istics, it is

impossible to make such a precise correction.

Spatial resolution is determined by a viewing geometry,

Which is an arrangement of an entrance slit and an exit slit.

The entrance slit determines the input pver density and t.he

exit slit determines the detection area or the detector. The

magnitude of the signal is determined by input power density as

can be seen From Fig.9 and Fig.12. The slit close to the

detector operat.es as the exit slit and plays a role t,o raise

spatial r･esolution. This effect increases as the entrance slit

- 13 -
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is stopped down. As the toroidal dependence of the radiation

power from the tokamak plasma is much smaller than the radial

dependence, the entrance slit has a rectangle shape Which gathers

the radiation power from a toroidally vide region. In such a

situation, the slit is poloidally narroved and to equip the slit

is ef'rective.

Regar･ding thermal characteristics, the designed detector

has a simple structure With axial simmetry. The Well defined

thermal characteristics are suppor･ted by the fact that the

measured value at calibration agrees Within 3 % With the

calculated results (Fig.5). The measured value is A and the

calculated value is TAT (i). The deviation due to thermal cooling

is reduced to the extent of this agreement, since the cor･rection

according to the calculation result (ratio of Pes (i) to P.neas(i))

reduced t.he deviation to the extent of 0.5 % as mentioned above.

In the case of the detector With a slit, thermal cooling

char･acteristics are given for two cases of the input power

density. The input power density shown in Fig.7 has the large

rate of decrease Which produces the large deviation due to

thermal cooling. Even in this case, the deviation is reduced by

a precise correction. Therefore, t.his correction is effective

for any case. On the contrary, the results for constant power

have the minimum deviation.

In the case Without. a slit, the deviation is sufficiently

small (< 3 %) and more precise correction is considered not to

- 14 -
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be necessary.

釜5 Sumry

The thin metal-ril血 bolometer has been developed vith high

sensitivity (12.9弘/mJ), sharp t.ime response (I.b 3 ps) and Well

defined thermal characteristics. Thermal character･istics are

investigated by numerically solving a heat conduction equation

ritting in With the detector and the Well defined thermal

characteristics is supported by the fact that the heat conduction

equation Well explains the time behavior or the signal at

calibration (results for a ､temporally constant power). The

equipment of a slit close to the detector plays a role t.o raise

spatial resolution. The deviation due to thermal cooling

increases according to the equipment but is reduced by the

calculation of the equation t.o the extent of 0.5 %.
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Fig. 1 (a)Structure or the metal-film bolometer. Thin

structure improves sensitivity and time response. A

beat conduction equation is easy to be applied because

the major fr･action of thermal capacity is determined by

the absor･ber. (b) A slit is equipped in expectation of

high sensitivity and high spatial resolution.



Fig.2 Time behaviors of the input power (dashed line) and良

(solid line) at calibration. A heat produced by a bias

current passing tbrougb the resistor changes its

resistance.
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Fig.3 Calculated results or (a) temperature rise or the

absorber, (b) its space averaged (Tav (i)) in the resistor

reglOn.
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Fig.4 Time behavior of Tav (i). The dashed line denotes the

value With a simple correction For thermal cooling.



Fig.5 A plot of the measured A against calculated Tav (i). The

solid line shows the relation between i? and Tav (i), Which

is described by eq. (8).
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are plotted as a function of time interval of a

correction For thermal cooling.
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Fig.7 Time behavior of the radiation power density measured

vitb the metal-film bolometer (Pmeas(t)). It includes a

simple correction for thermal cooling.
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Fig.8 Calculated results 9f (a) temperature rise in the case

vithout a slit, (b) its space averaged (㌔, (t)).
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Fig.9 The time behavior of Tar (i). A correction for thermal

cooling has little errect on its value (<0.04 %).
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Fig.10 Time behavior of ratio of Pes (i) to Pneas(i). The value

of Pes (i) is obtained from the value of Tc.r (i) in

consideration or thermal cooling.
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Fig.ll Calculated results of (a) temperature rise in the case

vith a slit, (b) its space aver･aged (Tav (i)).
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Fig.12 The time behavior of Tav (t) (solid line). The dashed

line denotes the value With a simple correction for

thermal cooling.
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Fig.13 Time behavior of ratio of Pes (i) to PheaS(i). The value

of Pes (i) is obtained from the value shown by the dashed

line in Fig.12 in consideration or thermal cooling.



Fig.14 Time behavior of ratio of Res (f) to Pes (i). The value of

Pes (i) is calculat.ed by putting Pes (i) in the place of

P(r,t) of eq.(1).
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The characteristics of a thermistor, a metal-丘1m bolometer, and a pyroelectric detector were investigated with the aim

of attaining a highly reliable bolometric measurement. The spurious slgnal which appears on a pyroelectric detector was

sufnciently eliminated by setting
a
mask close to the detector, thus avoiding the direct incidence of photons at the elec-

trode. Whether a slgnal was true or false could be determined from the integrated value of the signal. Calibrations were

performedwith
a HeNe laser in consideration of re8ections on the detector surface. No time drift was observed on the

sensitivity determined in such a way. The
radiation power measured with a pyroelectric detector agreed within lO% with

that measured with a calibrated metaト丘1m bolometer.

f1. Introduction

ln present-day tokamak research, radiation loss plays

an important role regarding the radial distribution of

temperature, power balance, and stability of the

plasma.ト4) In order to investigate these phenomena,

measurements of the magnitude, time behavior, and

spatial distribution of the radiation power are required･

They are measured spectroscopically3,5) and bolometrical-

1y.3-5) The former method requlreS information concern1

1ng the plasma parameters, namely, the intensity of the

impurity lines and the electron density and temperature･

The latter method gives direct results, provided that the

power due to charge-exchanged neutral particles is

estimated.

Information on the radiation power pro丘1e is obtained

through an Abel inversion, which requlreS meaSurementS

with considerable accuracy. Therefore, the calibration of

these detectors is of prlmary lmpOrtanCe. The reliability

of a bolometric measurement depends entirely on the per

formance of the detectors. The requisite detector

characteristics are a rapid time response (severalms), a

high signal to noise (S/N) ratio, and a cooling time which

is sufnciently longer than the plasma discharge duration･

Thermistors,
1･6)

metal-film bolometers,6-8) and pyroelec-

tric detectors") are employed in fusion devices. A

pyroelectric detector gives signals with a high S/N ratio

and a rapid response. An external circuit for

measurements is simple since there is no necesslty for a

differentiating procedure, which is required for

measurements with a metal一色1m bolometer or a ther-

mistor. In measurements with a pyroelectric detector, a

high spatial resolution is expected for the followlng

reason. Spatial resolution is determined by the viewlng

geometry of the detector, which is an arrangement of the

entrance slitand the exit slit. The entrance slitdetermines

the input power density and the exit slit determines the

detective area. The spatial resolution increases as both

slits are stopped down. Taking the S/N ratio into con-

sideration, the spatial resolution is determined by the

detection limit against the minimum lnput power. The

small size of the sensitive part, as well as the high S/N

ratio increases the spatial resolution. However, several

problems concernlng these detectors are pointed out:

(1) Sensitivity at short wavelengthslO)

(2) Spurious signal due to electrons produced by

secondary emission*

(3) Temporal changes in its characteristics*

A resolution of these di缶culties is essential before

reliable measurements of the radiation power can be ob-

tained. In this paper, a reduction of the falsi丘cation, a

calibration method with high accuracy, and the

characteristic of other type detectors are investlgated･

$2. Principle of the Detector for Bolometric Measure-

ment

Radiation power is measured as a function or the

temperature rise of the absorber of a detector on the

assumption that the radiation energy from a plasma is

e缶ciently converted into thermal energy･ This assump-

tion is Justified for the followlng reaSOn･ It seems that the

main fraction of radiated power from a tokamak plasma

lies in the vacuum ultraviolet reglOn. It is reported that

photons in such a reglOn are e缶ciently absorbed by

various materials.ll) This is supported by the fact that no

difference has been observed between bare and coated

detectors having layers of carbon black that can absorb

nearly 1000/.of the incident-light energy.12)

If a radiation power P is incident on the foil, its

temperature rise A T is governed by

p-c孟AT･C4f,
(1,

Tc

where Cis the thermal capacity of the foil and Tc the cooレ

ing time. The temperature rise is measured through the

change in a resistance or through the change in the suト

face charge by a pyroelectric effect･ The former is the

prlnCiple of a thermistor and a metal-film bolometer and

the latter is that of a pyroelectric detector.

*E. R. Mtiller: Max-Planck-Institut ftir Plasmaphysik Report No. IPP

III/56, 1980.
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2.1 Thermistor and metal-jilm bolometer

The thermistor and the metal一色1m bolometer are

similar in operation. Both of the detectors combine the

functions of a radiation absorber and a resistor for detec-

tion. Assuming that the temperature rise 』r is small, a

change in the resistance AR can be described as

AR -RoαA T, (2)

where R. is the initial resistance and α the temperature

coe血cient.

Figure 1 shows the circuit used in a totaトradiation

measurement on the JIPP T-ⅠIU tokamak, where 〟and c

are the resistance and capacitance of the differentiating

circuit, respectively. This circuit has the advantage of

simpleness and of no slgnal drift. When a signal is ob-

tained under the condition that the time constant rc is

smaller than the required time response T Of measure-

ment and that Ro is smaller than the impedance deter-

mined by 〟, c, the resulting voltage γcan be described as

v-Irc £AR, (3,

where ∫is the current determined by a constant current

diode.

Wben T｡ is much longer than the duration time of the

discharge, equation (1) can be rewritten as

p-cftAT･
From eqs (2),(3),and (4), γis obtained as

v-!&c p.
C

(4)

(5)

This shows that the signal is proportional to the incident

power P.

2.2 Pyroelectric detector

Wben a pyroelectric crystal undergoes a change in

temperature, a surface charge is produced as the result of

a change in its spontaneous polarization with tempera-

ture. This pyroelectric effect is expressed by a pyroelectric

coefhcient p,

APs -pA T, (6)

where Ps is the spontaneous polarization･
13) The resulting

pyroelectric charge-flow l, in the circuit of the sample

(Fig. 2) is described by

i｡-孟(AAPs)-Ap孟A
T, (7)

where A is the area of the sensitive reglOn Of the detector.

Fig. 1. Circuit for a metal-film bolometer.

to amp.

Fig･ 2･ Input equlValent circuit of a pyroelectric detector･

Tbe input equlValent circuit of a pyroelectric detector

is shown in Fig. 2. The time response depends on the time

constant rc, since the time response determined by the

detector is very rapid. The capacitance c is composed of

the capacitance between the electrodes and that of a

floating capacitance･ The resistance r is the load

resistance parallel to the detector. This time constant rc is

chosen to be smaller than the required time response.

Under such a condition, this detector operates as a cur-

rent source whose signal is described by eq. (7).
A signal which is obtained through the thermal process

should have the followlng feature. After the incident

power on the detector is turned off, the integrated value

of this slgnal becomes zero with a time lapse T, Several

times larger than the cooling time T｡. The integrated value

is proportional to the temperature rise of the detector

from the initial value. It is derived from eq. (7) as

i:t'pdt-Ap[A T(I)-A 71(0)]･ (8)

After the incident power becomes off, the temperature of

the detector gradually decreases with time･ Finally, it ap-

proaches the initial value. As can be seen from eq･ (8),

i三i,dt-0. (9)

A signal which does not satisfy this equation is regarded

as a false slgnal.

f3. Calibration

lt is important for a calibration to accurately deter-

mine the net input power to the detetor since a

bolometric measurement requlreS a total absorption or

the radiation power from the plasma. A HeNe laser was

used as the light source･ The net input was obtained in

consideration of the re且ection from the detector. This

method is suitable for a pyroelectric detector with a

smooth surface, since the light undergoes a normal reflec-

tion and the re且ected power is easy to measure･ There is

another method for calibratig a metal-丘1m bolometer. If

a current passes through the resistor of the detector, it

produces heat. The sensitivity is obtained from the

change in the resistance due to this beat･

3.1 Calibrations of the pyroelectric detector and the

therm istor

Tbe beam of the HeNe laser light was conducted to the

detector at nearly right angles (Fig. 3).The power of the

incident light and the reflection were measured with a

calibrated power meter, with an accuracy or 3%. The net

Input power is the difference between these powers･ The
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HeNe lqse｢

POWe｢ meter

Fig･ 3･ Arrangement of a HeNe laser and a calibrated power meter

for measurements of the re8ected power.
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output current from the detector for a net input power of

1.3 mW is shown in Fig. 4. This slgnal rises within 1 ms

after the power incidence and reaches a maximum value;

then it decreases with a cooling time of 185 ms. The sen-

sitivity and cooling time of this detector are obtained

from the maximum value and the decay of this slgnal,

respectively. The sensitivity and the re且ectivity are 0.95

〃A/mW and 53%, respectively. This calibrated value is

twice as large as the manufacturer's value. The value ob-

tained without regard to the re且ected power of the HeNe

laser light agrees well with the manufacturer's value. The

high linearlty Of the output was checked as shown in Fig.

5･ The incident power was controlled by changlng the

optical丘1ter.

In a calibration of the thermistor, the circuit shown in

Fig. 1 was used for the themistor. The time behavior of

the output signal for incident HeNe laser light was

similar to that from a pyroelectric detector, except for an

opposite polarity. This is because the thermistor has a

negative temperature coe丘cient. The sensitivity obtained

without regard to the re鮎cted power of the HeNe laser

Fig. 6. Circuit for the calibration of a metaト丘1m bolometer.
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Fig. 7. Output signal from a metal一丘1m bolometer with an lnput elec-

tric power and the voltage drop arising in this detector.

light was 15300/mJ･ The reflected poTer
is hard to be

measured because of its diffused renectlOn. The cooling

time is 0.92s.

3.2 Calibration of the metal-jilm bolometer

The calibration of the metaト丘1m bolometer was per

formed with the circuit shown in Fig. 6. This circuit is

composed of a Wheatstone bridge, a differential

amplifier, and a differentiating circuit. The net input

power to the detector is measured with the voltage drop

(Vb.I)arising in the bolometer and the current I, which

flows through the bolometer. The output signal from this

cicuit and Vbol are Shown in Fig. 7. This slgnal reaches a

maxmum value within 3 ms, and then decreases with the

cooling time (about 1.1 s). The net input power is 2.50

mW and the sensitivity of this detector is 12.90/mJ.
This method has the advantage of being calibrated in

∫fJ〟.

$4. Arrangement of the Detectors to the JIPP T-IIU

Tokamak

A pyroelectric detector (bare detector), a pyroelectric

detector with a mask (detector with the mask) and a ther-

mistor were mounted in order to investigate spurious

slgnals due to the photoelectric effect. The mask, which is

close to the pyroelectric detector, affords protection

against the direct incidence of radiation onto a non-

grounded electrode (Fig. 8). The sensitive region of the

bare detector is determined by its intrinsic sensitive

region and that of the detector with the mask is deter-

mined by the mask. The thermistor, which is free stand-

ing, 1S SO arranged that it views the same plasma reglOn aS

a detector with a mask. The effect of the mask against

spurious signals was investigated from the signals from a

detector with a mask and from the thermistor. This is

because any spurious slgnal due to the photoelectric
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Fig･ 8･ Geometry of (a) a bare detector and (b) the detector with a

mask.

2 7L bolometer

Fig. 9. Geometric arrangement of ll-channel detectors with masks

and a 27T bolometer.

effect has little effect on the signal of the thermistor (dis-
cussed below).

In order to measure the total and spatial profile of the

radiation, a soICalled "27T bolometer" and eleven

pyroelectric detectors (detectors with the mask) were

employed (Fig. 9). The shaded portion in Fig. 9 shows

the plasma region viewed by the detectors with a mask.

The maximum value in breadth of the shaded portion

(spatialresolution) is 2cm. This =27r bolometer''is a

metal一色1m bolometer and views the plasma with a solid

angle of about 27T.

i5. Results of the Measurement in the JIPP T-IIU

Tokamak

The signal (is)shown in Fig. 10(a) was obtained from a

bare detector (Fig. 8(a)). The magnitude and the

behavior of the slgnal show the possibility of a spurious

signal. The magnitude of isis too large to do丘twith reali-

ty. Because this value indicates a radiation loss which

greately exceeds the input power to the plasma. The

*M. M. Pickrell: MIT Plasma Fusion Center Report No. P一c/RR-82-

30 (1982).
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Fig. 10. (a)Time behaviors oftheoutput from a bare detector (L's)and

the output from a detector with a mask (ft).The time behavior of (b)

the integrated value of a signal and (c)the incident power on a detec-

tor obtained with a detector with
a
mask through a correction

for the

coolillg time.

signal after the discharge has a small negative value, but

is too small to explain the decrease in the temperature of

the detector due to the beat losses described by the sec-

ond term of the equation (1).It is obvious that the inte-

grated value or the slgnal does not return to zero with a

long lapse of time. This shows that a positive spurious

signal is superposed on the true slgnal.

The signal (iI)shown in Fig. 10(a) was obtained from a

pyroelectric detector with a mask (Fig. 8(b)). The

magnitude of this slgnal indicates a radiation loss which

is about 80% of the obmic input power. It is possible that

the plasma radiates such a large fraction of the energy

loss since this is a radiation-dominant plasma. This

slgnal has a negative part, indicating a decrease in the

temperature of the detector. The integrated value of it

is shown in Fig. 10(b).It satis丘es the condition described

in eq. (9).Thus the net input power on the detector is ob-

tained through a correction regarding the cooling time.

As can be seen from eqs. (1) and (7),

p-蓋(ip･汁pdt)
, (.0,

where Ap/C is equal to the sensitivity of this detector.

The net input power obtained from the slgnals it and q

shown in Fig. 10(a) (b) is shown in Fig. 10(c).

The signals from the detector with a mask and a ther-

mistor are shown in Fig. ll for a comparison. This com-

parison is restricted to the initial magnitudes and the time

variations, since the zero levels of these slgnals without

any corrections for the cooling times decrease with time･

The time variation of the slgnal from a detector with a

mask is consistent with that from a tbermistor. The
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magniutude of the latter is larger than that of the former

by 30% for the initial100m5. This discrepancy seems to

be rather reasonable since the calibratiol一data of this

thermistor was obtained without any coIISideration of

the ref]ectjon of HeNe laser 一ightbecause of the dif屯culty

in measurlng the re8ected power. Therefore, the s)gnaI

obtained by a pyroelectric detector would show a more

accurate value. The pyroelectric detector glVeS a Slgnal

with a higher S/N ratio and a greater time response･ The

time response of the pyroelectric detector is 1 ms, the

time constant of the differentiating Circuit of the ther-

mistor is 3 ms and the time response determined by the

tbe亡mistor is about 5 ms.

The total radiation power is obtained with the 27r

bolorneter through a correction for the cooling time (Fig.

12(a)). This correction procedure is made from eqs. (I),

(2) and (3),

p-志(v･三i二vd()I
(ll)

where αRo/C is equal to the sensitivity of the detector･

This cooling ti血e is not simply de丘ned because of the

temperature nonuniformlty Of the detector surface･ This

nonunirormlty Causes a deviation from the true value,

depending on the time behavior or the total radiation･

The adequate value of Te in equation (ll) varies case by

case; it is so determined that the total radiation is zero im-

mediately after the plasma duratioll. The value in the

ease of Fig, 12(a) is 470 ms. The accuracy of the correc-

tion is estimated by solving the beat-conduction equation

which isrelated to this detector (a thin disk
shape(10pm).

The resistor for the detection is positjoned at the center

reglOn･ The heat-conduction equation gives the time

behavior and the spatial distribution of the temperature

rise AT(I, r) against the input power (Fig. 12(a)). Equa-

tions (2) and (3) relate AT((, r) with
V. The input power

used in the heat-conduction equation and the value of P

obtained in eq. (ll)give the deviation. The deviation in

ttle total radiation power, caused by a correction using a

value of 470 ms, was less than 5%. The total radiation

power was also obtained by integrating the spatial pro丘1e

(Fig. 12(b)).

These signals were obtained with a high S/N ratio

(more than 20). Both or the values agree with each other
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within lO%, as shown in Fig. 12(c).
The pyroelectric detector was calibrated each time it

was detached from the JIPP T-ⅠIU tokamak. The sen-

sitivity and re且ectivity for the HeNe laser light are shown

in Fig. 13. As the detectors are exposed to a plasma

discharge, the re且ectivity decreases. However, little

change in the sensitivity has been observed (within l%).
A decrease in the reflectivity is due to a change in the sur-

face condition of the detector, since discolorations are

found through visual observations.

$6. Discussion

There are two methods for calibrating bolometric

detectors. One is a method in which the output against

the known lnput power is obtained. The other is a

method in which data of the thermal process and of detec-

tion process are used for calculations. The sensitivities of

the thermistor and the metal一丘1m bolometer are calcu-

lated from their thermal capacity and the temperature

coefhcient of their resistor. The thickness of a detector

with a specific accuracy and a specific heat need to be

determined. Moreover, the effective themal capacity

which is used for a calibration depends on the geometric

form of the detector. To obtain this effective themal

capacity is a difhcult problem if the detector has a com-

plicated geometry. A calibration uslng the known lnput

power is an easy method and gives a value for the total

system. An accurate measurement of the input power is

of primary lmpOrtanCe in this method. The sensitivity ob-

tained in this method is expected to be accurate, because

it is possible to measure the electric lnput power tO the

detector with accuracy.

Concernlng the cooling time, that of a pyroelctric

detector is welトde丘ned. This is because of the small non-

uniformity of the temperature pro丘1e of the detector sur-

face. A correction for the initial 300 ms is quite effective

and reproduces the constant HeNe laser power within

5%, in case oftbe calibration shown in Fig. 4. The same

accuracy probably applies to a measurement of the radia-

tion povOer from the plasma. Concernlng the metal-film

bolometer, its cooling time is in且uenced by the nonuni-

formity of the detector temperature. The heat-conduc-

tion equation suitable for a metal一缶1m bolometer glVeS

the effective cooling time in individual cases. A correc-

tion using this cooling time is accurate (within 5%) for

the case shown in Fig. 12(a).
The total radiation power from a 27T bolometer and

from pyroelectric detectors are glVen On the assumption

that detector surfaces absorb lOO% of the incident radia-

tion from the plasma. The agreement between these radia-

tion powers show that this assumption is good. This

assumption is also supported by the fact that the main

radiation, which lies in vacuum ultraviolet reglOn, is

highly absorbed by various kinds of materials.

The results shown in Fig. 13 show that the re且ectivity

for the He-Ne laser light is changeable according to the

condition of the detector surface. On the other hand, a

small difference between the radiation powers of the

plasma under similar conditions can be seen. This in-

dicated that the reflectivity for the photons responsible to

the main fraction of the radiation power from the plasma

is not so changeable as that for the HeNe laser light. This

tendency lS COnSistent with the high absorbance of such

photons. The calibration without regard to the renected

power of HeNe laser light causes an overestimation and a

changeable evaluation of the radiation power from the

plasma. Taking the high absorption of the main fraction

of the plasma radiation into consideration, it can be con-

cluded that the calibration method with regard to the

re且ected power of the He-Ne laser light is a reasonable

method. It is likely that the cause of the above-men-

tioned temporal change in the characteristics represents a

change in the re且ectivity for the photons at longer

wavelengths. This change in the re且ectivity can be at-

tributed to a contamination of the detector surface.

Some of the materials installed inside the vacuum vessel

might become deposited on the surface of the detector･

However, it is too thin to change its thermal capacity and

the sensitivity is unchanged. The same phenomenon ap-

plies to a metal-丘1m bolometer.

The calibration method uslng a He-Ne laser is not

suitable for a thermistor and a metal一色1m bolometer,

since the re且ected power ortbe HeNe laser light is bard to

measure because of diffused reflections. In addition,

there is an obstacle in calibrating the thermistor, the posi-

tion dependence of the sensitivity. Measurements of the

thermal capacity and the temperature coefncient are the

only calibration methods for a tbermistor･

A pyroelectric detector glVeS a Slgnal as the element of

a current source. On the other hand, a thermistor and a

metal-丘1m bolometer glVe voltage signals which represent

a voltage drop due to an external current･ The current

slgnal from a pyroelectric detector is of the order of

lO肝10A and the bias currents supplied to a metal-film

bolometer and a thermistor are of the order of lO~3 A in

the application to the JIPP T-IIU tokamak･ Even a small

current due to a non-pyroelectric effect causes a serious

falsi丘cation of the slgnal to the pyroelectric detector･

This is the reason why a pyroelectric detector can easily

suffer from falsification. A pyroelectric detector without

a mask accepts the direct incidence of pbotons on a non-

grounded electrode･ Electrons are emitted from the elec-

trode through the photoelectric effect by these photons

and a resulting current is induced･ This current would

represent the falsi丘cation (Fig. 14). The photons of the

vacuum ultraviolet reglOn have a high photoelectric-

effect efnciency.14) The value estimated from this efBcien-

cy lS Su氏cient to explain the magnitude of the falsifica-

tion observed in this experiment (fsin Fig. 10(a)).Even

the signal in the case without a mask includes the true

e
下
＼
､ ⊂=>spurious

signal

hv--1>､

hv→

------>s)'gnQL

Fig･ 14･ Schematic geometry showing the spurious slgnal from the

pyroelectric detector.
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slgnal, since this slgnal becomes a little negative at the

end of a plasma discharge. This negative slgnal indicates

the process of the decrease in temperature of the detector

and is regarded as the slgnal through thermal process.

The magnitude of the falsification must be sufhciently

supressed to less than that of the true slgnal. It is ex-

pected that falsi丘cation due to an in且ux of charged par-

ticles and an externally induced electric丘eld (as well as

the direct incidence of photons) can be avoided by using

a mask. However, there is a possibility of fals姐cation

due to the penetration of photons with energleS greater

than 10 keV. This may be an obstacle in the measurement

of a high-temperature plasma in future devices.

However, the efhciency of the photoelectric effect

becomes low for such photons.

i7. Summary

Tbe characteristics of presently used pyroelctric detec-

tors, metal-film bolometers, and thermistors are sum-

marized. The time resolution in a radiation measurement

obtained with pyroelectric detectors was 1 ms, and that

of a metal-丘1m bolometer was 3 ms. The time response is

determined by both the arrival time of the heat at the sen-

sitive part and from the time constant of the external cir-

cuit. The time response, determined by the detector,

became rapid as the thickness of the detector was

reduced. The response time of a slgnal obtained with a

thermistor was long because of its thick absorber. Con-

cerning the S/N ratio, the results for a pyroelectric detec-

tor and a tbermistor were satisfactory (more than 20).
That of a metal一丘1m bolometer is high (more than 20) as

long as the total radiation is measured. Although the

cooling time of the pyroelectric detector is short (-200

ms),
it can be amply covered by a correction for the cool-

ing time (Fig. 10(c)).
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We have observed experimentally damping and growlng Of fast and slow

space charge waves or an electron beam due to nonlinear Landau dampiI】g in an

electron beam-plasma system by uslng Spectrum analysis. The formerwith positive

energy damps and the latter with negative energy grows by
noⅢ1inear interaction

with the Trivelpiece-Gould mode and the electron beam. The lowest and higher

modes of the Trivelpiece-Gould modes with respect to a
radial wavelength grow

by this nonlinear wave-particle interaction satisfying the resonant condition.

Nonlinear wave-particle interaction (non-
1inear Landau damping) is one or fundamental

mechanisms for energy transfer between waves

and particles in plasma turbulence･1･4) Re-

cently, many experimental observations of

nonlinear Landau damplng have been reported

for various electrostatic waves.2-6) we have

also reported experimental studies or non-

1inear Landau damplng ln an electron beam-

plasma system immersed in a magnetic丘eld,

where the space charge wave or an electron

beam and other electrostatic wave interact

with an electron I)eam or plasma electrons.7･8)

In this letter, we present the detailed experi-

mental observations of the behaviours of fast

and slow space charge waves or an electron

beam (fast and slow beam
甲odes)

due to

nonlinear Landau damplng ln an electron

beam-plasma system in a magnetic丘eld where

tile fast or slow beam mode decays into the

Trivelpiece-Gould mode (T-mode) vby
non-

1inear interaction with an electron beam. We

have carried out simultaneous observations

of damping Of the fast beam modewith posi-

tive energy and growlng Or the slow beam

I:‥÷-∝2[最
4TEW.4mwc

k壬k22men.

LETTERS

mode with negative energy by us]ng spectrum

analysts Or Wave number.

The resonant condition for such a nonlinear

interaction is glVen by7,8)

wl
-W21(k//1 -k//2)vb-mWc, (1)

where (か1 and α)2 are the ftequencies of two

waves, k//･1 and k//2 the components of wave

vectors parallel to the magnetic丘eld, vb the

velocity Of the beam, wc the electron cyclotron

frequency and m an integer. The subscripts 1

and 2 denote the fast (or slow) beam mode

and T-mode, respectively. Based on the

general wave kinetic equations,9) the fbl-

lowlng equations fわr nonlinear Landau damp-

1ng Or electrostatic waves in an in丘nite uni-

form plasma in a uniform magneticfield are

obtained :8)

-
∂fEw.f2

az

∂fEw2I2
∂z

-

12γ1LEoll2-sallEoll2IEo212, (2)

-12γ21Ew212+α2JEw.(21Eo212, (3)

with nonlinear wave-particle coupling coeト

丘cients gl∇en aS fわllows :

af.(v_i,V//)
∂(w'-mac -

k;/v//)

告 k⊥lk⊥2Jp(k⊥1V⊥/coc)JD-m(k⊥2V⊥/wc)

p=tco
(wI -PWc-k//lV//)`

-Wcl

where ど is the linear dielectric constant glVen by

*
present address: Institute or Plasma Physics, Nagoya UnivリNagoya 464･
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and fo is the electroヮvelocity distribution

function showlng the mlXture Of the Maxwellian

plasma with the electron temperature ㌔

and the electron beam with the veloclty Vb

and the temperature Tb. Here, E is the wave

electric丘eld as a function or the axial distance

z, γ the linear damplng rate, W′-Wl-W2,

k'-k.-k2,
W.2-w孟+w2b,A-k王v.2/wc2,[L-

k王v.2b/wc2,v.-JWe, v.b-J砺, n. the

total electron denslty, In the modified Bessel

function of the n-th order, Z the plasma

dispersion function,10) and S is the slgn Of

the wave energy for the fast and slow beam

modes. The other notations are standard.

Since, α1, α2>0, it is proved that when the

first wave is the fast beam mode with the

positive energy (S-1), this wave damps and

the second wave (T-mode) gr.ows･ On the other

hand, when the丘rst wave lS the slow beam

mode with the negative energy (∫ニー1),也is
wave and the second one grow simultaneously

(explosiveinstability8)).
In this experiment a monoenergetic t)eam

with energy Ub窒140 eV, current Ib竺1.5 mA,

and diameter Db竺6 mm is continuously In-

jected along a unifわrm magnetic丘eld into a

beam-generated plasma with electron denslty

ne竺2× 109 cm-3, Te芸5 eV and diameter Dp≦

4cm at argon gas pressure or 0.4 mTorr. The

unifわrmity or the magnetic丘eld is 2.7 percent

over a length or 60cm. The electron-neutral

collision frequency of beam and plasma

electrons are v窒1-2MHz glVlng a mean

free path of lm. On opposite side of the

electron gun, a Faraday cup is placed to

measure the parallel energy or the electron

beam Ub. A coaxial antenna, axially movable,

is placed in the plasma in order to detect the

wave. Tbe丘rst wave and/or the second one

are excited by applying one or two external

hf signals with frequencies wl and w2 (voltages
Vl, V2 gO-5 V) to the electrode of the electron

gun･ The spatial evolut]'on of the small ampli-

trude space charge wave of the beam excited

by the weak external hr signal (∽1)changes by

the presence or the large amplitude T-mode

launched by the strong external signal (w2).
On the other hand, in order to identify this

nonlinear interaction, the small amplitude

T-mode excited nonlinearly by the large

amplitude space charge wave or the beam is

investlgated. To determine the wave number

compon占nts k/,:of the obtained wave patterns,

the interferometer outputs are analyzed by

the method of fast Fourier transform (FFT)

and maximum entropy method (MEM).ll)
Analysis by maximum entropy method has

a high resolving power or spectrum and it is

possible to make a spectrum analysis even ir

the length or da†且is very short.

In Fig. I(a),we exhibit typical interferome-

ter traces ofthefirst wave. The traces A and B

are the small amplitude space charge waves

with the second wave (V2-2 V), and without

the second one, respectively. These traces are

the results of interference offast and slow beam

modes,7,8) whose dispersion relation is derived

approximately by ど-0 and given as fbllows:

wl

-k′′1Vb±智wb,
(6)

where the upper and lower slgnS correspond to

the fast and slow beam modes, respectively.

To obtain the wave number components

k//1 0f these traces the spectrum analysis of

the interferometer outputs is carried out,

and their spectra obtained by the methods or

FFT and MEM are shown in Fig. 1(b). The

spectrum of the interferometer trace B by

MEM (curve B2) has two peaks rand s which

correspond to the fast and slow beam modes,

respectively. However, in the spectruI℃ Or the

trace B by FFT shown by the curve Bl, there

appears only one peak ∫ which corresponds

to the fast beam mode. The spectrum analysis

by FFT cannot separate the fast and slow beam

modes, because the trace is too short to resolve

them. In F)'g･ 4(b),the values k//1 for the peaks

∫and s in Fig. 1(b) are plotted by the open

circles. The solid curves F and S show the
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Fig. 1. (a) Interferometer traces of the first wave.

(b) Spectra of wave number fTor the traces A and B

in Fig. 1(a). The curves Al, Bl are
Obtained by

FFT, and A2, B2 by MEM. The horizontal dotted

lines indicate the zero level a)1/27r-315 MHz,

a)2/27こ-230 MHz, wc/27T-253 MHz, V2-2 V for

A,Al andA2, V2-OVforB,Bl andB2,and Vl-

0.2V.

Fig. 2. Relative wave powers of the fast and slow

beam modes obtained from the components of the

spectra are plotted versus V22.の1/27T-315 MHz,

の2/27E-260MHz, wc/27T-253 MHz, Vl-0.2V,

k//1=2.6cmLl (+) and k//1=3.2cmLl (o).

dispersion relations of the fast and slow beam

modes, respectively, which are derived丘･om

eq. (6) under the present experimental condi-

tion. It is fわund that the open circles丘t well

to the dispersion relations F and S. As shown

by the curves Al and A2 in Fig. 1(b), the

spectrum of the interferometer trace A shows

that the peak s fわr the slow beam mode is

enhanced extremely and the peak f for the fast

beam mode is suppressed (or disappears).This

means, as predicted theoretically, that the fast

beam mode damps and the slow beam mode

grows by the presence or the T-mode. The

other peaks C observed in Al and A2 may be

considered to be an electrostatic electron

cyclotron barmonic waves excited by other

coupling or nonlinear Landau damplng.

In Fig. 2, relative wave powers of the fast

and slow beam modes obtained from the com_

ponents of the spectra of the int占rferometer

outputs or tbe丘rst wave by FFT are shown

versus v22, where the wave powers are nor-

malized by those with V2-0. The solid c]'rcles

correspond to the fast beam mode and the

open ones to the slow beam mode. It is found

that the wave powers of the fast beam mode

decrease exponentially with V22 and those of

the slow beam mode increase exponentially

with V2≦2V, saturate and decrease with

V2≧2 V. This exponential increase and de-

crease or the wave power agree with the

theoretical predition, bec竺usefrom eqs･ (2)

and (3)the fわllowing equatlOn Can be obtained

when lEwlf≪lEw21:

･Eol.2- ･Eol(0,･2exp ‡一覧･Eo2(0,-2[トexp(-2γ2Z,,-2γ1Zi
･ (7,

Since it may be considered that JEo2(0)I∝
V2, it can be proved from eq. (7) that

ln lEol/Eol(V2-0)l2∝-sv22. It seems that

the saturation and decrease or the slow beam

mode with V2 ≧2 V arise from the more higher1

order nonlinear process.

In order to con丘rm that these damplng and

grow)ng of the fast and slow beam modes are

caused by the nonlinear Landau damping due

to nonlinear interaction with the T-mode and

the beam electrons, we identi丘ed the resonant

condition and the dispersion relation or the

second wave. The observation of interferometer

traces or the second waves in the presence

and absence of tbe丘rst wave was made and

the similar result as that shown in ref. 7 was

obtained. Traces A and B in Fig. 3(a)are the

sniall amplitude second waveswith the first

(Vl - 5 V) andwithout the firstone, respectively.

The trace B shows only a space charge wave of

the beamwith the frequency α)2. But, the excita-

tion orthe T-mode by tbe丘rst wave is observed

in the reglOn D in the trace A, where the short

wavelength wave is superimposed on the

space charge wave or the beam. In Fig. 3(b),
the spectra of these interferometer traces are

shown by the curves Al, Bl (by FFT) and A2,

B2 (by MEM). When the first wave does not

exist, the T-mode is hardly excited, as shown in

the curves Bl and B2. But, the large peak p

and small peak q or the curves Al and A2

show that the T-modes are excited strongly･
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Fig. 3. (a) Interferometer traces of the second wave･

(b) Spectra of wave number for the traces A and B

in Fig. 3(a).Thecurves Al, Bl are Obtained by FFT,

and A2, B2 by MEM. The horizontal dotted lines

indicate the zero level. Vl-5 V for A, Al and A2,

vl-OV for B, Bl and B2, and V2-0.1V･ The

other parameters are the same as Fig･ 1･

Fig. 4. (a) Relative wave power or tbe丘rst wave

obtained by FFT is shown versus a)2/oc orの2/27=･
The open and solid circles correspond to the fast

and slow beam modes, respectively.α./2花-315
MHz, wc/27r-253MHz,

V1-01･V, V2-2V,

k"l=2.6cm-l (+) and kHl-3･2cmLl (c))･(b)

Locations of the interfTerometer traces and resonant

conditions on the dispersion diagram. The curves

T. and Tl exhibit the dispersion relation of the

T_mode calculated from 8-0. The straight lines

Fl and Sl are the resonant condition eq･ (1) for the

fast and slow beam modes, respectively. That lS,

(o2, k//2) are variables, (o1, k//1) are given by the

open circles, and m- 1. Calculations are carried out

under the present experimental condition
:
a)2,/a)喜-

3, a)訂a)≡-0.06,vb/v.-7.5, k⊥1-4.8/Db for F and

S, k⊥2-4.8/D, for T., and k⊥2-ll/D, fTor Tl･

Here, D,-4 cm is employed so that the curves To

and Tlfit well
to the experimental data of the

second wave.

by the presence or tbe丘rst wave･ The values

of k//2 for the peaks p and q are plotted by

the solid circles on the dispersion diagram

or Fig. 4(b). It can be fわund that the peak p

corresponds to the dispersion curve T｡ wbicb

is the T-mode fわr the lowest mode with

respect to radial wavelength, and the peak q

t9 the dispersion curve Tl for the higher model

The values of k//2 for the nonlinearly excited

T-modeswith the other frequencies are also

shown by the open triangles. It is seen that the

solid circles and the open triangles satisfy the

resonant condition eq. (I) with m- 1 which is

shown by the lines Fl and Sl and the dis-

persion relation or the T-modes･

In Fig. 4(a),relative wave powers of the fast

and slow beam modes with V2-2 V obtained

from the components of the spectra of the

interferometer outputs of the first wave by

FFT are shown versus (か2/wcor w2/2n, where

the wave powers are normalized by those with

V2-0. The solid circles show the wave power

of the fast beam mode and the open circles

show tha-t of the slow beam mode. It is found

that the fast beam mode is suppressed and the

slow beam mode is enhanced by the lowest

and higher T-modes in the reg10n Satisfying

the resonant condition.

In conclusion, the damplng Of the fast beam

mode and the growlng Or the slow beam mode

due to nonlinear Landau darnplng are Observed

simultaneously uslng the spectrum analysis.

It is confirmed that the fast and slow beam

modes interact nonlinearly with the lowest

and higher modes of the Trivelpiece-Gould

modes, causlng their growth.
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ICRF HEATING EXPERIMENTS ON JIPP T一ⅠI
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T. AOKI, S. HIDEKUMA

Institute of Plasma Physics,
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Nagoya, Japan

ABSTRACT. Data of JIPP T-ll 1CRF heユ血g experiments are presented. The expel-iment covers three

typical cases二 rhe low-concentration hydrogen minority case, the high-concentration hydrogen minorlty Case,

and the 3He-minority case. The best heating efficiency is obtained for the 3He-miコOrity case. It is shown

through power balance anユ1ysIS that the two H-minority Cases are different in the wave energy deposition

profile. The difference is
exp三ained by :he presence of a local cavity mode in the high-concentrationminority

case･ The ion temperature srcps rising at a power denslty levei of 0.65 W･cm13 for the A)･drogen minority

e:{periments･ h-o sue;n･
deterioration is fourid in the case o:- the SHE

millOrity experiment up to a p〇wer der.5ity

ievei
of 0.45 kW･cm-3. This is Lh.e

maxilnum POSSibie :o
attain witlh.in the maximum power皿JeCtion (i阜o kW)

up T.L7
W{Lic.i the e文言e=i皿ent is ccr.ducてei. Aユanalv亡c sciution of the Fokke=-P!anck equaT_ion is derived in

c)rdeT tO interpl'et止e
,ieTLerioraてi･3n Of the heating ef;.icierl･=y.

1. ⅠドTRODUCTION

Fo=止e heユ血g 〇f止eTmOnuCユeユr I-usion plasma. the
t

use 〇f waves ill the icn c:･,ciotTOrl range Of frequency

(1CRF) offers several advantages. Recent high-power

ICRF heユting experiments 【1 -4]
have demonstrated

the practica-Diiity of fast-wave heating with a variety

c)･T'heating regimes.
Based on the success in handlilng

MW level ICRF power injection, the appiica:ion of

ICRF heating to future large tokamaks is becoming

reaiistic･ In the institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya

LTnjversity, ICRF heating is projectedinthe R-project

proposal. The experiment presented here was carried

out on JIPP T-ⅠI as a preparatoⅣ experiment intended

toaid in designing the R-tokamak. One of our

interests is the clarification of the wave propagation

and absorption mechanisms, which is important in

deciding the beating regime best suited to the 良-tokamak.

Present and permanent addresses:

'Plasma Research Center, Tsukuba University, lbaraki 305,

Japan.

''Department of Physics, Universlty Of Tokyo, Tokyo I 13,

Japan.

NUCLEAR FUSION,VoJ.24. No.6 (J984)

AエーGther interest is iェt三1erneChanism oI- deterioration

ef t_hit hea[i:,.望efr7cieこCy Which occurswith hi血l

potJ.rTeT ICRF heユtiニg. It i5 Particuiarlv important to

derive a sca山ほtC) eSてin7_atehow much ICRF power

wiilヒe injected in future deb-iceswithout deterioration

of tlh.a heating effTICiency. We have reason to believe

t'nat t上e power deコSity will pi且y a key role in limiting

the irij'ection power. It is shown in Section 4 through

an analysis of experimental data that slipping of

minority ions gives rise to a reduced heating efrlCiency

with heating power densities higher than a certain levei.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

JIPP T-ⅠⅠ【5】in the institute or Plasma Physics,

Nagoya University, is a stellarator-tokamak hybrid

devicewith a majorradius of R=91 cm and a minor

radius of a= 15 cm. The ICRF beating experiment is

carded out in a tokamak operating at a toroidal mag-

netic field of around 2.7 T and a plasma density

ranging
from 2 to 5 × 1013cm13. The plasma current

is around 90 kA, and the Joule input power is about

1 00 kW throughout this experiment. The deuterium

709
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plasma with minority ions of hydrogen or 3He is

heated in a two-ion hybrid reglme. Frequencies or

40 MHz for the hydrogen minority and 26.7 MⅢz for

the 3He minority are used so that the ion-ion hybrid

resonance layer is located near the plasma centre.

Two alトmetal antennas with Faraday shields are set

in the vacuum vesseland each receives RF power from

its own oscillator. Each antenna has an all-metal

structure with a Faraday shield and consists or a top

and a bottom half-turn p出r. RF currents are fed from

the low-field side near theequatorial plane in order to

produce a poloidal m=O current loop. The antenna

configuration is very similar to that of TFR except

that the present antenna covers a greater POrtion of the

low-{leld side. The experiment is carried out for three

cases: 4%H, 10%H, and lOr,,7c3He. Tile concentrations

of the minority ions are measured spectroscopICally

illthe H-minority experiments, Whereas,inthe

Sue-mip_ority experiments, they are deduced froman

analysュs Or the gas dynamics.

We regard 4%H and lO%F_ as typical cases representing

low and high concentrations ofminonty hydrogen

ions. A favourable result is obてユiTl.edin也e 4T:-H experi-

ment: t‡1eheating lS Successful up to a net Input Power

of二60 kW, where the power derlSity is 0.65W･cm-3 :

this power corresponds to twice the Joule input power.

The deuterium anri hydrogen temperat.i,eS are

measured by a mass-discrim血atin望fast-neutral-particle

analyseT. As is slhiOWn in Fig. i, the delilterium tempera-

ture TD increases from 270 to 570 eV. The heating

rate is 1.: eV･kW~ユ. The inLTeaSe in the electron

temperature Te is also +i-cund by measuring the electron

cyc!oこron emission calibrated by pu.ise heightanalysis

of soft X-rays (Fig.2). In t出s figure, the electron

temperatuTeriseswith time from 0.78 keV but begins

to decrease after reaching a ma.bmum value of 1.1 keV

(before the RF pulse is turned ofl7. Application of

higher power up to 400 kW (power density of

1 W･cm-3 ) does not bring about any further increase

in TD, and a deterioration of the confinement is

observed. A similar heating rate is also obtained with

the lO%H experiment. TIle deterioration or the

heating efficiency occurs, however, at a power level as

low as 150 kW. In both cases. the deterioration of

heating efficiency is preceded by a deterioration of the

electron energy confinement, along with an increased

influx of heavy ion impurities.

tn the 3He minority case (27 MHz), the maximum

Injectionpower is limited to 1 80 kW because or arcing

at bigl1-power injection in the tuner, which has pri-

marily been designed for 40 MHz･ However, this power

is large enough to allow a reasonable comparison witI1

710

H-minority experiments as far as heating efficiency is

concerned･ In the 3He-minority experiment, a heating

efficiency (eV･kW11 ･cm-3) twice as high as in the

H-minority case is observed, demonstrating the

superiority of 3He as a minority species for fixed

toroidal magnetic field strength. Within this power

level, no deterioration of heating efficiency was

observed. In Fig.3, the relationship between the power

applied and the increaseinthe deuterium temperature

is summarized in terms of ATD-n.

LOO
.'JO

12〇 i30

t'.(,ms)

FIG.1. Ti.me evolun.on o/-deuTerium (emperanLTe; Solid
line

ts
ob[aiT:ed-

ill COmPuni7g Eq. (1).
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FIG.2. TL'me evolutioTZ Ofelec[ron tempera(ure,･ electron

(empera(ure rz'ses rapidly wz'th higher RF power and begins (o

decrease later when RF is
s(ill on. Do((ed line shows resul( of

simulatz-on calculatz'ons with measured radz'atz'on
loss as iTZPut.
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3. AヽALYSIS

The =easoLn forてbe differerlこe between tit.le4,7cH aTld

lO7oH cases can be understood from an anaiysis of the

usual POWeTヒai3F.こe equations:

ま(nHT｡,

nH(TH-TD) nH(TfI一丁e)

THD

つ /
､

+言'/1PRF;LH

THe

nD(TDITH) nD(TD-Te)

TDH TDe

･書(p-)｡

孟(neTe)

ne(Te-TD) nD(Te-TH)

TeD Ten

NUCLEAR FUSION. Vo]･24.No.6 (1984)

neT｡

Te

JIPP T･II ICRF HEATING

(prad)･号(p-)e･号(pJ)(1,

Here, nH, nD and ne are the densities, and TH, TD

and Te the temperatures of H, Dand e, respectively.

TH, TDand Te are the energy confinement times of the

respective species･ (PRF)H
,
(PRF)D and (PRF)e are

the averaged heating power densities on H, D and e,

respectively. THDand The are energy relaxation times

from H to Dand e, respectively. Similarly, TDe and

TDH are Such relaxation times from D to eand H,and

TeD and Ten are those from e to D and H. (Prad) and

(PJ) are the averaged radiation loss and the Joule

mput power, respectively. Without RF, the set or

Eqs (1) can be solved forTH, TD and Te in the Ohmic-

heating phase becauseくPRF)H
,
(PRY)D and (PRY)e

are zeroand all the other necessary quantities are

easily measured or calculated from them. In the

presence of Rf, Eq･(1) is solved forくPRF)H
,くPRf),

and (PRY)e
･ On the assumption that transport coeffi-

cients TH, TD and Te do not change on the app立cadon

of RF. We measure the quantities invoivedinEq.(1),

waitiJilCrfor 5 ms al'ter the ICRF hea血g.h.as beeTl

turned on. This time-scaie, which is not ions compai-ed

to the heatmg time, is choseユSC aS tO be able to rTLe=iect

possible changes in the transport PaTame;ers WIT:iごh

mi血t be due to impurity influx o= some other un:kriロ'好n

reasons. 5 ms is much longer thal'. the time-scales

associatedwith wave propagatiorLS (abt3ut二s) or t:ni巨

Ee,62 kW

FTG･4･ Power balan.ce anaZysisfor 4%H mz'nori(y case･

eD = ｢3/2) nDTDV, ee=(3/2ノneTeV(V
-

plasma volume)･

7ll
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peripheral recycling time (about 1 ms); this fact is

necessary for minimlZlng errors arlS]ng ln estimating

the derivative temlS in Eq.(I), wbicb might be caused

by nuctuations. Throughout this discussion, which is

based on a zeroJimensionalanalysIS, a Parabolic

electron density profile is assumed, and squared para-

bolic profiles are assumed for Te, TH and TD. An

example For the power balance is shown in Fig.4 rbr

the case of the 4%H experiment. The RF powers

absorbed by the species as given in the parentheses are

calculated on the basis of the known power transfer

data. Among the dominant features we find is the fact

that not only minority ions but also electrons and

deuterons absorb wave energyinthe 4%H experiment,

while only minority ions absorb a significant amount

of wave energy in the 10(/oH experiments. These

results are different from those of TFR and PLT:

TFR reports direct heating of eiectrons in the high･

concentration H<xperiment. while PLT states that

only minonty Ions are directly heated in the iow-

concentTation HセXperiment. Our experimental results

are the other way round, in the sense that electron

heユーing is rather observed in ∃ow- thュn illhi血l

concentration 'qヾⅩperiments_
The reason for this

･ii[ference between T_heir and ouごreSuits can be under-

stood in terms of a wave Propagation analysis keeping

;he differences in the antenna con王1gura･ions iェm血d.

Our antenna is very sim血r to the TFR antenna in

shape but differs from itinperformance. Our anteコna

ig-smaner and operates on a Lower frequency than that

ofTFR. S(つ,the RF cu汀eTIT. on ttleantenna is shaped

to be perI-ectly uniform in our experiment. The

question from which side the wave is incident depends,

however, onthe 一ocal structure of the wave propaga-

tion･ One of the important parameters Character:ling

也e Ⅶaマe propagation is de血ed by 【4】

E昌-(告十三)誓
(:)

If the H-concentration EH, is higher than this critical

value e邑,
there is a mode conversion layer present･

Here, UPD is the deuterium ion plasma frequency, k"

the parallel wave number, vT the thermalvelocity of

the hydrogen ions, c the velocity of light,and u the

applied RF frequency. Substituting the values relevant

for our experiment on theright-hand side of Eq.(2),

we obtain eCH恕2%･ which is smaller than any

H-concentrations we use in this experiment･ There-

fore, we may assume the presence of a mode conversion

layer throughout this experiment･ Another important

parameter,
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刀-打票RBIT
upD

(3)

is known to be a quantity which can be used to measure

the separation between a resonance layer and a cut-orr

layer [6,8]. Here, R is the majorradius. When the

value or TJ becomes larger than unity, a wave incident

from the low-field side is completely renected,and one

from the high-field side isalmost completely mode-

converted. On the other band, with a value orT7 less

than unity, the mode conversion process is attainable

both from the low- and the high-field sides. An

examirlation of fq.(3) with experimentalparameters

yields TT-Values of 0.5 and 1.3 for the 4%H and lO%H

cases, respectively. Thus, we interpret the electron

part of the wave absorption in the 4%H experiment

as a consequence of tile mode conversion of a wave

to an eiectrostatic mode. Theoreticany, a certain

amoun'L Of electron heating is expected in the i〔)7cH

experiment, as well. This is because the wave energy lS

incider7.こfrom the high- as well as from the low-{ieid

side: the former has a chance to be mode{onverted

and to heat止e eiectTCnS. However, nO eiectTOn

hea血g is o.c)served experimentally. We assIJme that

the wave radiation prim訂ily consists ;⊃f
waves c()ming

from t.T7ielow-field side. An indication of ･L出sfact is

fou=1d iiq.the foiioⅥユg eXPerimeニt三i data: the wave

excitation arid the propagationこTnaracteristics are

related to the loading resistance of tiTieantenna. In

Fig.5, measured loading res主stariCeS are Plo,led versTIS

0

≡
I

⊂)

q)

U

⊂

Q
●■■■■
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FIG･5･ LoadE'ng rests(Once versus ne･
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the plasma density for the high-concentrationminority

case. It is an outstanding charactedstic or this case

that the plasma density which yields the maximum

loading resistance increases with increaslng tOrOidal

magnetic field strength. This tendency is well under-

stood, provided the local cavity mode predicted by

the theory [8-I 1]is really present; as the toroidal

magnetic field BT increases, the resonance cut-off

double layer shifts towards the low-field side, thereby

reducing the volume of the cavity. For the RF fre-

quency kept constant, the cavity resonance can only

be satisfied by the shorter wavelength rea止zedinthe

case of higher plasma density. On the basis of this

physicalpicture, we shall draw an analogywith a

plasma･filled waveguide of rectangul.ar cross-section.

A mean Alfvin wave number k⊥,w
,
for fast-wave

oscillation is defined bv

k⊥,
u

=

u(FLo云rnD/52)1/ヱ (4)

where the averaged number deコSity, F',and the averaged

magnetic field, B
,
are caiculated from the experimental

data at the cavity resonance_ HereプmD IS the deuteron

mass. A gecmetric wave numlDer k ,. ･#,hi二:achaTaC-･- !亡l′

ter:ies the CTCSS-Section of止e cユT-icyarid title flL1ユda皿erl-

tal resonance condition, is de血ed by

k⊥,g-号(a-2･
b-2)1′王 (5)

where a and b are the dimensions Cf吐e ca一l:ty as

estimated from the ･=ornpu'.ed cIJtづff s-im-aces. This

simple model would predict alinear relationship

between k⊥, u and ki_Ig at the fじndamerltai resonance･

The relationship between k⊥,
LJ and k...ぐObtained

- I
=

experimentally is plotted in Fig.6, where the strai≦血t

line represents a best-fit relationship of k⊥, u /'k⊥,g=0･6･
These results conrum the presence of a cavity mode

on the low-field side,inthe case of high-Hminority

concentration. The increase in the loading resistance

of the low-field side part of art antenna When a local

cavity mode is present is consistent with the results

obtained byrunning Lapiとrre's code 【9].Thus, it is

possible that the major part of the wave energy is

emitted from the low-field side. The wave energy is

then absorbed in the cyclotron layer by minority ions.

Thus the reason for the dirrerence between the

JIPP T-IIand TFR results is comprehensible. This

contrasts with the case where the concentration or the

minority ions is low; there is only a weak connection

between k⊥,w andk⊥,g･ In this case, the wave is not

localized, and it is then absorbed in the mode conver-

sion layer.

NUCLEAR FUSION. Vol.24, No.6 (1984)
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4. DiSCUSSION

ne sum of the RF powers absorbed by the respec-

tive species is iess than that radiated from the an;eユニa-S･

If efficiency is defined by

･- (,I::pT?,e･ (p-:'H･ (p--)･D)/,(;u:lt/i(-∈)

We obtairi 7= 0.三6 for -the 4rc}H and 7= 0.23 for the

10%H case. In the following discussions, the FokkeT-

Planck equation is used to interpret an elf-1Ciency

smaller than unity. It is vell knoⅥ1 that the particle

con{1nement is determined by the plasma current,

which is only 90 kA in t山s experiment; particleswith

a+rl energy Of more than 20 keV cannot be con{1ned･

It is, therefore, important to gain some insight into the

behaviour of the minority ions which are intensively

heated and丘nally lost. An analytic steady-state solu-

tion of the linear Fokker-Planck equation was first

given by Stix [12]. It is, however, not complete

because the particle flow through velocity space is

neglected. According to the Stix notation, the isotropic

linear Fokker-Planck equation with a quasi-linear

collision ten is written in the form:

吐一吉£[-v2r】∂t

where

(7)
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1

チrニー-二
v2 -cN2･圭£

(βv2)A

･(i-K)v2%]The firstintegral of Eq.(7) gives

-v2r-cl

(8)

(9)

Here, cl has a physical meaning o工parlicle flow through

the velocity space, which has t)een ignored in Ref.[10].
If it is retained, the solution of Eq.(7) has the form

A(v,-

cl/0
where

Ao(Ⅴ) -
exp

i I

(i"K)v2
Ao'V'

is the solution fro工lユR己f.【103,and

vo -

(コEmaxJi'm-:′′2

dV Ao(Ⅴ)

(10)

(ll)

(1二)

with王max the maヱimtim energy OI- particles whir.n can

be conI-1ned三n tiTieSystem. A numerical comparison of

analytical expressions (10) a1,.d (1 1 :)with experimentユi

parameters yields A(v) quite different from A. (v),

implying the importance of the particle now through

the velocity space. The distribution function of the

minority ions A(v) is far from a Maxwellian distribu-

tion. We deduce an effective ion temperature from

the inclination of the theoretically obtained distribu-

tion function around the energy range where the

fast-neutral-particle analyser works in the experimerlt.

me power dependence or the hydrogen temperature

is compared to the dependence as predicted by theory

in Fig･7; we see that there is a qualitative agreement.

The particle energies transferred from hydrogen to

deuterium by the relaxation process, PDH
, and from

hydrogen to the electrons, PeH
,
are given by

PDH-/Vo4打号v2吉[--2
･圭£(β｡v2,A･三β｡v2驚∠■
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(13)

>
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FIG. 7. Tempera(ure of minoriTy Z'oTZS Ver∫uS i77Pu( RF po≠-ビr.

OpeT7 Circles a7Zd m'L277gier∫ Show TneaSured miT20ri[_v ;OTZ =e･･?:.=eTJ-

tzLre for 4C7cH
aT7d lO%H cages, re∫pectivelv. SoZl'd line∫a-e∫ig7?ale

TheoreT:'c3l calctLL'aTion∫ f[om fq. /1 0ノ.

peH

-.joヰJ号v:%トv:A
･壬£wev2)A･与βev2告

(PRF)- imnK

and we noticeanobvious relation

(PRf) = (PDH) + (PeH) +cIEmax

(二liヰ)

(15)

L161

where the last term is the portionor the eェ1ergy lost as

energetic ions. The portion or the wave energy

absorbed by hydrogen and then transferred to

deuterium ions and elect∫ons is glVen by

E(I
(PDH +Pen) (PRY)

-

CIEmax

町~=｢可
(17)

Since the loss ten cI Emax/(PRF)H is an increasing

function of (PRF)H

,吉becomes
small on high-power

heating. The result of the numerical computation of宕
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is shown in Fig.8 for three cases: 4年H, 10'･7oH and

1 OL7J-3He･ It is worthwhile mentioning that, for 【he

lO%H case, the application ofa power Over 150 kW

does not serve to heat D but only to increase the

particle loss of minority hl_;drogeコ. This may be the

reason wlb･･ we observe a deterioration of the heatiJ唱

efficie=cy in 'Jne experillleこてaてこhig:neT POWei- ieve王･

We
aiso血d that i:ne threshold is as low as 30 kW ill

the case cf the 4i-TcH experiment. Howelter, the ioユ

temperaTure COnてinues torise togethe.,with intJXeaSing

power缶oTr. t!:ispower ievei up toニ60 kW because

the wave deposits its energy not Oユiv on H bu･L also on

e and D･ 711e 10-I:-3;ieexpel:jment beiongs to ･uT･ie his:n-

col7Cenてration rnillOriてy Case and compares weilwith

the iOTtH exper]imeTit. In this case. the tむeshold is

出∈1nenou由1 for no deterioration to occur, and the

high heati=1g ef{1Ciency is maintained. This superiority

or- 3He as a minority Species is attributed to the iargeT

collisiorlal i;TOSS-Section of She than t!1at Of H.

We observein血s experiment that the deteriorating

effect of P.Fむst affects the electron energy confine-

ment. ms is due to the enhanced radiation loss. The

ongln Of the impurity is sought by examining the

visible light emission which is indicative of the impurity

innux and the characteristic lines in soft-X-ray emission

which yield information on the core impurity. The

radiation loss is mainly due to impurities or the heavy

metals Ti and Mo, the former coming from the vacuum

wall and the latter from the limiter. The bolome-

trically measured radiation loss increases gradually

with time for about 10 ms; this is in contrast with the

dse-tine for visible light, which is 1 ms. A simulation

using Eq.(1) with the measured radiation loss gives the

solid cnⅣes shown in Figs 1 and 2. Thus, the behaviour

NUCLEAR FUSION,Vou4,No.6 (1984)
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or the electron temperature is well understood in

terms of the radiation loss. Though the deterioration

of electron energy confinement does not affect the ion

heating significantly, impurities areanother problem

to be solved in experiments in the near future.

5. SUMMARY

The experimentalresuits of ICRF heating on

JIPP T-ⅠI were described and three typical beating

regimes were compared. The highest heating efficiency

was achieved in the 3He-minority
experiment･ In the

H-minority experiment, low- (4%H) and high-

concentrationminority (107oH) cases were compared.

Differences were found in the wave energy deposition

profile on each species derived through power balance

analysis. This difference was explained in terms of

mode coversion theory; t山s model was consistent

with tile measured loading resistance. The behaviour

of the plasma under high-power ICRF heating was also

invest.igatedwith power levels of up to 400 kW. A

deteriorationinthe heatin竺effidency was observedin

both caseswith a heating p〇wer densitv less than

0.65 W･cm-3. The mech芸Idsm ol･'也e heatirLg deteriora-

tion was expiaiIled illterms Cf a relaxation process

with a solution of the Fokker-Planck equation.
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Spectroscopic investigations of iron-ion line radiation (Fe x-xxrv) in the extreme-ultraviolet
re-

glOn have been carried out during ton CyClotron resonance frequency (ICRF) heating experiments in

the JIPP T-II-U tokamak, at the Japanese Institute of Plasma Physics (JIPP), Nagoya University,

Nagoya. The central-chord radiances of the iron-ion resonance lines were observed to increase dur-

1ng ICRF heatlng･ After the radiance of the highest ionization stage attained the peak toward the

end or ICRF lleating, the radiances of the lower stages were observed to attain their peaks at succes-

sively later times. ne rf-power ln)eCtion was accompanied by strong gas puffing and additional

cuLTentrise,. Which raised the electron density and concurrently
lowered the central electron-

temperature･ The dectron-temperature decrease in the centralreg10n, Which was further promoted

by radiative tosses due to metallic impurities,
continued after ICRF heating. The spectroscopic ob-

servations are interpreted as showingthat the ICRF heatlng Causes a large additional influx of iron

into the plasma, and that the iron
accumulates preferentiauy in the plasma

interiorwith long con-

finement times. The sequentialpeaking of the radiation from the highest to the lowest ionization

stages reflects the decrease in the electron temperature and the concurrent recombination
into sue-

,

cessively 一ower stages. nese interpretations are supp()rted by the soft-Ⅹ-ray and bolometric mea-

surements, and confined by the modeling calculations that reproduce the iron-ion line radiances･

Ⅰ. mODUCTION

Impurity effects still constitute one of the most impor-

tant problems in tokamak plasmas･l hpurities can ad-

versely affect the overall energy conflnementand the local

power balance of such plasmas, throughtheir line radia-

tionand their contribution to the plasma resistlVlty. In

recent years these impurity effects have been considerably

reduced; relatively pure plasmas are currentlv obtained in
■

lil tokamaks bv various impunty control teclmiques such■

as discharge cleaning, titaniungettenng, use of graphite

王imiters, and precise plasma-pOSltlOn COntrOl. Neverthe-

less, the typical innuェes
of metallic impurities encoun-

tered in many tokamaks would be unacceptable if the im-

purities accumulated preferentially in the interior
of the

plasma. Interior accumulation of metallic impurities

leads to plasma disruptions Or tO excessive radiation losses

in the plasma interior. Such impunty accumulation,

predicted to occur from neoclassical transport theory, has

been observed in some tokamak experiments with Ohmic

heating Only217 and with auxiliary heating by neutral-

beam ln)eCtion (NBI)･6,8-ll However, it has been general-
ly possible to operate the tokamak in such a way that no

accumulation occurs. Anomalous transport is often in-

voked to explain this lack or accumulation.
Asa means

of auxiliary heating alternative to NBI, ion

cyclotron resonance frequency (ICRF) beating has been

recently carried out in a number of tokamak experiments･
In earlier experiments with ICRF heatlng Where
intermediate-Z metals were used for limiters,12･13 the lev1

34

els of metallic impurities were so high that central radiat-

ed power densities reached a level comparable to the

ICRF heating Power density; 1n SOme CaSeS･13 the plasma

interior started to cool during ICRF heating and then dis-

ruptions occurred. In more recent ICRF heating eXPeri-

mentswith low-Z graphite limiters,14120 the metallic im-

punty concentrations have been considerably reduced;

currently, the centralradiation tosses do not play a major

role in the discharge power balance and the heating effi-

ciency is not affected substantially. However, the levels of

metallic impurities are still higher during ICRF heating

than during Ohmic heating Or NBI at similar power lev-

els･ In general, auxiliary heating tends to strongly

enhance metallic impunty generation at internal struc-

tures such as walls, 1imiters, and antennas, leading to large

additional innuxes of such impurities which then

penetrate to the plasma interior. So far, a great
deal of at-

tention has been focused on the source and its rates of me-

tallic impurities during ICRF beatlng; however, their rap-

id penetration to the plasma interior has not come into

question ･

In this paper, we describe and analyze spectroscoplC Ob-

servations of iron-ion line radiation in the extreme-

ultraviolet (xuv) region during ICRF heating experiments

in the JIPP T-ⅠⅠ-U tokamak･18,20 Empbasis is placed on

the radiation increase during ICRF beatlng and on the

subsequent sequential peaking of the radiation from the

bigbest to the lowest ionization stages･ These observa-

tions are interpreted as sbowlng that iron ions accumulate

preferentially ln the centr'alreglOn Of the plasma with

1328 @ 1986 The American Physical Society
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‥

long con丘nement times･ In the present expedments, im-

punty levels are relatively low and accumulation is not

serious; however, the present results emphasize that a

deeper understanding of impunty transport and confine-

ment as well as of impurity generation may be needed for

near-future tokamak experiments with higher-power,

longer-pulse ICRF heating. The next section gives a brief

descnpt10n Of the machine, the operation, and the diag-

nostics used in this study. Section Ill presents the results

of spectroscopIC meaSurementS, together with those of

soft-A-ray and bolometric ones, for both discharges with

and without ICRF heating･ Finally, See. IV contains

modeling calculations that reproduce the iron-ion line ra-

diances measured in the experiments.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The JIPP T-ⅠⅠ-U tokamak was operatedwith graphite

limiters, a nominal minor radius a -23 [cm, a
pominal

major radius R-91 cm, a toroidal magnetic field

BT-26.4-30.0 kG,and stainless-steel walls. Typical

plasma parameters during the quasisteady part of the

Obmically heated discharges were the fわllowing: working

gas D2 Witb 3-20% Hヱ minonty, plasma cu汀ent

clpm=-31,73enTL
leiln:tar:enradgeens?tl;ctnreo(n.,d:,nsitr..驚詳三eoi:

tralelectron temperature Te(0)‡ 1 keV, and centralion

temperature TE(0)3=0･5 keV･ In the JIPP T-ⅠⅠ-U ICRF

heatlng experiments, rf-power Injection was accompanied

by strong gas puffing and additional currentrise, in order

to suppress impunty innuxesand growth of m -2 mag-

netohydrodynamic (MHD) activity･18,20 strわng puffing of

the working gas was initiated at 100 ms during the above

quasisteady discharge condition,and the gas was continu-

ously bled into the discharge until 140 ms; additional

currentrise was initiated at 117 ms,and the current was

increased up to Zpm -240-290 kA in about 25 ms･ Then

ICRF heating ln the H minonty regime Was Carried out

etween l18and 153 ms at an rf power P,f-500-800

kW (exceeding the Ohmic power Input Pohrnicエゴ300 kW)

having the 40 MHz frequency. Two of the three ICRF

antennas bad stainless-steel Faraday shields, and the

remalnlng One bad titanium Faraday sbields･

Sp∝tral line emission intensities in the xuv reglOn,
0

30-1 100A, were measured with a 2-m grazlng-1nCidence

monocbromator and a CsI-cathode electron multiplier.
O

The wavelength resolution was about 0.2 A, and the line

of sight was along a chord through the center of the plas-

ma. The sensltlVlty Of this monocbromator system was

relatively calibrated over the entire wavelength range and

absolutely calibrated at two
waveleng他s of the Hエβ and

上γ lines by the brancbingィatio tecbnique･21 The line-

average electron denslty along the central chord was mea-

sured by microwave interferometry, and the central elec-

tron temperature from second-harmonic electron cyclo-

tron emission. The radial profiles of electron denslty and

temperature were measured by rllby-laser Tbomson

scatterlng･ The near-central ion temperature was mea-

sured from the charge-exchanged DO energy distribution･

The energy emitted from the plasma, consisting of pho-

tons mostly ln the xuv reglOn and charge-exchanged neu-

1329

tral atoms, was measured with an array of bolometers

viewing different chords. The soft-I-ray emission at pho-

ton energleS above 1 key was monitored with an array of

silicon detectors vi?wing different chords･

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

AND INTERIIRETATIONS

Figures ll(a)-4(a) show typ.1Calresults for the Ohmical-

1y heated discharges including strong gas puffing and ad-

ditional currentrise. These data provide a reference for

later compadson with the results obtained when ICRF

heating was carried out. Figure 1(a) shows the time evo-

lution of the plasma current Zp･ the line-average electron

density万e, the centralelectron density ne(0), and the cen-

tral electron temperature Te(0) for a D2 discharge with

言霊sITy2?nlcn,:anst:I
f?.Tm=

23e･聖窒Gx,1a.T3d
tlop-6=x214.?3

kcAm'}慧
about 60 ms after the initiation of gas puffing at 100 ms･

The density Profile was slightly hollow with the max-

imum at r宍ご7 cm during the steep part of the density In-

crease. The centralelectron temperature reaches the max-

imum value Te(0)=1.4 keV at about 120 ms, and then

decreases to Te(0)完1 keV during the density lnCreaSe･

However, the electron temperature remainedalmost un-

changed at intermediate radii, so that the centrally peaked
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FIG･ 1･ Time
evolutions of the plasma current Ip, the line-

average electron density万e, the central electron density ne(0),

and the central electron temperature Te(0) for JIPP T-II-U

discharges (a) with Ohmic beatlng Only and (b) with ICRF beat-

1ng', Te(0) was measured by Thomson scattering (TS) and from

second-harmonic electron cyclotron emission (ECE). These

discharges include strong gas puffing (GP) and additional

current rise; in (b), ICRF heating (rn lasts 35 ms from 118 to

153 ms･ Discharge conditions: working gas D7 With 3% Hヱ

minority, BT-28･8 kG, Ipm-240 kA,
and Prt･-500 kW･
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profile of the electron temperature nattened gradually in-

side r;ご7 cm after about 120 ms. The central ion tem-

perature fell by about 50 eV after about 120 ms during the

density increase, and thereafter returned to its initial level.

Figure 2(a) shows the time evolution of the
e中ssion

in-

tensities of several iron-ion resonance lines for the Ohmi-

cally heated discharge of Fig. 1(a). These signals are

centraトcbord radiances. The FexxIII resonance line at
O

132･83 A overlaps with a Fexx resonance line at 132･85
0 0

A･ The Fexx 132-A line intenslty.1S estimated to be

about twice as large as the Fexx l181A line intensity. In
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FIG. 2. Time evolutions of the centraトcbord radiances or
several iron-ion resonance lines for (a) the Obmically heated and

O

(b) the ICRF heated discharges of Fig･ 1･ The FexxIII 1321A

slgⅢal iⅡcludes a contribution from Fe xx, owlng tO the blending
O

o

of the FexxIII 132.831A
and Fexx 132.85_A lines.
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this estimation, the Boltzmann distribution is assumed be-

tween upper-level populations of the two Fe xx resonance

transitions, and the atomic data are taken from the tables

of Fuhr et al･22 Thus, around 120 ms when the FexxII.I

signal attains the peak, about bal一of the FexxIII 132-A

signal is a contribution from Fexx; in the early and late

parts of the discharge, however, most or it is a contribu-

tion from Fexx. Between the start of the dischargeand

about 120 ms, higher ionization stages are seen to appear

and attain peak intensities at successively later times･

Each line intensity drops a鮎r reaching Its OWn peak. The

highionization stages Fexx-XXIV, which radiate in the

central region Of the plasma, attain their peak intensities

after the initiation of gas puffing at 100 ms･ This is con-

sistent with the result that the central electron tempera-

ture does not decrease until about 20 ms after the initia-

tion of gas puffing.

All the line intensifies show a substantial drop during

gas pufrlng, 1n SPlte Of the, increasing electron density, in-

dicatlng a large decrease of the iron concentration･ This

intenslty drop lS more noticeable in the bigber ionization

stages･ Such a substantial drop ln metallic impunty line

intensities due to gas puffing
has been observed in a num-

ber of tokamak experiments;23-27 the intensity drop has

been ascribed mostly tb a large decrease of the metallic

impunty concentrations in the discharge following the

lowenng of the peripheralelectron temperature･ Gas

puffing raises the electron densltyand concurrently lowers

the electron temperature, since the energy content of a

plasma remainsalmost unchanged by this operation･ The

lowered temperature at the plasma periphery leads to re-

duced impunty generation at the limitersand walls, re-

sulting ln reduced impurity influxes into the plasma. The

larger intensity drop ln the higher ionization stages has

been ascribed to a lowenng of the electron temperature

with consequent changes in the ionization balance. A

more detailed account of the sp∝troscoplC Observations in

this type of discharge will appear in another paper･20

Figures 1(b)14(b) show typical results from the ICRF

heating experiments, Where ICRF heating at Prf- 500 kW

was applied to the Ohmically heated discharge of Figs･

I(a)-4(a) between l18and 153 ms. Figure 1(b) shows the

time evolution of the same plasma parameters as shown in

Fig. 1(a). It is natural that the time evolutions of the plas-

ma condition are almost the same in the two cases with

Ohmic heating Only and with ICRF heating at least up to

118 ms when the ICRF heatlng lS ipitiated. The evolu-

tions of the plasma current Zp･ the line･average electron

density万e,and the central electron density ne(0) are very

similar in both cases during the whole period of the

discharge. The density Profiles were also similar in both

cases. It is therefore evident that the ICRF heating Itself

makes no appreciable contribution to the density lnCreaSe;

the density Increases by about a factor of 3 in about 60 ms

owlng tO the strong gas puffing Initiated at 100 ms･

Tbe time evolution of the electron and ion temperatures

in the ICRF heating Case differs markedly from that in

the Ohmic beatlng One. The central electron temperature

increases rapidly to Te(0)=1･8 keV within about 5 ms

after the initiation of ICRF beatlng, because the ICRF

power can be coupled with electrons as well as ions128
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Ho女ever, the central electron temperature begins to de-

crease at about 125 ms during ICRF heating; it decreases

to Te(0)宕0.5 keV in about 50 ms during and after ICRF

heating. This decreasing rate of Te(0) is much faster than

that in the Obmic beatlng Case Where the decrease in

Te(0) is ascribed mostly to the density increase due to gas

puffing. The electron temperature continued increasing

or remained almost unchanged at intemediate radii, in

spite Of the rapid decrease in Te(0); consequently, the cen-

trally peaked profile of the electron temperature nattened

rapidly after about 125 ms, leading to a slightly hollow

profile with the maximum at r=7-10 cm around 155

ms. Such hollow･ temperature profiles have been observed

in some tokamak experiments,9,
1 l･24･29

and are now known

to be caused by large radiative tosses due to metallic im-

purities in the central region Of the plasma. It is therefore

probable that the rapid decrease in Te(0) during and after

ICRF heating lS attributable both to gas puffingand to

Ldiative
tosses. The slgnal of the electron cyclotron

emission shows a large sawtooth oscillation during ICRF

beatlng. Tbe central ion temperature rose by

ATE(0)記0.5 keV during ICRF heating,and thereafter re-

turned to its initial level. The ion heating efficiency is rel-

atively high:

ATi(0)n-e/P,f完(3-6)× 1013 evcm-3kW-I

Figure 2(b) sbovs the time evolution of the iron-ion line

intensities for the ICRF heated discharge of Fig. 1(b).

These signals are central-chord radiances of the same

spectral1ines as shown in Fig･ 2(a) for the Ohmic heating

case･ The evolutions of the emission intensity of each hne

are very similar in both cases up to about 120-125 ms,

about 2-7 ms after the i血iation of ICRF heating, aside
from the difference inthe absolute radiance. ne absolute

血e ◆radiances depend on the discharge conditions and the

condition of the vacuumvessel; the datainFigs･ 2(a)and

2(b) were obtained at separate days during a long series of

y.periments. All the line intensities show a substantial

′{op
due to the gas puffing Initiated at I(氾ms. Afterthis

drop, wbicb is more noticeable in the bigber ionization

stages, the evolution of the line intensifies in the ICRF

heating Case differs strikingly from that in the Ohmic

heating One. The line intensity Of the low ionization stage

Fex, which radiates near the edge of the plasma,rises by

about a factor of 2-3 after about 120 ms during ICRF

heatlng, and thereafter retums to its slowly nslng base

level･ This result indicates a large additional influx of
iron into the plasma during ICRF heating.

The line intensities of the intermediate and high ioniza-

tion stages FexvI-ⅩⅩⅠⅤ, wbicb radiate near the middle

and center of the plasma, begin torise at about 125 ms;

they dse by about a factor of 3-4 during ICRF heatlng.

This intensltyrise that is much faster than the electron-
denslty increase may, 1n a Sense, be ascribed to a consider-

able increase of the iron concentration in the discharge

due to the additional influx･ The line intensities depend

on the electron temperature Te as well as on the electron

denslty and the iron concentration along the spectrometer
line or sight･ All the iron-ion lines in Fig･ 2 onglnate
from An -0 resonance transition; their excitation rate

coefficients by electron impact are practically independent
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of ㌔ over the range 0.2-2 key where the ions exist.

Consequently, the line intensities depend on Te only

through the fractional abundances of iron ionization

stages. While all the line intensities show a substantial

rise after about 125 ms during ICRF heatlng, the electron

temperature decreases from Te完1.8 to 1 keV in the cen-

tral reglOn Where the high ionization stages radiate. This

Te decrease should result in a marked decrease of the･

abundances of high stages such as FexxIV. Therefore, if

the iron concentration did not increase preferentially in

the central reglOn, but increased at almost the same rate

throughout the plasma, the intensltyrise dutring ICRF

beatlng Ⅵ℃uld be less noticeable in the bigber ionization

stages･ This is contrary to the present observations･ Pref-

erential accumulation or
iron must be taken into account

in the central reglOn Of the plasma, in order to explain the

substantialrise in the line intensities of high ionization

stages such as FexxIV during ICRF heatlng･4,6･8･9･11

Tbe bigbest ionization stage FexxIV attains the peak

intenslty at about 150 ms, about 3 ms before the temina-

tion of ICRF beatlng; then the lower stages attain their

peak intensities at successively later times while the elec-

tron temperature decreases from Te ～- I to 0.5 keV in the

centraireglOn･ Each line.intensity drops after reaching Its

own peak･ This sequentialpeaking of the e甲ission re-

nects the decreue in Te and the.concurrent･ recombina-

tion into successively lower stages without.substantial

changes in the iron concentration･4･6･8･9･11 If a large de-

crease of the iron concentration took place in the

discharge after ICRF heating, all the line intensities

would show a substantialdrop without sequential peak-

ing. An influx of iron into the plasma after ICRF heating

is probablv much smaller than that during ICRF heating･

Therefore, it appears that the iron, which has nowed into

the plasma and accumulated in its centralreglOn during

ICRf beatlng, is retained in the plasma with relatively

long con丘nement times after ICRF beatlng.

Soft-x-ray and bolometric measurements support the

spectroscopIC Observations on the impunty behavior. Fig-

ures 3(a) and 3(ち) show the time evolution or the central-

cbord sofトⅩ-ray emission and the total radiated power
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FIG. 3. Time evolutions or the central-chord sofトⅩ-ray emis-

sion and the total radiated power Prad for (a) the Ohmically

heated
and (b) the ICRF heated discharges or Fig. 1.
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P,ad for the Ohmical1y and the ICRF heated discharges of

Fig. I, respectively. In each case, the central-chord soft-

Ⅹイay Slgnal has a similar time evolution to the slgnals of

the highionization stages FexxIXXIII in Fig. 2; a sub-

stantial drop due to gas puffing lS Seen around 120 ms･

The sofトⅩ-ray emission depends on the electron tempera-

ture Te and density ne, and also on the level of impurities;

the Te dependence is so strong that most of the emission

along the detector line of sight tends to be localized where

Te is highest. The central-chord soft-A-ray emission

comes mostly from the central region Of the plasma.

After the drop due to gas puffing, 1trises continuously at

a rate much faster than the ne Increase during ICRF heat-

ing, though Te is decreasing in the central reg10n. This

emissionrise was noticeable on all detectors viewlng dif-

ferent chords. The soft-A-ray emission drops following

the teimhation of ICRF heatlng. These results indicate

that the impunty levels in the discharge increase consider-

ably during ICRF heating OWlng tO large additional in-

nuxes of impurities into the plasma, and that this increase

occurs preferentially in the central region. If impurities

did not accumulate preferentially in the central region Of

the plasma, the emissionrise during ICRF heatlng would

be less noticeable on detectors viewlng the chords nearer

to the central one, because of the ㌔ decrease in the cen-

tral region. It isalso evident that the impunty levels in

the discharge do not continue to increase considerably

after ICRf beatlng, The central-chord so允-Ⅹ-ray slgnal,

together vitb the signal of血e electron cvclotron emission

in Fig. 1(b), shows a large sawtooth oscillation during

ICRF heating.

Such a substantialrise in the central-chord soft-A-ray

emission has been observed in some tokamak experi-

ments,2,4-8,10 and has been ascribed to centralaccumula-

tion of metallic impurities. h some cases, the onset of ac-

cumulation was accompanied by the disappearance of the

sawteeth.2 Theoreticalcalculations have also shown that

sawtooth oscillations (periodic internal disruptions) can

;lgnificantly reduce impurity accumulation (impurity con-

finement times) if inward convection is large
enoughrela-

tive to diffusion in the impuritv nux･30 In some cases,4,6

however, accumulation took place concurrently with

well-defined sawtoothing actlVlty aS in the present experi-

ments.

The totalradiated power in the Ohmic heating Case

remains almost constant during the whole period of the

discharge; a very little drop due to gas puffing
lS Seen

around 120 ms. After this drop, the total radiated power

in the ICRF beatlng Case increases continuously from

P.ad先100 to 500 kW during ICRF heatlng, and thereafter

maintains a relatively constant value fb∫ about 20-30 ms.

The value of P,ad toward the end of ICRF heatlng lS near-

ly equalto the ICRF heating Power P,f, COrreSPOnding to

about 60% of the total Input Power Plo.-Pohmic

+P,f (Pohmic--300 kW, Pがご500 kW) to the plasma･

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the time evolution of the ra-

dial.profile of the radiated power denslty W,ad for the

Ohmically and the ICRF heated discharges of Fig･ 1,

respectively･ The radiation profile 『rad(〟)in the Obmic

heating Case remains fairly nat between 100 and 170 ms,

whereas that in the ICRF beating One evolves toward a
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FIG. 4. Time evolutions of the radial profile of the radiated

power
density W,ad for (a) the Ohmically heated and (b) the

ICRF heated discharges or Fig. 1.

1

centrally peaked profile･ In each case, the near-centralra-

diation at r< 10 cm, largely due to metallic impurities,
-`~

J

has a similar time evolution to a superposition of the sig-

nals of the intemediate and bigb ionization stages

FexvI-XXIV in Fig･ 2; a substantialdrop due to gas puff-

1ng lS Seen around 120 ms. After this drop, which is more

noticeable at smaller radii, the near-central radiation in-

creases gradually during ICRF heatlngwithout apprecia-

ble profile modifications. The values of W,ad(r) within

r= 10 cm toward the end of ICRF heating are COmPara-

ble to or exceeding the volume-average density

wt.t芹ゴ0･85 Wcm-3 of the totalinput power Ptot･ After

ICRF heating, the near-centralradiation increases con-

tinuously at a rate much faster thanit does during ICRF

beatlng･ This increase is more noticeable at smaller radii,

leading to a centrally peaked radiation profile･ It is prob-

able, near the center of the plasma during and after ICRF

beatlng, that the radiative losses are not small enough to

be negligible in the discharge power balance, being respon-

sible fわr the rapid decrease in the electron temperature as

seen in Fig. 1(b).

central accumulation of metallic impurities that has

been observed so far in tokamak experiments usually end-

ed in plasma disruptions followlng excessive radiation

losses in the central reglOn Of the plasma･9,10 This cause-

and-effect relationship IS not Clearly established in the

present experiments, however･ The present accumulation,

wbicb takes place during ICRF beatlng aS indicated by

the spectroscoplC and soft-Ⅹイay data in Figs･ 2(b) and

3(b), does not lead even to excessive radiation losses in the

ceptral region; the radiation profile Wrad(r) is not central-

ly peaked during ICRF beatlng･ This may be ascribed to

the low level of metallic impurities in the discbarge･ The

metallic impurity concentrations are reduced with graph-
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ite limiters, and further reduced as a result of strong gas

puffingand additionalcurrentrise. Followlng the initia-

tion of ICRF beatlng, the impudty concentrations in the

discharge increase progressively owlng tO large additional

influxes of impurities which are then transported to the

central region of the plasma. The profile Wrad(r) eventu-

ally becomes centrally peaked toward the end of ICRF

heatlng, and thereafter b∝omes more and more centrally

peaked.

Neitber substantial increase nor decrease of impunty

concentrations takes place in the discharge after ICRF

beatlng, aS indicated by the spectroscoplC and sofトⅩ-ray

data in Figs. 2(b) and 3(b). The substantial increase in

the near-central radiation after ICRF heating lS COnSistent

with the sequential peaking of the emission from the

highest to the lowest ionization stages of iron as seen in

Fig･ 2(b); this radiation increase is probably related to an

i.ICreaSe
Of the radiation efficiencies of impurities with de-

-･aslng
electron temperature･31･32

Tbe data in Figs. 1-4 are the results f♭rD2 discharges

with 3% H2 minonty, toroidal magnetic field BT-28.8

kG･ maximum plasma current Zpm -240 kA, and ICRF

heating Power Prf-500 kW. Similar results were

obtained for the followlng wide range of discharge

conditions: working gas D2 With 3-20%H2

minonty, BT-26･4130･O kG, Zpm=240-290 kA･and

Prf-5(カー800 kW.･

ⅠⅤ. DISCUSSION AND CONCLロSIONS

In the present ICRF heatlng experiments with strong

gas puffingand additionalcurTentrise, the evidence for

preferentialaccumulation of intrinsic iron in the central

reglOn Of the plasma is essentially as fわllows: the line in-

tensities of high ionization stages such as FexxIVrise

substantially during ICRF heatipg【Fig12(b)]･though the

el∝tron temperature is d∝reaslng ln the central reg10n

-''here the high stages radiate [Fig. 1(b)].This intensity

･e
is much faster than the electron-den?ity incre.ase [Fig･

1(b)]･The iron concentration !nthe discharge Increases

considerably during ICRF heating owing tO a large addi-

tional influx of iron into the plasma, as indicated by a

substantialrise in all the line intensities
of

different ioni-

zation stages 【Fig･ 2(b)]. However, the electrop-

temperature decrease in the central reglOn Should result in

a marked decrease of the fractional abundances of bigb

ionization stages such as FexxIV. Therefore, if the iron

concentration did not increase preferentially in the central

reglOn, but increased at almost the same rate tbrougbout

the plasma, the intenslty dse during ICRF beatlng WOuld
be less noticeable in the higher ionization stages･

Recent measurements of sofトⅩ-ray spectra

I

in the

present discharges have shown that Fexxv is scarcely

produced, i･e･,~FexxIV is the teminal stage or ioniza-

tion･33 After the bigbest ionization stage FexxIV attains

the peak intenslty toward the end of ICRF heating, the

lower stages attain their peak intensities at successively
later

tim?s 【Fig･2(b)】;each line intensity drops after

reaching Its OWn peak･ This sequential peaking of the

emission reflects the decrease in the electron temperature

【Fig.1(b)】and the concurrent recombination into succes-
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sively lower stages without substantial changes in the iron

concentration. It appears that the iron, which has flowed

into the plasma and accumulated in its central reglOn duト

lag ICRF beatlng, 1S retained in the plasma with relatively

long confinement times after ICRF heatlng.

Similar features of impunty line radiation have been

observed in ISX-B (Impurity Study Experiment-B

tokamak at Oak Ridge National Laboratory) discharges

with Ohmic heatlng Only4･6 and with counter-NBI,6･8･9･11

for intrinsic titanium and iron and for silicon, argon, and

titanium introduced as tracer elements. Substantial in-

creases in the central-chord line radiances appeared {1rSt

in the bigbest ionization stages and later showed up in the

lower stages, while the plasma interior cooled rapidly･

These effects were particularly clear in the counter-NBI

discharges. Recombination does not explain the radiation

increase in the bigbest ionization stages. The ISX-β

group has insisted, as in the present paper, that impunty

accumulation and long confinement times must be taken

into account in order to explain their experimental obser-

vations. In PLT (Princeton Large Torus) discharges with

counter-NBI and with COINBI where significant amounts

of molybdenum were Injected,34 the line radiances of low

ionization stages were observed to increase with time as

the plasma interior cooled and the ionization balance

changed. In TFR (Tokamak de Fontenay-'aux-Roses)

discharges the line radiances of different ionization stages

of intrinsic nickel were observed to increase during ICRF

heatlng･13 Following the start of plasma interior cooling

toward the end of ICRF heatlng, the radiance or the

bigbest ionization stage began to decrease and then a dis-

ruption occurred. It was indicated that the metallic im-

punty concentrations in the discharge increased as the

ICRF heating Caused strong innuxes of such impurities

which in tum penetrated to the plasma interior. '

Tbe evidence fわr central accumulation of iron in the

present ICRF heating experiments is further reinforced by

companng the experimental results with the predictions

of time-dependent modeling calculations as described in

Refs. 35-37. The comparison is made between the mea-

sured and calculated central-chord radiances of the iron-

ion resonance lines in Fig. 2. The calculations treat a set

of coupled one-dimensional continulty equations fb∫ all

the ionization stages of iron which include transport as

well as ionization and recombination･ Cylindrical symme-

try lS assumed in the calculations; 〟
､represents the minor

radial coordinate of the toroidal tokamak plasma. The ra-

dial nux density rz of the iron ions of charge Z is taken

to have the-form rz-
-DAanZ/ar-(r/a)VAnZ, Where

nz is the iron-ion density Of charge Z, and a is the minor

radius of the plasma･ The diffusion coefficient DA and

the inward convection velocity VA are two adjustable
transport parameters independent of radius r and ion

charge Z.

The ionization rate coefficients are glVen by Lotz's for-

mula with his values for the subshell binding energleS･38

The contribution of autoionization to the total ionization

rate is taken into account fわr Fexvl and xv, according to

the calculations of Cowan and Mann.39 Tbe radiative

recombination rate coefficients are given by the modifica-

tion of the formula for H-like ions proposed by Yon
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Goeler et al.40 The dielectronic recombination rate coef_

ficients are given by Burgess's formula,41 where two reso-

nance transitions of the recombining lOn are co且sidered,

the atomic data being taken from the tables of Breton

e∫ αf･32 For ions less ionized than the Ar-like sequence,

two resonance transitions, a An
-0 and a An - 1, are tak-

en into account, the atomic parameters being calculated

with the formulas used by Pos't et al.31

The boundary conditions imposed are (anz/ar),=o,,

-0 and TZz(a,i)-0, where a -23 cm is the limiter radius.

The scrape-off-layer plasma is not considered. It is as-

sumed that iron ions leavlng the plasma at r-α are not

recycled, and that the iron coming from the walls enters

tile plasma at r-α as neutral atoms with a constant in-

ward velocity Vo. The incoming neutral atoms are ion-

ized in a narrow shell just inside r -a, so that the innux

of neutral atoms into the plasma is accounted for by tak-

1ng their quasisteady density distribution fZ.(r) with the

inward nux density no(r)Vo･26,35 The incoming heutral-

iron nux density ro at T･-a, r.-fZ.(a)Vo,- is the third

adjustableparameter in the calculations. The velocity Vo,

is taken to be 105 cms-1, corresponding to the neutral-

iron kinetic energy of 0.29 eV.

Given the radial pro{11es of the electrわn density ne and

temperature Te, the coupled continuity equations are

solved numerically for
nz(r,E) with the chosen values of

DA, VA, and ro. The time-dependent functional forms of

ne(r) and Te(r), determined on the basis of the experi-

mental measurements by Thomson scattenng, are em-

ployed as Input tO the calculations. Figure 5 shows the in-

put radial profiles ne(r) and Te(r) at various times which

have the features described in See. Ill with regard to Fig.

1(b). Here the electron densityand temperature at the

edge of the plasma were taken as ne(a)-0.1ne(0) and

Te(a)-20 eV. No measurements of TZe(r)and Te(r) were

done after 155 ms; the relative density Profile

[ne(r)-ne(a)]/[ne(0)-ne(a)] was assumed to change

gradually to the form [1-(r/a)2] in 10 ms after 155 ms

and then remain unchanged, with the value or the

line-average denslty 万e measured by microwave

interferometry; the relative temperature profile

[Te(r)-Te(a)]/[Te(0)-Te(a)] was assumed to remain

unchanged after 155 ms, with the value of Te(0) mea-

sured from second-harmonic electron cyclotron emission.

The calculations are started at t -118 ms, the time of

the initiation of ICRF heating Which lasts 35 ms from

118 to 153 ms･ The iron is initially distributed among dif-

ferent ionization stages as in coronal ionization equilibri-

um, the total iron denslty nFe being taken as

nFe(r)- 10-5ne(r). The results of the calculations at the

time of the experimental measurements concmed,
∫> 130･ms, are insensitive to the initial ionization-stage

′■ヽ′

distribution･ Once the iron-ion densities nz(r,i) have been

obtained, the radiances of the iron-ion resonance lines

concerned, onglnatlng from An -0 transition, are calcu-
lated by assumlng coronaュ population equilibrium: the

upper level of the transition is populated by electron-
impact excitation from the ground level, and is depopulat-

ed by spontaneous radiative decay･ The electron-impact

excitation rate coefficients are given by the formula for

optlCally allowed transitions suggested by Van Regemort-
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FIG. 5. Input radialprofiles of the electron density_ TZe and

temperature Te at various times. Here a
-23

cm is the limiter

radius. The time-dependent functional forms of n,(T･) and

T,(T･), determined on the basis of the experimental measure-

ments by Tbomson scattemg fわrthe ICRF heated discharge or
Fig･ 1(b), are employed as input tO the modeling calculations.

er,42with the interpolation formula for the effective

Gaunt factor proposed by Mewe･43 The atomic data are

taken from the tables of Fuhr占t al.,22 including the radi-

ative transition probabilities.

By varying the two transport parameters DA and VA

and by simultaneously adjusting the incoming nuェro
-in

the numerical computation, it is attempted to achieve the

best agreement between the measured and calcnlated line

radiances. Figure 6 shows the calculated time evolution

of the central-chord radiances of the iron-ion resonance

lines that is in good Agreement with the measured one in

Fig. 2(b)-.In calculating the FexxIII radiance, the blend-
0

1ng Of the FexxIII and xx 1321A lines was taken into acI

count. For the case ofFig. 6, the values of DA, VA, and

r. were first chosen in such a way as to simulate the time

and amplitude or the FexxlV radiance peak and to follow

the Fex radiance evolution; after i-153 ms, the time of

the temination or ICRF beatlng, the values were chosen

in such a way as to sim111ate the times of the FexvIII and

xvl radiance peaks and to reproduce the rex radiance･

Thus, the curves befわre 153.ms were obtained with

D^-loo cm2s11, vA-1200cms-l'and ro-9xlOll

cm-2s-1 until 140 ms and then increaslng linearly by a

factor of I.5 in 13 ms; the curves after
153 ms were ob-

tained with DA-100cm2s-1, vA-400cms-1, and

r｡-0. The following discrepancies still remain between

the measured and calculated radiance evolutions. The cat-
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I20 J4O 160 f80

Time (ms)

FIG. 6. Calculated time evolution of the central_chord radi_

ances of the iron-ion resc:,lance lines
which is comparedwith the

measured oneinFig･ 2(bJ･ h calculating the FexxⅢ radiance,
O

the blending of the Fexxm and xx 1321A hnes was taken into

account･ The time-dependent modeling calculations were start-

ed a=-118 ms, the time of the initiation of ICRf bea血g

･7hich lasts 35 ms from 118 to 153 ms.

culated amplitude of the FexxII radiance peak is about a

factor of 3 smaller than the measured one; the calculated

amphtude of the Fexvl radiance peak is about a factor of

6 larger than the measured one. The calculated FexvIII

radiance drop after the peak is too small as compared to

the measured one･ The Fex radiancerise and peak after

about 160 ms, observed in the experiments, are not well

reproduced in the calculations･ Otherwise the agreement
is qulte good.

At present there are vadous uncertainties in both the

experimental measurements and the modeling calculations

that tend to make quantitative comparisons tenuous: e太一

perimentaluncertainties of spectrometer calibration, of

plasma shot-to-shot reproducibility, and of electron densi-

ty and temperature profiles; theoretical uncertainties of

the transport model including influx and recycling, alid of

atomic processes with their rates. In view of these uncer-

tainties and the difficulties in trylng tO reproduce the sig-

nals of dirrerent ionization stages perfectly, the overall

agreement can be considered satisfactory between the
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measured and calculated line radiances in Figs. 2(b) and 6.

Figure 7 shows the calculated radialprofiles of the total

iron density nF｡ (- ∑znz) at various times for the case

of Fig･ 6,giving a picture Of large innux and central accu-

mulation of iron. The iron density nFe Increases PrOgreSI

sively until I-153 ms, the time of the termination of

ICRF heatlng, OWlng tO血e large influx ro of iron which

is then transported to the central reglOn by inward con-

vection･ Here the convection parameter S -aVA /2DA,30

wbicb describes the relative importances or inward con-

vection and diffusion in the iron nux, is very large:

S=138 before 153 ms and S=46 after 153 ms. Dif-

fusion tends to produce nat profiles of nFe, Whereas in-

ward conv∝tion tends to produce centrally peaked ones;

the dimensionless parameter Sgives a measure of the

peaking of nFe(r). The iron density profile TZFe(r)is
flat

or hollow at first; then nFe(r) evolves toward a centrally

peaked profile as the iron arrives and accumulates in the

central reg10n. After 153 ms, the iron continues to accu-

mulate with ro-0, wbicb is accompanied by a reduction

of TZFe near the edge at r-a.

At t> 150 ms, the calculated centraliron density

nFe(0)
is of the order of 1010 cm-3･ The corresponding

radiated power densities, estimated from the theoretical

radiation efficiencies for coronal equilibrium distributions

of iron31,32 and the measured electron densities and tem-

peratures, are much smaller than the measured ones

r(cm)
r:0

FIG. 7. Calculated radial profiles or tlle total iron density

･7Fe (-∑znz) at various times for the case of Fig. 6･ Here

a =23 cm is the limiter radius.
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lw,ad(0) in Fig. 4(b). This difference_may be due to radia-

tion from titanium, oxygen, and carbon that are the pri-

mary Intrinsic impurities besides iron in the present exper-

iments. Further improvements in the modeling calcula-

tions are now in progress, including the estimation of the

radiated power, to clear up the causes of the discrepancies

between the measurements and calculations described

above.

In conclusion, we have spectroscoplCally lnVeStlgated

the iron-ion line radiation in the xuv reglOn during ICRF

heatlng experiments in the JIPP T-II-U tokamak･ Atten-

tion has been focused on the radiation increase dllring

ICRF beatlng and on the subsequent sequential peaking

of the radiation from the highest to the lowest ionization

stages. The rf-power in)ection was accompanied by strong

gas puffing and additional currentrise, which raised the

electron denslty and concu汀ently lowered the central elec-

tron temperature･ The electron-temperature decrease in

the central reglOn, Which was further promoted by radia-

tive losses due to metallic impurities, continued after

ICRF heating. The spectroscopIC Observations are inter-

preted as showing that the ICRF heating Causes a large

additional innux of iron into the plasma, and that the iron

accumulates preferentially in the plasma interior with

long confinement times. ne sequentialpeaking of the ra-

diation reflects the decrease in the electron temperature

34

and the concu汀ent reCOmbination into successively lower

stages. These interpretations are supported by the soft-x-

rayand bolometric measuremenfs, and confirmed by the

modeling calculations that reproduce the iron-ion line ra-

diances. Impunty accumulation is not typical of most

tokamak experiments; in the present experiments, more-

over, impunty levels are relatively low and accumulation

is not sedous. However,血e present results emphasize

that a deeper understanding of impurity transport and

confinement as well as of impurity generation may be

needed for near-future tokamak experiments with higher-

power, longer-pulse ICRF beatlng･ Further investlgations

will be required to reveal the mecbanisms responsible f♭r

impunty accumulation during ICRF heating44 as observed

in the present experiments.
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Replacing stainless steel limiters by各raphite hmiters, we found that radiations from iron and titanium ions were slgnificantly

reduced. Totalradiation and loop voltagealso decreased. T山s indicatesthat the limiters are the ma)or impurlty sources both in

the ohmic and RF heating phases.Althoughtitanium radiationsincreasedwith RF power injectFd by anantennawith a

titanium FaTaday shield,the maximum intenslty Was much sm?llcr than in the experiment where the titanium-mashed stainless

slce1 1imiters were
used. Thus it has been foundthat the FaTaday shield is less important asanimpunty source thanlimitersI

Toroidalasymmetry observed for 0 Il radiaticn suggest that the energetic charge-exchange neutrals play a role in releaslng

oxygen from the walland that those energetic particles are relatively abundant in the toroidalsections near the antenna･

rme H. + D. radiation decreases dudng the RF pulse around the limiter, which may be due to the change in hydrogen/

deuterium recycling at the limiter･ ne reduction of Ha + D. is greaterwith graphite limiters thanwith stainless steellimiters･
ne

relation between recychng and impunty release is briefly discussed.

1.lmtroJuction

Highfrequency-wave heating is one of the promising

techniques of further heatinginfuture large tokamaks.

Wave bea血g at也e ion-cyclotron range of frequencies

(ICRF) is
especial1yチttraCtive

because it
shows a good

efficiency for ion heating [1-4]･ It has been
reported,

however,that RF heating causes a
relatively large

amount of
impunty

contazmiation compared to other

heating techniques [5,6].The impurity contamination

makes the plasma column unstableand the maximum

Input Power is oftenlimited by disruption due to peak-

mg of the current distribution caused by
radiation cool-

ing inthe peripheralreglOn. It hasalso been observed

that the central electron temperature goes down dudng

the ICRF pulse [1,4].Thus, for
successful

RF heating, it

is important to
understand 血e mechanism wbicb

dominates the impunty generation and to find a method

to reduce the impunty contamination･Asthe first step

of the impunty study, we carried out a series of ICRF

heatlng eXPerimentswith the JT_PP T-IIU tokamak,

especially focuslng Our attention on the identification of

the ongln Of the impunty.

2･ Experlmental settIP

JIPP T-ⅠIU is a tokamak device constructed by
mod-

ifying the JIPP T-II
stellarator/tokamak.

The
major

radius of the vacuum vessel is 93 cⅡ1 and the minor

radius is 32 cm･ The plan view or JIPP T-ⅠIU is shown

in fig. 1. It has 20 toroidal coils and each toroidal

Section is numbered as Pl, P2…P20 in the figure･ Two

Sets Or pOloidal limiters are mounted at sections P7 and

0022-3115/84/‡03.00 ㊨ EIsevier Science Publishers B･V･

(North-Holland Phvsics Publishing Division)

p17･ nreeantenn.as on the highEield side were used
as

ICRF launchers ln this series of experiments･
nese

antennas are located at P4, P14 azld P15. The device has

two bellows sections and, on each side of the bellows

section, auxiliarylimiters are set as a bellows guard･ In

fig. 2 is showna sectionalview of the vacuum vessel･

Usual1ythe center of the plasma-current Channel is

feedback-controlled to locate at R - 91 cm. neminor

radius of the plasma islimited to 22･5 cm bythe inner

limiters. Theminor radius of the guardlimiters, which

are not Shown in fig･ 2 is 25 cm･ The vacuum vessel, the

mainlimitersand Faraday shields are made of stainless

steel SUS 304･ The guard limiters are made of

molybdenum･ Duringthese experiments,
both sets of

the main hmiters were replaced by graphitelimiters of

the same shapeand size･ The Faraday shield wasalso

changed to a titanium one. Titanium gettenng was

applied in the course of the exped皿entS With the stain-

less steel (SUS)limiter. The locations ofTiballs arealso

shown in丘g･ 1･ Hydrogen and impunty radiations were

measured and their vadations were compared with each

other. Toroidal vadation of the 冗. + Dα血e radiation
=

and that of 0 II 4415 A were studied
by means of a

simple device consistlng Of an interference filter and
a

photodiode･ ne full width atthe
half maximum of the

filters is 30 A, which is narrow
enoughto separate the

Ha + Da or 0 II lines from other radiations･
A granng

incidence spectrometer was used at P6 for measure-

ments of the radiation in the vacuum ultraviolet reglOn･

Total radiation intenslty Was mOnitored with pyroelec-

tric detectors and metallic bolometers. A set of two

Langmuir probes are on the section
P8 and the dis-

tances from the axis of the vacuum vessel are 27 and 28

Cm.
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Fig. 1. Plan view of l也eJIPP T-ⅠIU･

3. Results
and discussions

3･1. Parameters
of taTgel p[asmLZS and ICRF healings

Tbs
series of experiments was concentrated on a

hydrogen-minority heatingwith antennas on the high
丘eld

side and the toroidal丘eld β｡ of 2.94 T (seefig. 2).
Amixture of lO% H2and 90% D2 Was uSed･ Typical

plasma parameters are tabulated in table 1. The loop

voltage necessary forthe same plasma current with the

graphite limiters was a half of thatwith the SUS limiters.

Thus,the plasma resistlⅥty lS Significantly reduced by

uslng the graphitelimiters even in the ohmic heating

phase･ The impunty radiationswiththe graphite limiters

were compared tothosewith the SUSlimiters under the

conditions where the ohmic input power of the target

plasmas wasalmost equal･ The applied RF frequency lS

38.5 MHz for P4 antenna and 40.0 MHz for P14and

P15antennas･ ne maximum RF power absorbed by

the plasma is 400 kW per each antenna. Inanoptlmized

casewiththe SUSlimiters, RF power as large as 500

kW could be in)ectedwithout causlnganyminor disrup-

CENTER OF PLASMA CURRENT CHANNEL

I
CENTER OF VACUUM VESS∈L

Fig. 2. Sectional view of the vacuum vessel.
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tion･ The ion temperature and the electron temperature

rose up
to l･1 keV in this case･ El∝tron-beatlng ef-

ficiency was greater with the graphitelimiters than with

the SUS limiters and the electron temperature went up

to as highas 1.8 keV with 250 kWRF injection･

3.2. Ejfectso/
]L'mL'termaten'a/s

The impunty
study has been carried out for RF

power levels up to 300 kW･ Fig･ 3 shows relative changes

of impunty radiations as a function of RF power. The

radiation
intensitieswith the SUS limiters andwith the

graphite limiters are plotted･ It can clearly be seenthat

the radiations from iron and titanium ions are signifi-

cantly reduced by uslng the graphite
limiters･ 7be

titanium-gettenng had been applied
3 months before

the measurements of the radiationsinfig･
3･ Both SUS

limiters were covered with titanium on their electron

sides (see the l∝ation of Ti balls in丘g. 1)･A significant

decrease i皿Ti VIII indicates that most of the titanium

impunty was generated from the SUS limiters covered

with titanium. ne radiations from the impurities of

Tablel

parameters
of ob血c plasmas and temperatures with ICRF･

The power of
RF is 500 kW for the SUS-1imiter case and 250

kW for the graphite-1imiter case

sushmiter Climiter

Toroidalfield Bo

Plasma current lp

Loop voltage
VI

Obmic lllput
Line

averaged electron denslty

(xlO13cm-3)

Centralelectron temperature Tc(0)

without ICRF

witb ICRF

Centralion temperature Ti(0)

without ICRF

with ICRF

2.94 T 2.94 T

170 kA 240 kA

4.OV 2.5 V

680 kW 600 kW

2.5 3.5

700 eV 1100 eV

1100 eV 1800 eV

400 eV 400 eV

1100 eV 800 eV

4. IMPURITY EFFECTS IN RF HEATING
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RF power. Open circles are the radiation intensity With the SUS limiters and

the closed circles are thatwith the graphite limiters.

limiter materials increased with RF
power and did not

reach saturationwithin this power level.

ne measurementswith the graphite limiters were

done using the P4 a且tenna With a Faraday shield made

of titanium･Althoughthe titanium radiation i.ncreaモes
with RF heatlng by a factor

of 5, the radiation lntenSlty

is stiu much smaller than that obtained with the

358kW with P14 antenna
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Fig･ 4･ Change in oxygen and titanium radiations before and

after titanium gettenng, The RF power is 350 kW with the P14

antenna･ The first gettenng is between shot Nos. 10726 and
lO7271 After shot No･ 10735 the gettenng was applied in every

interyalof discharge･ (top) 0 V: (1) No. 10726, (2) No. 10727,

(3) Not 10763; (bottom) TiVIII: (1) No. 10713, (2) No. 10730,

(3) No. 10766.

titanium-mashed SUS limiters.Asis shown
in fig. 2, the

front surface of the Faraday shield is ll rnm behind the

front of the mainlimiter. The results shown in fig. 3

indicatethat, under such conditions, impunty genera-

tion on the FaJaday shield
is less important thanthat on

thelimiter. This conclusion
is

similar tO that obtained

for H-m血ority heating in PLT 【7].On the other hand.

this is different fromthe results obtained inthe TCA

tokamakwith the Alfven wave heating, wherethe main

ongln Of the impurities is concluded to be RF-antenna

[6].This difference is
thought to be due to the fact that

the heating meChanisms
are quite different in ICRF

heatlngandAlfven wave heatlng. The intensity Of C IV

increased by a factor of twowiththe graphite limiter,

compared to tbat血tbe SUS limiter, bo血tbe obmic

and ICRF heating phases. We think that the difference

inthe C IVintensities shown i皿fig. 3 is the netincrease

caused by introducing the graphite
hmiters･ It should be

noted, however,thatthe signalof
C IV with SUS

limiters is possibly blendedwithsome impunty radia-

tions other than carbon and then the net血tenslty Of C

IV is not clearinthis case.

The total radiation measured with bolometers was

500 kW inthe ohmic phase with the SUS limiter and

decreased to 260 kW when graphite was used･ A consid-

erable amount of molybdenum radiation was obseⅣed

in discharges with the SUS limiter･ Both the iron and

the molybdenu皿radiations may be responsible for the

total radiation in the discharges with the SUS limiter.

The intenslty Of the molybdenum radiation decreased

with the graphite
limiters by a factor

of 8, compared to

that with the SUS li皿iters.

3.3. Ejfec(of tL'tanium getterL'ng wL'th SUS [L'miten

Titanium gettenng was once applied in the course of

the experiments with the SUSlimiters･ In fig･ 4 the

radiations of 0 V and Ti VIII are
compared for the
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discharges before and after the gettenng. The gettenng

was applied for the first time between the discharges of

shot Nos. 10726 and 10727. The Ti ball of the P14

section was used and about 20 mg of Ti was dashed.

Fig. 4(a) shows that the increase in the oxygen radiation

during RF heating Was Suppressed by this first gettenng

trial･ The gettenng was applied in every lnterValof

discharges after shot No. 10735. After severaltens of

discharges, the oxygen radiation was s唱nificantly re-

duced･ In the course of the repetitive gettenng, titanium

radiations gradually increased
up

to the levels
shown

in

fig. 4(b).
It was found that the electron denslty nc, inthe

scrape-off layeralso increased during RF heating. Be-

fore the gettenng, the densltywiththe RF heating was 5

times largerthan that inthe ohmic phase. After the

gettenng, the denslty-Increase rate Was reduced to 1.6,

indicatlng that the density-Increase in也e scrape-off

layer stronglycorrelatedwith the increase of the oxygen

radiations. A considerable part of the hcreased elec-

trons probably came from
oxygen.

ne iron impunty radiation was not much reduced

and still deteminedthe plasma properties. The plasma

parameters such as loop voltage, ne, Te, Ti, etC･ did not

change as a result of the gettenng. Theinnuence of the

increased titanium on the plasma properties is not clear･

3･4･ BehavElor
of

0 ZZ
and Ha + D. radiations

●

ne radiation 0 II 4415 A showed no significant

toroidalasymmetry inthe
ohmic

heating
phase.

This

suggests that oxygen onglnateS from a broad aLrea Of the

first wall. With the SUSlimiters, we found a clear

toroidal asymmetry in 0 II intensity du血g RF beatlng.
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Fig･ 5･ Toroidalvariation of 0 II with
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indicate location of the detectors. (top) 150 kWwith P4 an-

teLIJla. (bo(tom) 350 kWwi(h P14 an(enna.

Typical results
are

shown in fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) shows

behaviors of OII at the P6, P8, P13and P16 secti､

withanRF power of 150 kW launched from.the

tenna at P4. The radiationincrease is clearly seen c

at P6 and P8,
which

are closer to theantenna than

and P16. Onthe other hand, fig. 5(b) showsthat

increase in 0 II is largest at P13, which
is

)ust nex:

theantenna used. These resultsindicate that the oxy

influx is relatively large in the reglOn Close to

antenna. This canbe interpreted as follows･. (i)oxy,
is released from the first wall by charge exchange n

trals. (ii)By ICRF heating, the energyand particle-i

intensity Of the neutralsand ions are increased. I

Absorption Of RF power is toroidally localized in

vicinity of the antenna. (iv)Ions are accelerated i

pendicularly and a considerable fraction of the ac

elated
ions isalso localized as trapped ions, w上

results, in a relatively highdensity of energetic i

around the antenna region.

In the case of uslngthe graphite hmiter,thelirrl

can be ano也er important so甲Ce Of oxygen･ Diffeェ

from the casewiththe SUS limiter,theintenslty Of (

was not small at P16 even lJIOughthe
P4antenna

used.
In fig. 6, typicalresults obtainedwiththe grap

limiters are shown. As for the OII radiation, the foil
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from the limiter at P7.
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ing points are remarkable: (i) The increase in 0 II

radiation is large at a toroidallocation close to the

limiter and far from theantenna. (ii)Therise time of 0

II with the RF beating is longer than that in the case
or

using SUS limiters. (iii)The intensity level is higher

after the RF
power is off thanthat before Injection.

These phenomena are not foundwith the SUS Iimiters

and suggest some chemicalprocesses which release

oxygen from the graphitelimiter.

In fig･ 6, the behaviors of Ha + Da radiation are also

shown･ After imitiation
of the discharge, the radiation

increases slgnificantly at P16 asthe plasma column is

shifted inwaTd･ As the detector at P16 looks directly at

也e inner limiter surface,血s increase
shows that strong

hydrogenand deuterium
recycling takes place there. It

can clearly be seen that the radiation decreases dmiTlg

the RF heatlng. The plasma position is feedback-con-

tro11ed and does not shift outward. This decrease is

presumed to be due to a change of recycling.Asis

showTl in section 3.5,the electron temperature in the

scrape10ff layerrises duringthe RF heatingand this can

be the main reason which reduces the recycling. T山s

causesthe increase of the surface denslty Of Hand D on

the graphite hmiter, which results
in

oxygen and carbon

releasethroughchemicalprocesses.
It should be

noted that the Ha+ Da signalat P6 is

sm山1 in the recycling phase
in fig. 6. T山s is because the

line of sight at P6 was not directly onthe inner hmiter

at P7 but morethan 10 cm away from thelimiter. Here

we canseethat the Ha + Da radiationincreases during

the RF heating･ it hasalso been observed that Ha + Da

increases at P13
when the antenna at P14 is used as the

RF launcher･ Duringthe RF heating the Ha + Da radia-

tion usuallyincreaLSeS at the luation close to thean-

tenna･ Here is
another mechanism of hydrogen/

(
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Fig･ 7･ Electron temperature res
and denslty ncs in the scrape-off

Layer as a function of the RF power at a distance of
6.5 cm

from the plasma edge.

Table2

Electron density ncs and
Tcs in the scrape-off layer

with gra-

phite limiters. Parameters of ohmic plasma are
shown

in table

l･ The inpu( power of ICRF is 220 kW

Ohmic beating ICRF beating

6.5 cm 7.5 cm 6.5 cm 7.5 cm

ncs(xlOmcm-3) o.54 0.23 7.8 1.9

res (eV) 9･2 6.4 19.2 11･8

deuterium recycling different from that on the limiter,

and it may have a relatiozl tO Charge-exchange neutrals

on the highenergy component generated by the RF

beating.

3･5･ Electron density
and temperature ill the scrape10N

layer

l

Plasma parameters in the scrape-off layer are im-

portant becausethey may have close relations to impur-

ity behaviors･ Electron density nc,and temperature res

in the scrape-off layer were measured as a function of

RF power. The results are shown in fig. 7. ne probe

was located at 27 cm from the axis of the vessel_ The

center of the plasma-current was at R = 91 cm and the

minor radius of the plasma was 22.5 cm. Thus. the

probe was located at r
- 6_5 from the plasma edge.

In table 2, typical values of 77cs and res are shown･ In

the ohmic heatlng Phase, ncs at r- 6･5 cm was 5･4 x 109

cm-3 forthe plasma densities元e-2･5 × 1013 cm-3｡

The denslty at r-7･5 cm was 2･3×109 cm-3･ If the

density decay ca皿be assumed to be exponential in the

scrape-off layer, the density at the plasma edge
is 1.4 x

loll cm-land the e-folding length is l･2 cm･ During

the ICRF heatlng, the gradient of electron denslty in the

scrape-off layer increases (see table 2).As is mentioned

in section 3.3, the increase of the density lS Partly due to

oxygen contamination･
The relative increase in ㌔s with

RF beatlng lS Of great importance because it is possibly

one of the causes of the reduction of hydrogen recycling

of the limiter and of the impunty Increase during the

RF beating.

4. ConclllSions

(1) Limiters are the major
sources of metallic and carbon

impudties both in the obmic beatlng and the RF

beatlng. The radiation from impunty Ions OrlglnateS

from the limiter surface increases strongly with

lnjeCted RF power. The plasma behavior was af-

fected by impurities
released from the stainless steel

limiter.

(2) Faraday shield of the lCRF antenna is less im-

portant
as an血punty source than the limiter.

(3) Using graphite limiters, contamination of the plasma
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with metalimpurities
was significantly reduced,

which resulted
in an improvement of the parameters

in ohmically heated plasmas. However, the increase

of oxygen impurity during RF heating was so large

that itlimitedthe maximum RF power which could

be delivered without disruptlOn. There is anindica-

tion that the graphitelimiter is the source of oxygen

impudties du血g the RF beatlng.

(4) Wi【b the stai山ess steel limiter, an increase of OII

ra血ation by RF beating is large in the Ⅵclnlty Of

the antenna. This may be due to a localincrease of

the nu又 of energetic charge-exchange neutrals.

(4) It ba5 been found血at也e H｡ + p｡ radiation at the

miin
hmiter decreaseswithRF heating. This is

probably due to a changeinrecycling atthe hmiter

surface. The main reason for the changeinrecycling

may bethe observed increaLSe
Ofthe electron tem-

perature during the RF heating･ T山s has probably a

close relation to the oxygen-impunty onthe gra-

phitelimiters･
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The eFect of the C-coating has been demonstrated for tokamak pla5maS With highpower heating. Ir[ sL'tu carbon

coating has been made with a glow discharge in a me(bane/hydrogenmixture gas. Without C-coating, lrOn COntamina-

tion has been so severe in megawatts of ICRF heating that the total radiation loss exceeds the rf-heating power, and the

electron temperature, after once heating up, then decreases COntilluOuSly during the latter half of 55 ms rf pulse. With C-

coating, the radiation loss is reduced to be one丘fth of the rf power and the electron temperature T, becomes stationary

a【 the end o[ the rf pulse.Asa re5uit of this chaElge in T., the totalstored energy increases more 'Lhan the one without C-

coating.

$1. Introduction

Carbon coatlng lS a prOmlSlng Ⅲetbod to avoid metal

impunty contamination for high temperature plasmas in

fusion experimentaldevices. Using this method, we can

make a thin carbon丘1m which covers all the in-vessel

compone71tS, Such as limiters, rfantennas, liners and the

inner surface of the vacuum vessel itself. Thickness of the

色Im is expected to be severalthousand angstroms. In

1979, pioneer work was carried out in JAfRI (Japan

Atomic Energy Research Institute)on applying the t'n

5i(u carbon coating to DrvA tokamak.I) Good e5ect5 0f

the C-coating on tokamak discharges were observed in

this experiment, however, the work was done just before

the shutdown of the DIVA tokamak and no further

studv on the C<oatlng Was done for 5 years until 1983,

mainly because of the lack of effective methods to

remove the C-layer once it bad formed in the tons

vessel. The carbon removal is important in the experi皿en-

talphase of fusion research in which any variety in wall

condition mnst be investlgated. During the interim 5 year

period, many l皿prOVementS Were made in discharge

cleanlng techniques, in which carbon on the inner surface

of the vessel can be e缶ciently removed･2-5) Based on

development of the carbon-removal method, Winter and

the JBlich group recently started an intensive study on

the C-coating Of TEXTOR tokamak.6･7) It has been

reported that the C-coating has favorable effects on

tokamak dischargeinTEXTOR including suppression of

the metal-impurity COntamination.8･9) However, total

radiation loss has not yet been measured and evaluated in

TEXTOR and no careful study has been made on the

radiation loss and its effect on the energy balance of

ICRF heated plasmas. In JIPP T-ⅠIU, radiation loss has

been a serious problem or ICRF heating with megawatt

level power･10) Although l･6 MW rf power was delivered

to the plasma without disrupt10n, the radiation loss ex-

'present
address･･ PIasma Physics Labora(ory, I(Toto University.

Gokasho, Uji 611,

ceeded the rfpower at the end of the rf pulse of 55ms,

and the electron temperature, after once heating up,

decreased cominuously during the latter half of the rf

pulse. The iTZSitu carbon coatlng Was applied to JIPP T-

ⅠIU to solve this problem. Typical e又perimentai results

are presented in this paper.

至2. Experiment

The vacuum vessel of JIPP T-IIU is made of stainless

steel SUS 304 and all of the iimiters are made of graphite.

Six ICRFantennas are installed on the high一員eld side of

the torus vessel and their Faraday shields are ail lnade of

stainless steel. Minor radius of the main 3imi!er is 24.5

cm and that of the Faraday shield is 25.6 cm. The ICRF

heating has been applied to H/'D plasmaswith H-minori-

ty concentration of ㌫otユnd 15%. Toroidal丘eid on tらe

axis is 2.95 T and the frequency of the rfis 40MHz･

The carbon coating was carried out with a glow

discharge in a
methane/hydrogen mixture gas･ A helicall

electrode is inserted into the torus as an aJIOde. The torus

vessel is grounded and acts as a cathode. The glow

discharge is triggered by lOMHz/1 kW rf power and

sustained by DC voltage or400 V between the anode and

the vessel. The vessel is not heated up but is left at room

temperature during the coatlng procedure. Methane ions

in the plasma are accelerated in the cathode sheath, hit

the surfaces of the wall, limiters and antennas and form

carbonfi1ms on them. Totalpressure of CHJH2 mixture

is4× 10-3 mbarand theratio ofCH4:H2is 1:4. Thework-

1ng gas is introduced tbrougb a slngle gas feed into the

torus. Typical carbonization time is 4 hours･ According

to nuclear reaction analysis or the samples exposed to the

glow discharge, the thickness of the carbon丘1ms is 300-
●

900A and toroidal uniformlty Of the thickness is

su丘ciently good.* There is a littleproblem of density con-

trol with the carbonized wall, that is, hydrogen recycling

rate is so large that it is di缶cult to obtain low density

*private
communications ＼l,ithSusumu Amerniya in Der)ar【men( or

Nuclear Engineerlng, Nagoya Unil′erStty, N;lgO〉･a J6LL

L3()7
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plasma of less than 5 × 1013 cm-3 of line-averaged elec-

tron density. It is worth noting that the carbon-coating

process is carried out at room temperature. We have not

met any problem so far due to the wall temperature being

not heated.

$3. Results and Discussion

ln Fig. 1, typical time behavior of plasma parameters

is plotteA. Plasma current Zp and line-averaged electron

density a, are controlled to have the same waveformwith

and without C-coatlng. ICRF power of around 1.0 MW

is applied from ilo ms to 165 ms in both cases. Thedensi-

ty Increase due to the rf beatlng is also indicated in the

丘gure. A marked difference can be seen in the behavior of

the totalradiation power pod measured by a bolometer

without collimation and on the behavior or the central

electron temperature T. measured by electron cyclotron

emission. Without C-coating, the radiation P,ad increases

during the rf pulse, reaches a level larger than the rf

power and is not saturated during the rf pulse. The elec-

tron temperature丘rstrises by the rf heating but then

decreases continuously in the latter half of the rf pulse.

Loop voitage VLrises toward the end of the pulse due to

the reduction of T,and the increase in the e飴ctive ionic

charge of the plasma. With C-coatmg, the radiation P,d

is considerably low and becomes satllrated in the later

phase of the heating- The electron tempeTattlre reaches to

an equilibrium state of around 1.3 keV at the end of the

rf pulse; this is almost the sBtne aSthe value of ion
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Fig･ 1. Time behavior or plasma parameters. Broken lines are those

ヽvithout C-coating and solid lines are wi【11 C-coa【Ing. Behavior or

plasma current and electron density is the same with and without C-

coatlng･ Do【ted line in 〝e shows the density without lCRF hcating･

temperature. In this C-coated case, the decrease in ㌔

observed in the middle phase or the beatlng lS mainly due

to the density rise, which causes a large energy flow from

electrons to ions.

The total radiation loss p,ad is plotted in Fig. 2 as a

function of the rf power P,/ injected into the torus. The

line-averaged density is from 4-6 x lO13 cm13without C-

coating and the scattering of the data in Fig. 2 is mainly

due to the diHerence in the density. Here, one can see

that the radiation loss is suppressed by the C-coatlng tO

levels of I/4-1/5 the rf power. According to an observa-

tion of the spatialradiation profile by a collimated

bolometer array, the decrea51ng rate Of the radiation-

power density is the largest at the central reg10n Of the

plas苧a,
-

1/20･ By spectroscopic measureTlent,the
domlnant radiation loss is attributed to iron Impurities

without C-coating. Relative changes in iron impllnty

radiations are summarized in Table i. These are all deriv-

ed from maxilnum Values of each radiation with the

ICRF beatlng Or
- 1.0 MW. With C-coatlng, decrease in

the intensity of Fe XIX-Fe XXIV is 1/16-1/30, which is

well correlated to the change in central radiation intensi-

ty obt血ed by the boiometer a汀ay. Intenslty Of Fe X-Fe

XIIIalso decreases to 1/20 of the intensitywithout C-

coat皿g. These radiations probably make the dominant

contribution to the total radiation loss without C-

coat皿g. Their reduction rate is largerthan the reducrion

rate of P,.a, Which indicates that,with C-coating, the

main radiation loss is no longer attributable to iron im-

purities but to low Z impurities. Intensity of CV is I.6

times largerwith C-coating than the intensIT_ywithout C-

coatlng, Which suggests that the increase in carbon im-

0.5 1.0 I.5 2.0

Pd (MW)

Fig. 2. Total radiation power as a Function o【the rr power.

Table I. Ironィadiation intensities with C-coatlng relative to those

without C-coatlng.

line (wavelength) intensity

Fe X

Fe XIII

Fe XVI

Fe XIX

Fe XXII

Fe XXlt

Fe XXIV

(175 A)

(204 A)

(335 A)

(108 A)

(117A)

(114A)

(192 A)
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purlty due to the carbonization is not slgni丘cant.

However, more systematic investigation will be needed to

evaluate the effect of carbon impurity With the CI

coatlng.

Figure 3 shows the time evolution of ion temperature

Ti by charge-exchange neutral analysis. This isdetermined

by the energy spectra from 1500 to 5000 eV. The absolute

values of the central ion temperature may be

underestimated here in this high ne range. Although a

small diHerence can be seen between two sets of the T.･

data in this figure, relative change of Ti With andwithout
C-coating lS not Clear in general･ At least we can say that

the ion-heating e凪ciency and confinement is not

deteriorated by the C-coating.

Total and electron stored energy are estimated from a

radial temperature profile measured by polychromator of

the electron cyclotron radiation; the results are shown in

Fig. 4･ Pro丘1es orthe density and the ion temperature are

assumed to be parabolic･ At 160 ms, just before the end

of heating, the total energy w,a, is ll kJ without C-

coatlng and 15 kJ with C-coating. An improvement in

global energy balance has been achieved by the C-

coating. Using the values of P,od in Fig. 1 and the time

derivative of W,o, in Fig. 4, we obtain 660kW as the

power loss tbrougb conduction and convection without

C-coating and 860 kW with C-coating. These both corres-

pond to 17 ms of the energy confinement time with con-

duction/convection loss only. This suggests that the

energy loss due to di飢ISion processes is not much

different in the cases with andwithout C-coating.

f4. CorICJusion

It has been demonstrated that L'r2 SL'(lL Carbon coating lS

very eHective to suppress metal-impllrlty COntamination

and radiation. The iron-impunty radiation is reduced by

one order of magnitude and the totalradiation loss is

reduced to one丘fth of the rf power by the C-coating,

which results in sustalnlng Of electron temperature and

an i皿Crea5e in stored energy with megawatts or ICRF

heating. Heating e氏ciencyand conduction/convection
loss are not slgni丘cantly changed by the C-coating.
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